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ABSTRACT  

This PhD thesis studies the changing strength of soft fine-grained soils in response to 

cyclic loading and consolidation in order to provide a robust technical basis for safer, 

smarter and more economical design of subsea infrastructure. A standout feature of the 

research are experimental data, obtained mainly from geotechnical centrifuge 

experiments, that consistently demonstrate significant soil strength increases following 

both low and high level cyclic loading, due to dissipation of excess pore pressure. A novel 

aspect of the centrifuge tests is the philosophy of ‘whole life’ modelling, which enables 

the correct simulation of in-situ stress conditions and time periods for subsea foundations. 

Results from the centrifuge tests formed the basis for developing a new effective-stress 

framework, based on critical state soil mechanics concepts, that quantifies changes in soil 

strength considering the balance between undrained cyclic loading – leading to pore 

pressure build up – and consolidation – leading to strength regain.  

Initial centrifuge tests investigated changes in soil strength via novel penetrometer (T-bar 

and piezoball) and (piezo) foundation tests. Cyclic penetrometer tests with intervening 

periods of reconsolidation investigated the softening and hardening characteristics of two 

soils – kaolin clay and carbonate silt – due to shearing and reconsolidation. Results of the 

penetrometer tests indicate that the change in soil strength during the cyclic (softening) 

phase depends on the amplitude of the load cycles, which was varied between large 

displacement-controlled cycles and smaller load-controlled cycles. Large displacement 

controlled cycles lead to fully remoulded conditions, whereas small load-controlled 

cycles caused little or no change in soil strength. During the consolidation (hardening) 

phase, the regain in strength due to the dissipation of excess pore pressure induced during 

cyclic loading is significant, with strength regains that eclipse the loss of strength due to 

the displacement controlled cyclic loading (remoulding) and strength increases to 

(typically) double the initial strength following load controlled cyclic loading. After long-

term cyclic loading and reconsolidation, the enhanced soil strength approaches a stable 

value that is about three times the in-situ soil strength.  

Similarly, in the model foundation tests, the soil strength interpreted from the measured 

foundation capacity of a surface or embedded foundation was increased by up to three 

times due to cyclic loading and reconsolidation. These results highlight the significant 

gain in soil strength due to the dissipation of excess pore pressures generated during cyclic 
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loading. The underlying mechanism for these strength increases follows critical state 

concepts, in which dissipation of shearing-induced excess pore pressure leads to increased 

effective stress and a corresponding rise in undrained shear strength. An important aspect 

of this study is the potential for novel testing protocols with existing in situ penetrometers 

(e.g. T-bar or piezoball) to measure the soil properties that control the consolidation-

induced strength gain. The potential exists for these in situ tests to mimic the form of 

cyclic loading seen in-service, leading to direct design assessments. 

In order to advance research studies and optimise design practice, a new theoretical 

framework is developed using critical state concepts in the effective stress domain. The 

major purpose of the framework is to establish a theoretical tool for quantifying the 

changing soil strength considering the combined effects of cyclic loading and 

consolidation. In addition, the framework can be used to interpret cyclic penetrometer 

tests as well as foundation behaviour. This provides a basis for the approach to be used 

in design, by scaling directly from penetrometer tests to foundation behaviour. 

A new SCR-soil interaction model was developed from the effective stress framework, 

and used to predict the temporal changes in steel catenary riser (SCR) penetration 

resistance and stiffness at the touchdown zone. The merit of the model is assessed via 

simulations of SCR centrifuge model tests with over 3,000 cycles of repeated undrained 

vertical cycles in normally consolidated kaolin clay. Comparisons of the simulated and 

measured profiles of SCR penetration resistance reveal that the model can capture 

accurately the observed changes in SCR-seabed stiffness. Example simulations show the 

merit of the model as a tool to assess the timescales over which this order of magnitude 

change in seabed stiffness occurs in practice. It is concluded that current design practice 

may underestimate the seabed stiffness significantly, but the new approach allows rapid 

checking of this for particular combinations of SCR and soil conditions. 

The combined effects of remoulding and reconsolidation on plate anchor capacity were 

also investigated via geotechnical centrifuge modelling. The results demonstrate that full 

consolidation under a typical sustained load leads to a 50% gain in the anchor capacity 

and subsequent cyclic loading and reconsolidation can triple this increase. The effective-

stress framework is employed to explain and support the experimental observations, and 

provides (retrospective) predictions of anchor capacity (following varying combinations 

of maintained and cyclic loading) that are within 7% of the measurements. This study 

shows that when viewed from a whole-life reliability perspective, maintained and cyclic 
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loading provide a long-term enhancement of anchor capacity in soft fine-grained soils. 

This beneficial effect is currently overlooked in design practice, but can be calculated 

using the framework. 

Overall, this thesis presents a systematic study on the overlooked effects of cyclic and 

maintained loads and consolidation on soil strength and geotechnical capacity. A new 

effective stress framework is developed to provide a simple means to bank the benefit 

and bridge between advanced in situ tests and design assessment of subsea infrastructure. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background and motivation for the research  

Offshore energy (oil, gas, wave and wind energy) developments in deep water, where the 

seabed sediment is usually soft clay, require subsea foundations such as piles, pipelines, 

anchors and shallow foundations (shown in Figure 1-1) . These foundations are subjected 

to cyclic loads either from environmental or operational events. Environmental loading 

is the loading on the facility that then gets transferred via the moorings to the foundations. 

The main operational loads are from thermal expansion and contraction cycles of 

pipelines, so the foundations supporting pipelines are subjected to operational cyclic 

loading. Over the lifetime of the foundations, the cyclic loading leads to changes in the 

strength of the surrounding soil. 

The current design philosophy is to ensure that the foundation, in the state that it has been 

installed, is capable of surviving rapid undrained cycles, e.g. imposed by a storm. The 

weakening effect of cyclic loading is well recognised throughout design practice, and 

methodologies for determining the cyclic ‘fatigue’ of soft soils during undrained loading 

are well established. However, such undrained assessments neglect the effect of 

consolidation that will inevitably occur in practice following installation of the structure 

that the foundation supports (e.g. hook-up to a floating facility, or addition of the ‘top 

side’ to a fixed facility).  

The overlooked consolidation occurs either during waiting periods due to accidental 

weather and unexpected technical issues, or during prolonged periods of levels of cyclic 

loading. During consolidation time, the excess pore pressure that is generated by cyclic 

loading dissipates. Dissipation of the excess pore pressure leads to a reduction in void 

ratio and increase in undrained shear strength. During the lifetime of subsea 

infrastructure, changes in the soil strength and resistance has implications for the 
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structural response of the infrastructures. Understanding these implications is essential 

for assessments over the life of a facility and for life extensions. 

This thesis explores changes in the strength of soft soils around subsea infrastructure. The 

physical processes underlying soil behaviour are investigated by centrifuge tests – novel 

penetrometer tests and model foundation tests. A new effective stress framework is 

developed to capture the soil behaviour by quantifying the change in excess pore pressure, 

effective stress, specific volume and then soil strength considering the combined effects 

of cyclic loading, maintained loading and consolidation. 

1.2 Recent studies – cyclic loading and consolidation 

Recent studies have attempted to understand the effects of cyclic loading and 

consolidation on soil strength.  

1.2.1 The softening effect of cyclic loading on soil strength 

The effect of cyclic loading on the performance of offshore foundations has received 

significant attention due to the potential for cyclic loading to degrade (softening) soil 

strength.  

Bjerrum (1973) described the effects of cyclic wave loads on soils beneath a gravity 

offshore facility in the North Sea. As the crest of a wave travels to the structure, the wave 

force acts on the structure in the travelling direction, but once the crest of the wave moves 

past the structure, the wave force acts in the opposite direction. During a storm, therefore, 

the offshore platform will undergo hours of two-way cyclic loading, with the soil beneath 

the structure experiencing a series of shear stresses alternating between a positive and a 

negative value of about the same order of magnitude.  

For soft soils subjected to such cyclic loading, the soil exhibits undrained behaviour due 

to the low permeability and relatively high loading rate. Undrained conditions means that 

soil volumetric changes are prevented, and the pressure applied to the soil is transferred 

to the pore water in the soil skeleton. If the rate of cyclic loading is high enough, pore 

water pressure will accumulate during each cycle. Increases in pore pressure reduce 

effective stresses and therefore the soil strength (shown schematically on Figure 1-2). 

Since the soil strength is dependent on the level of effective stresses in soil, if the soil is 

contractile, the strength during cyclic loading will be lower than the monotonic strength. 
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Over the past four decades, many studies have focused on cyclic soil strength considering 

the effects of both cyclic and average shear stresses. To quantify this, a ‘cyclic contour 

diagram’ concept has been proposed by the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI), 

based on the experimental results from direct simple shear tests (DSS) and triaxial tests 

on soft marine clays (Andersen et al. 1988; Andersen 2015).  

The definition of monotonic soil strength is normally associated with conditions at the 

critical state, where large strains may be recorded without any change in effective stresses 

or volume (Muir Wood et al. 1990).  

Previous studies indicate that the monotonic limiting strength may occur at a shear strain 

between 0.1% to 5% for the different clays and silts considered by Jardine et al. (1986), 

Burland et al. (1996) and Vardanega and Bolton (2011).  However, cyclic soil strength or 

capacity (where a high shear strain may be accumulated under cyclic loading) can be 

determined by two methods: (1) the cyclic soil strength/capacity is measured after a large 

displacement to reach a critical state condition (Zhang et al. 2011; Boukpeti and White 

2015; O’Loughlin et al. 2019); (2) the cyclic soil strength is conservatively assumed to 

be equal to the applied cyclic shear stress at a pre-defined limiting shear strain. Through 

these methods, a cyclic loading factor, Ucy, can be determined, which is applied to 

monotonic soil strength to obtain the cyclic soil strength accounting for effects of cyclic 

loading (i.e. effects of strain rate and degradation following DNV GL RPs). 

The latter method is known as the ‘cyclic contour diagram’ approach (Andersen & 

Lauritzsen 1988; Andersen 2015) determined via conventional lab element tests (e.g. DSS 

or triaxial tests). It has been widely accepted and used by the offshore energy industry 

(i.e. oil & gas and new energy industries), and recommended by industry standards (e.g. 

DNV GL–RP–C212). In the cyclic contour diagram approach, the soil strength under 

cyclic loading (i.e. cyclic shear strength) is defined as the peak shear stress, τf,cy,  that can 

be mobilised during cyclic loading (shown in Figure 1-2), expressed as 

τf,cy = (τa + τcy)f                                                                                                                     (1) 

where (τa + τcy)f  is the sum of the average and cyclic shear stresses at failure that can 

occur either as large cyclic shear strains, large average shear strains, or as a combination 

of the two. For North Sea clay, the failure is normally defined at a shear strain of 15%. 

Based on the different combination of the τa and τcy, the contours can be established.  
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For practical design, the cyclic design event normally consists of a storm load history 

with different load amplitudes in each cycle. In order to use the contour diagrams, the 

irregular load history needs to be translated into a number of parcels of cyclic load with 

the same magnitude. Through a strain accumulation procedure (see the details in 

Andersen 2015), an equivalent number of cycles, Neq, and cyclic soil strength, τf,cy, can 

be determined, in which Neq gives the consistent cyclic degradation as the actual irregular 

cyclic load history with an assumption that the shear stresses are proportional to the loads 

(a range of scaling factor,  τcy/σvc
′ = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25, are normally considered, where 

σvc
′  is vertical pre-consolidation stress). 

This method is extensively used in offshore geotechnical design. The contour diagram 

concept provides a ‘reduction factor’ on soil strength attributed to cyclic loading. 

However, the method only considers fully undrained conditions, and ignores the effects 

of consolidation, which will inevitably occur during the time periods following 

installation and during in-service operations (e.g. start-up, shutdown cycles for an 

offshore pipeline). This is particularly the case for the subsea facilities used in modern 

deep-water developments, which are smaller than the fixed platforms that were more 

common in earlier developments in shallow water. 

1.2.2 The stiffening effect of consolidation on soil strength 

While the contour diagram method (described in the previous section) is an industry 

standard, this method is a total stress approach with no consideration given to the 

importance of excess pore pressure generation and dissipation for changing soil strength. 

Therefore, the current design method cannot be easily extended to include benefits from 

consolidation over the life of the foundation. To quantify the effect of consolidation, 

requires that predictions methods are cast in terms of effective stress approach. Figure 1-3 

shows – in effective stress – space how a rise in soil strength can occur due to 

consolidation. The excess pore pressure induced by undrained loading 1 (step A in Figure 

1-3) is dissipated during a consolidation period (step B), which results in an increase in 

effective stress. The increase in effective stress enhances the soil strength in the 

subsequent undrained loading 2 (step C). 

To explore soil behaviour during consolidation a number of studies have been conducted 

as summarised in the following:  
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• Conventional soil element tests: France and Sangrey (1977) performed a series of 

semi-undrained cyclic triaxial tests. In these tests, repeatedly undrained load-

unload cycles of shear stress were applied, and complete drainage of excess pore 

pressure was allowed between each cycle. The results of the tests indicate that the 

dissipation of excess pore pressure during consolidation leads to a reduction in 

water content (voids ratio) and an increase in soil strength. Later, O’Reilly et al. 

(1991) conducted another set of triaxial tests to examine the performance of a silty 

clay when drainage periods (consolidation) were allowed between episodes of 

undrained cyclic loading. These tests confirmed that consolidation periods 

produce a strengthening effect on the soil, and less excess pore pressure can be 

generated in subsequent cyclic episodes. 

• Centrifuge modelling: Lehane and Gaudin (2005) reported centrifuge results from 

tests on embedded solid square foundations in over-consolidated kaolin clay. A 

significant (80%) gain in undrained bearing capacity was obtained after a full 

consolidation under a vertical preload of about 65% of the ultimate undrained 

vertical capacity. Bienen et al. (2010) presented results from centrifuge tests on a 

circular foundation in normally consolidated clay. A vertical preload of 50% of 

the ultimate vertical load maintained for 80% consolidation led to a consolidated 

capacity that was twice the undrained value. Cocjin et al. (2018) studied the lateral 

breakout behaviour of a pipe on clay under a range of preloads from 12.5% to 

100% of the vertical ultimate capacity. After full consolidation, the consolidated 

lateral capacity was found to be 1.8 times the undrained capacity.  

• Numerical studies: Numerical analyses using the modified Cam Clay (MCC) 

model confirmed and analysed changes in bearing capacity; Zdravkovic et al. 

(2003) and Gourvenec et al. (2014) performed small-strain finite element analyses 

to assess the gain in undrained bearing capacity of surface foundations on 

normally consolidated clay due to preloading. Results from analyses of a strip 

footing indicates the consolidated bearing capacity is 1.7 times initial undrained 

capacity under a maintained vertical preload equal to 100% of the undrained 

vertical capacity (Zdravkovic et al. 2003), whereas for a circular foundation a gain 

of 40% was calculated due to a maintained preload equal to 70% of the undrained 

vertical capacity (Gourvenec et al. 2014). Fu et al. (2015) performed a numerical 

study for suction caissons with a range of preloading. The results gave a maximum 
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(consolidated) bearing capacity that was ~45% greater than the undrained capacity 

after 90% consolidation with a preload of 45% of the vertical capacity. In addition, 

Gourvenec et al. (2014) set out a simple method using a ‘lumped’ value of 

changing soil strength to predict the changes in bearing capacity of a shallow 

foundation due to sustained loads with varying degrees of consolidation. This 

method was later extended by Feng and Gourvenec (2015) to allow calculation of 

the gain in undrained uniaxial vertical, horizontal and moment capacities for a 

shallow rectangular foundation. In addition, Andersen & Jostad (2002) studied 

regain in soil strength along the outside wall of a suction pile after installation 

using the finite element program BIFURC (NGI, 1994). The results show that the 

increased normal stresses are initially taken by the pore pressure, but give 

potential for increased effective stresses and higher interface friction with time as 

the pore pressure dissipates (i.e. set-up effects), and also conclude that the α 

method (reported in API (2005)) proposed for capacity calculation for outside 

wall friction by means of underpressure is valid for T90 dissipation. Niarchos 

(2007) and Karlsruk (2012) showed set-up effects for piles, and investigated the 

rate of pore pressures dissipation and the state of effective stresses along the pile 

shaft at the end of the consolidation process, using different effective stress 

models (i.e. MCC and MITE1-3 models). Both studies revealed that the 

installation-induced excess pore pressure dissipates during a period of 

consolidation, and the rate of the excess pore pressure dissipation increases with 

the over-consolidation ratio (OCR). The dissipated pore pressure results in an 

increase in the effective stress along the pile within a plastic zone, and 

consequently, higher shaft frictional capacity of the pile. 

1.2.3 The combined effects of cyclic loading and reconsolidation on soil strength 

To date, most of the published studies investigating changes in soil strength focus on a 

single effect – either cyclic loading or consolidation, and neglect the combined effect. 

Only a few studies have attempted to quantify the variation in soil strength/resistance 

including both the effects of cyclic loading and consolidation.  

A suite of T-bar tests was carried out at UWA by Hodder et al. (2008) to quantify: (i) the 

decrease in soil strength owing to cyclic loading and (ii) the regain in the strength after 

reconsolidation (shown in Figure 1-4). The T-bar test consisted of three episodes of 20 

cycles, with a full consolidation permitted between each episode. The undrained shear 
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strength in the first cycle of each episode is about twice that in the last cycle of the 

previous episode. After each reconsolidation period between the episodes, the fully 

remoulded strength is increasing, and reaching a final remoulded strength (in episode 

three) that is almost double that in the first episode. 

To predict the changing soil strength measured by the cyclic T-bar test (described earlier), 

an effective stress framework was developed by Hodder et al. (2013) using critical state 

concepts. The framework is designed as a one-dimensional discretisation to analyse the 

remoulding and reconsolidation processes in an episodic penetration test. The generation 

of excess pore pressure is linked to cycle number, while the dissipation of excess pore 

pressure during a pause period between cyclic episodes is captured by a one-dimensional 

(lateral) dissipation model. 

Cocjin et al. (2014) reported episodic sliding centrifuge tests on a model mudmat 

foundation. During the test, each sliding event was performed at a rate to achieve 

undrained conditions, and a period of reconsolidation sufficient for 80 % consolidation 

was allowed between each sliding cycle. In each cycle, undrained sliding led to generation 

of excess pore pressure resulting in a degradation of soil strength beneath the foundation, 

while an increase in effective stress attributed to dissipation of the excess pore pressure 

during subsequent reconsolidation resulted in a rise in soil strength. After 40 sliding 

cycles, the regain in soil strength from the consolidation was greater than the loss of 

strength caused by undrained cyclic loading, finally approaching a steady limiting 

horizontal resistance. The limit horizontal resistance is about 3.5 times greater than the 

initial value measured during initial sliding phase, identical to the ratio of drained to 

undrained strength for UWA kaolin clay as inferred from penetrometer tests (Colreavy et 

al. 2016). 

1.3 Research aims 

To advance understanding and optimise design practice, the overall goal in the research 

project is to quantify changes in the undrained shear strength of soft soils around subsea 

infrastructure due to the combined effects of cyclic loading and consolidation. This goal 

was achieved by three main aims: 

Aim 1: Explore and quantify changing soil strength experimentally in normally 

consolidated soils through a combination of penetrometer and foundation tests 
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Aim 2: Develop a new framework to predict the changing soil strength capturing 

the combined effects of cyclic/maintained loads, remoulding and reconsolidation 

Aim 3: Apply the framework to various offshore soil-structure interaction 

problems to show the potential for bridging between sophisticated in situ 

penetrometer tests and offshore foundation design 

Figure 1-5 demonstrates theses research aims schematically, whilst Figure 1-6 maps 

theses aims to the corresponding chapters in this thesis. Details of each aim and how they 

were achieved are described briefly in the following subsections. 

1.3.1 Aim 1: Explore and quantify the changing soil strength through experimentally 

in normally consolidated soils through a combination of penetrometer and 

foundation tests 

The first aim of this research was to explore and quantify the changes in the soil strength 

under cycles of remoulding and reconsolidation. To achieve this research aim, a 

systematic experimental study involving two sets of rather novel tests were carried out 

using T-bar and piezoball penetrometers and a model (piezo)foundation. 

The first set of tests were T-bar penetrometer tests in normally consolidated (UWA) 

kaolin clay and reconstituted natural carbonate silt at 1-g (tube tests) or N-g (centrifuge 

tests) conditions. The test procedures involved both episodic displacement controlled 

cyclic loading (similar to that adopted in Hodder et al., 2008) and a new T-bar test 

protocol in which the cyclic loading is load-controlled, such that the resulting 

displacements vary with cycle and are much lower than in the displacement controlled 

test. Displacement-controlled (cyclic) loading leads to soil softening, with the soil 

strength degrading to the limiting fully remoulded value. Periods of consolidation 

permitted between each episode provided a basis for quantifying the resulting regain in 

soil strength. This test represents quite onerous cyclic loading, such as that associated 

with the movement of a riser at the touch-down zone. The other cyclic loading extreme, 

such as the cyclic loading applied to an anchor, is better represented by the load-controlled 

cyclic T-bar test, in which the mobilised T-bar resistance is varied triangularly at a 

frequency sufficient to generate undrained (or at least partially drained) conditions. As 

with the displacement-controlled cyclic T-bar test, consolidation periods between each 

cyclic episode formed a basis for examining strength changes due this type of cyclic 

loading.  
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The second set of (centrifuge) tests were performed in reconstituted normally-

consolidated natural carbonate silt using T-bar and piezoball penetrometers and a model 

piezofoundation. The test procedures included monotonic and cyclic loading phases, with 

maintained load phases for pore pressure dissipation. The purpose of these tests was to 

provide a potential link between changes in soil strength observed in penetrometer tests 

and foundation capacity changes considering cyclic and maintained loading. 

1.3.2 Aim 2: Develop a new framework to predict the changing soil strength 

capturing the combined effects of cyclic/maintained loads, remoulding and 

reconsolidation 

The second aim of the research project was to develop a framework for predicting the 

changes in soil strength accounting for cyclic/sustained loads, remoulding and 

reconsolidation that could be used in practice. The new framework was set out using 

critical state concepts in the effective stress domain, and by discretising the soil domain 

as a one-dimensional column of soil elements. The major purpose of the framework is to 

establish a theoretical tool for quantifying the changing soil strength considering the 

combined effects of cyclic loading and consolidation. This framework will fill a practical 

niche between existing analysis methods. Spreadsheet programs are used to assess 

bearing capacity at an instant in time, for a given set of soil properties, without capturing 

whole life effects. Numerical analysis such as finite element programs can simulate time 

histories and the response of individual soil elements beneath a foundation, but are 

currently impractical for routine design. This new framework will step through time, 

allowing whole life loading and consolidation to be captured, but will simplify the soil 

domain into a one-dimensional region (with depth) allowing simple and efficient analysis 

to be performed (using Matlab). In addition, a potential application of the framework will 

be to bridge a gap between seabed-based soil in situ tests (such as advanced penetrometer 

tests) and design assessments of soil-structure interaction. 

1.3.3 Aim 3: Apply the framework to various offshore soil-structure interaction 

problems to show the potential for bridging between sophisticated in situ 

penetrometer tests and offshore foundation design 

The third aim of the research project was to apply the framework (from Aim 2) to predict 

the changing soil strength around subsea infrastructure considering the combined effects 

of cyclic loading and reconsolidation.  
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The first application of the framework is to show that it is capable of capturing the 

changing soil strength measured in an episodic cyclic T-bar penetrometer test. This 

prediction also serves as a means to determine the parameters for excess pore pressure 

generation used in the framework. The framework is then used to predict measurements 

from previously reported experiments involving penetration resistance, consolidation 

periods and cyclic loading. 

The first experimental programme is a series of previously reported spudcan penetration 

centrifuge experiments in kaolin clay, where penetration was interrupted and varying 

levels of maintained load and consolidation time were permitted before penetration 

continued. The second application was to predict seabed interaction of a steel catenary 

riser (SCR) at the touchdown zone. The merit of the model is assessed via simulations of 

previously reported SCR centrifuge model tests with over 3,000 cycles of repeated 

undrained vertical cycles in normally consolidated kaolin clay. Example simulations 

show the merit of the model as a tool to assess the timescale in field conditions over which 

this order of magnitude change in seabed stiffness occurs.  

The third application of the framework was prediction of changing plate anchor capacity 

under cyclic/episodic/sustained loads and reconsolidation. The changing anchor capacity 

in reconstituted normally-consolidated natural carbonate silt was assessed through a 

series of beam centrifuge tests on horizontally loaded circular plate anchors. The 

effective-stress framework was employed to explain and support the experimental 

observations. 

1.4 Thesis outline 

The body of this thesis is presented as a collection of technical papers that are either 

published or submitted for publication. Each chapter represents a single paper that 

contributes to the achievement of the aims of the research project, as set out in Section 

1.3. Each chapter begins with a prologue to provide context and background to where this 

contribution fits within the overall thesis. The main body of each chapter includes an 

introduction and review of current practices and literature relevant to the particular topic, 

and closes with concluding remarks specific to the topic of the chapter. The thesis 

concludes with a chapter that summarises the main findings and contributions from this 

research in addition to potential research themes for future work (Chapter 7).  
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Figure 1-1  Subsea foundations (online resources: FMC subsea production equipment at the Vigdis North-East development in North Sea 

http://www.offshore-technology.com) 
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Figure 1-2  Schematic showing cyclic and monotonic soil strength 

 

 

Figure 1-3  Schematic showing undrained loading and intervening consolidation in 

effective stress and total stress space 
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Figure 1-4  Cyclic T-bar penetration test with reconsolidation between each episode 

(after Hodder et al., 2008) 
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Figure 1-5  Schematic showing research aims  
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Figure 1-6  Map of the thesis showing the research topic and aims that corresponding to the thesis chapters  

Research Topic:

The changing strength of soft 

soil around subsea infrastructure

Aim 1:

Explore and quantify changing soil strength

experimentally in normally consolidated soils through a

combination of penetrometer and foundation tests

Aim 2:

Develop a new framework to predict the changing soil 

strength capturing the combined effects of 

cyclic/maintained loads, remoulding and 

reconsolidation

Aim 3:

Apply the framework to various offshore soil-structure 

interaction problems to show the potential for bridging 

between sophisticated in situ penetrometer tests and 

offshore foundation design

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 2:

Journal paper:

‘Load-controlled cyclic T-bar tests: A new method to assess 

the combined effects of cyclic loading and consolidation’

Chapter 3:

Journal paper: 

‘The changing strength of soft soils: Parallel penetrometer and 

foundation tests with cyclic loading and reconsolidation 

periods’

Chapter 4:

Journal paper:

‘An effective stress framework for estimating penetration

resistance accounting for changes in soil strength from

maintained load, remoulding and reconsolidation’

Chapter 5:

Journal paper:

‘An effective stress analysis for predicting the evolution of 

SCR-seabed stiffness accounting for consolidation’

Chapter 6:

Journal paper

‘Changes in plate anchor capacity under maintained and 

cyclic loading due to consolidation effects’

Chapter 7: Conclusions
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CHAPTER 2 THE CHANGING STRENGTH OF SOIL 

INVESTIGATED BY NOVEL PENETROMETER TESTS 

 

Paper published as: 

O’Loughlin, C. D., Zhou, Z., Stanier, S. A. and White, D. J. (2019). Load-controlled 

cyclic T-bar tests: A new method to assess the combined effects of cyclic loading and 

consolidation. Géotechnique letters 9(3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 presents and discusses results from a programme of T-bar tests to investigate 

changing soil strength under cyclic loading/remoulding and reconsolidation in both 

kaolin clay and carbonate silt. The T-bar tests involve cyclic episodes interspersed with 

consolidation periods. The cyclic episodes are conducted both in the conventional 

displacement-controlled manner, but also using a new load-controlled test protocol 

introduced for the first time in this paper. These initial experimental observations 

provide strong impetus for embracing the changing soil strength in offshore 

geotechnical design.  

This chapter contributes to Aim 1 of the research project and is a stepping stone for 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, where results of the episodic (displacement-controlled) T-bar 

test were used for calibrating the analytical framework in Chapter 4. The results of the 

(load-controlled) T-bar were further discussed and compared to the embedded anchor 

tests in Chapter 6. 
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ABSTRACT 

Full-flow T-bar and ball penetrometer tests are often used to measure intact and 

remoulded soil strengths, with the latter determined after several large amplitude 

displacement cycles. In offshore design the remoulded soil strength is often the governing 

design parameter during installation of subsea infrastructure, whilst a ‘cyclic strength’ 

applies for the less severe operational cyclic loading. This paper utilises a new type of T-

bar penetrometer test to measure both remoulded and cyclic strengths, where the latter is 

determined via a new test protocol involving cycles between load rather than 

displacement limits. The tests use kaolin clay and a reconstituted carbonate silt and 

involve three cyclic phases with intervening consolidation periods. The results 

demonstrate the important and beneficial role of consolidation. The loss in strength due 

to remoulding is sometimes surpassed by the strength recovery from consolidation. The 

most significant gains in strength, to 2.5 times the initial value, were measured in the 

load-controlled cyclic tests. These data demonstrate a novel way to characterise undrained 

cyclic strength, taking advantage of consolidation to reduce conservatism. 

Keywords: penetrometer, soil strength, subsea infrastructure, cyclic strength, cyclic 

loading, remoulding and consolidation 
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2.1 Introduction  

Offshore foundations are subject to cyclic loading from the ocean environment and from 

operational loads, such as expansion and contraction of pipelines. In conventional design, 

cyclic loading of fine-grained soils is treated as ‘damage’, so the cyclic undrained shear 

strength is less than the monotonic value at the same strain rate. The severity of the 

‘damage’ is governed by the magnitude and number of cycles, and whether the loading is 

one-way or two-way. Procedures to estimate design cyclic strengths are based on contour 

diagrams of shear strain or excess pore pressure (e.g. Andersen et al. 1988, Andersen 

2015). Although this methodology is well-established and robust, it neglects the potential 

for regains in soil strength associated with dissipation of the excess pore pressure induced 

by the cyclic loads. 

Ignoring the regain in strength due to dissipation of excess pore pressures can result in a 

conservatively low estimate of soil strength, if in practice some dissipation will occur 

prior to the governing load being applied. This recovery is illustrated by the model scale 

T-bar penetrometer test in soft kaolin clay shown in Figure 2-1 (Hodder et al. 2013), 

which involved episodes of undrained cycling interspersed with consolidation periods. 

Although the strength degrades within each episode, the regain from consolidation is 

significant. This example represents onerous cyclic loading, such as that caused by an 

oscillating catenary riser pipe where it touches down on the seabed. Another example in 

which the strength gain from consolidation is increasingly recognised, and considered in 

design, is the soil strength and axial friction beneath on-bottom seabed pipelines. 

Experimental and numerical modelling shows that cyclic loading as a pipe is laid on the 

seabed causes a loss of strength due to remoulding, but the consolidation process leads to 

higher friction in the long term (White et al. 2017).  

Previous evidence of this behaviour has been limited to clays of low sensitivities. Natural 

offshore clays are typically more sensitive, which raises the question of whether the 

potential for strength regain is as significant in these soils. Other offshore cyclic loading 

scenarios are also less severe, such as one-way cyclic loading of an anchor. In this case 

the cyclic loads do not exceed the monotonic capacity, in contrast to the soil flow during 

large amplitude cycles of a T-bar, which strains the soil beyond failure. The regain in soil 

strength from this lower-amplitude cycling has received less attention, despite its higher 

relevance for most offshore design problems.  
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This paper addresses these knowledge gaps through an experimental study of changes in 

undrained shear strength from mild and severe cyclic loading and consolidation, applied 

via a T-bar penetrometer. 

2.2 Penetrometer tests 

The tests used normally consolidated kaolin clay and carbonate silt with properties given 

in Table 2-1. Both soils were consolidated from a slurry. To vary the sensitivity of the 

kaolin clay, two further slurry batches were prepared with the addition of a dispersant 

(Sodium Hexametaphosphate) and a flocculant (Sodium Polyacrylate). These additives 

raise the initial voids ratio of the kaolin clay during consolidation by encouraging groups 

of particles to coalesce together into effectively larger particles (Bergaya et al. 2006). As 

shown later, the concentrations were varied in the two ‘modified’ batches, which had the 

effect of raising the soil sensitivity from St = 2.5 (unmodified kaolin clay) to St = 4.5 and 

St = 6.5 (see Table 2-1). The experimental programme involved both single gravity and 

centrifuge tests. The single gravity samples were consolidated in tubes with a specific 

surcharge plate to accommodate the penetrometer (Suzuki 2015, Colreavy et al. 2019) 

whereas the centrifuge experiments were conducted at an acceleration of 150g in 

rectangular sample containers (Figure 2-2).  

All samples were normally consolidated, which was achieved by self-weight 

consolidation for the centrifuge samples (at 150g) and by increasing the oedometric 

consolidation pressure to a vertical stress of σ'v0 = 48 kPa for the single gravity tests.  

The T-bar penetrometer uses a cylindrical bar, 5 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length, 

connected perpendicularly to a 5 mm diameter shaft. Strain gauges are located on a thin-

walled section near the base of the shaft to measure penetration and extraction resistance. 

Each penetrometer test involved penetration to a target depth followed by cyclic 

sequences, undertaken in either displacement or load control, interspersed with 

consolidation periods during which the T-bar was held at a fixed displacement (see Table 

2-2 and Figure 2-3 for details). The displacement controlled cycles involved moving the 

T-bar vertically by ± 4 or 4.5 diameters for N = 20 cycles, whereas the load controlled 

cycles were undertaken between load limits that mobilised either 0% and 75% or 25% 

and 75% of the intact penetration resistance (and therefore the initial undrained shear 

strength, su,i) for either N = 20 or 1080 cycles.  
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Consolidation periods, tc = 1 and 2.5 hours for the silt and kaolin respectively, were 

included in the centrifuge cyclic loading sequences. A longer consolidation period, tc = 

24 hours was used in the single gravity tests. A penetration velocity, v = 3 mm/s and a 

loading frequency of 1 or 5 Hz were adopted for the displacement and load-controlled 

cycles respectively. A penetration velocity, vp = 3 mm/s was selected to ensure that the 

response was primarily undrained, noting that the dimensionless group, vpD/ch = 53 

(where D is the T-bar diameter), in excess of the vpD/ch > 10 criteria for undrained 

behaviour (e.g. Lehane et al. 2009, Colreavy et al. 2016). A loading frequency of 1 or 5 

Hz was adopted for the load-controlled cycles to strike a balance between achieving the 

targeted undrained response and ensuring accurate load limit control. Undrained shear 

strength was calculated as su = q/N, where q is the measured penetration resistance (i.e. 

the gross pressure on the T-bar projected area) and N is the T-bar bearing factor, taken as 

10.5 (Martin and Randolph, 2006). 

2.3 Effect of soil sensitivity on consolidation-induced strength regain 

Figure 2-4 a shows profiles of undrained shear strength, su, with depth, z, for the single 

gravity Type II tests in kaolin clay with different sensitivities (Tests 1-3). Adding 

flocculants to the kaolin clay increased the intact strength, while the remoulded strength 

remaining approximately constant. Sahdi et al. (2010) saw a similar response for kaolin 

clay with coloured dye. Sensitivity, St, defined as the ratio of intact to fully remoulded 

strength in the first cyclic episode, was St = 2.5 for pure kaolin but up to 6.5 for samples 

with additives. The corresponding undrained shear strength ratios, (𝑠u,i/σv0
′ )NC  NC are 

0.15 and 0.4.  

After the tc = 24 hour consolidation period between each episode, su increases due to 

dissipation of the excess pore pressure from the preceding cycles. During the first 

consolidation period the strength increases by a factor of 2.6-4.6, and during the second 

period by a factor of 1.9-2.5 (Figure 2-4b). The greater gains are for the soils with higher 

sensitivity. This indicates that the potential for consolidation-induced strength gain is 

actually higher in soils with increased sensitivity. 

The changes in strength, expressed relative to the initial strength, su,i, for pure kaolin and 

the carbonate silt show similar trends (Figure 2-5). The carbonate silt has a higher 

sensitivity, so the cyclic sequences soften more. However, the proportional gain in 

strength during each consolidation period is also higher for the carbonate silt.  
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These responses can be illustrated conceptually via the stress path of a soil element during 

and after cyclic remoulding for soils of low and high sensitivity (Figure 2-6). The 

elements for a low and a high sensitivity soil are assumed to start at the same state on a 

normal compression line (NCL) (Point O in Figure 2-6). Initial penetration of the T-bar 

induces excess pore pressures that reduce the vertical effective stress from point O to 

point A. Cycling the T-bar generates additional excess pore pressure until the stress 

reaches the fully remoulded strength line (RSL) at point B (White and Hodder 2010; 

Hodder et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2019).  

The distance between the NCL and the RSL is controlled by the sensitivity, such that the 

fully remoulded state for a low sensitivity soil is represented by point B1, which is at a 

higher vertical effective stress than for a high sensitivity soil, which is represented by 

point B2. The reconsolidation phase follows a stress path shown by the κ line. After 

consolidation the reduction in specific volume, v, and hence the increase in su, is higher 

for the higher sensitivity soil (point C2) than for the low sensitivity soil (point C1). This 

analysis matches the test results, and is intended to indicate only the relative positions of 

the NCL and RSL. In practice, both may move due to the level of structure in the soil, as 

evident from the higher intact strengths in the higher sensitivity kaolin in Figure 2-4. 

However, the relative changes in strength are controlled by the relative spacing of the 

(normal and remoulded compression) lines, not their absolute position. 

2.4 Effect of one-way cyclic loading on soil strength 

The Type III tests involved penetration to 43 mm depth followed by 20 load-controlled 

cycles between 0.25qi and 0.75qi, where qi was the initial resistance at that depth. After 

the cycles, penetration either resumed immediately (Test 6a, Figure 2-7a) or after 

consolidation for tc = 2.5 hours (Test 6b, Figure 2-7b). A reference test without cycling is 

also shown on Figure 2-7. The cycles alone have negligible effect on su (Figure 2-7a) but 

after consolidation there is a localised increase in su to ~2.2su,i. 

The changes in su from all Type III tests (Tests 6a-e, Tests 9a-e) with small-amplitude 

load-controlled cycles are summarised in Figure 2-8, alongside the large-amplitude cyclic 

tests (Type IV), with a sub-figure for each soil type. The following observations are made: 

• The displacement-controlled cycles fully remould the soil causing a significant 

reduction in strength. In contrast, the load-controlled cycles cause minimal 

reduction in soil strength (<5%), even though each cycle mobilises 0.75qi. 
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• The increase in su after the consolidation period following each load-controlled 

cyclic episode is significant for both soils. Strengths of 2.1su,i and 2.5su,i are 

reached after the first and second consolidation periods in kaolin compared to 

2.0su,i and 2.3su,i in the carbonate silt. These post-consolidation strengths are 

typically 2-3 times greater than observed after the displacement-controlled cycles. 

• Consolidation immediately following the initial penetration (i.e. without load 

cycles, Test type I) also led to a significant increase in su, to ~1.9su,i for kaolin 

(Test 4) and ~1.7su,i for carbonate silt (Test 7). However, a greater strength is 

measured when the consolidation period is preceded by a cyclic episode, which 

generates additional excess pore pressure. 

• Tests 10 and 11 provide further evidence of the gain in strength from combined 

cyclic loading and consolidation. These Type IV tests (Figure 2-3d) involved N = 

1,080 cycles in a single episode (reflecting the number of cycles that might occur 

in a typical three-hour storm). There was no subsequent consolidation period but 

consolidation would have occurred concurrent with the cycles. This process 

caused su to increase by 2.35 times in Test 10 (which cycled from 0.25-0.75qi), 

and by 2.9 times in Test 11 (which cycled from 0-0.75qi). These increases are 

slightly higher than the strength gain from three N = 20 cyclic episodes with 

intervening tc = 1 hour consolidation periods. 

Figure 2-8 highlights the range of changes in soil strength that can result from cyclic 

loading; the variation from fully remoulded conditions to the consolidation-induced 

hardening after one-way cyclic loading is a factor of 6 for kaolin clay and 11.5 for the 

carbonate silt.  

These varying changes in strength can also be explained using conceptual stress-paths for 

each Test Type. For example, the first episode of one-way cyclic loading followed by 

consolidation (Type III) is represented in Figure 2-9a by the stress path O-A2-B2, which 

generated more excess pore pressure than Type I (O-A1-B1) as Type III involved 20 cycles 

of one-way loading after the initial penetration. During the subsequent consolidation, the 

reduction in specific volume for Type III (∆vIII) is higher than that for Type I (∆vI), so the 

potential for further excess pore pressure generation (e.g. in the next T-bar pass, stress 

paths A1-B1 and A2-B2) is lower for Type III than Type I. Consequently, the next pass of 

the T-bar involves a higher vertical effective stress and soil strength for Type III (point 

B2) than Type I (point B1).  
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The same logic applies to Type IV; the additional cycles (N = 1080) generate additional 

pore pressure, although concurrent consolidation leads to a curved effective stress path. 

The pore pressure generation increases with cyclic amplitude so the reduction in specific 

volume is higher for Test IV-b (0-0.75qi, ∆vIV-b) than Test IV-a (0.25-0.75qi, ∆vIV-a), 

leading to a higher strength gain.  

Figure 2-9b compares stress paths for a soil element subjected to 20 displacement- and 

load-controlled cycles followed by the same consolidation period. The displacement 

controlled cycles in Type II led to fully remoulded conditions and hence a low vertical 

effective stress on the RSL, whereas the load controlled cycles generated much less 

excess pore pressure so the post-cyclic effective stress was higher. Hence, after 

consolidation the reduction in specific volume is greater for Type II (∆vII) than Type III 

(∆vIII), so the remobilised soil strength is higher for Type II than Type III, whereas Figure 

2-8b shows the opposite. However, if the very high accumulated shear strain causes the 

intact strength line (ISL) to migrate to the left (e.g. as per the models of Cocjin et al. 2017; 

Hodder et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2019), then the effective stress and soil strength in Type 

II (point B5) is lower than in Type III (point B2).       

Across all of the test types, the gain in strength relative to the initial strength is converging 

towards su/su,i ~ 3-4. Similar evidence is provided by other studies using variable rate and 

episodic penetrometer tests (Chow et al. 2019). This value is similar to the spacing ratio 

between the intact and remoulded or critical state lines, which controls the gain in strength 

predicted from these critical state-type frameworks. Parallel work for the axial friction on 

pipelines and shallow penetrometers shows that the undrained strength of normally-

consolidated soil can rise by this ratio under episodes of sliding failure and 

reconsolidation (White et al. 2015, Schneider et al. 2019). The present study suggests that 

the same ratio may be generally applicable for bearing-type loading. 

2.5 Concluding remarks 

The changing strength of soft soil when subjected to varying episodes of cyclic loading 

is a topical challenge in offshore engineering. 

Data from T-bar penetrometer tests involving episodes of large amplitude cyclic 

displacements and also novel small-amplitude load cycling highlights the effect of 

consolidation on strength. Large amplitude cyclic loading remoulds the soil to a minimum 

value, although the regain in strength due to consolidation is significant, and can surpass 
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the strength loss from remoulding. The regain is higher in soils with higher sensitivities. 

Low amplitude one-way cyclic loading, mobilising a peak resistance equivalent to 75% 

of the initial monotonic strength, did not cause a reduction in strength, but led to a very 

significant increase in soil strength, to almost 2.5 times the initial monotonic strength, 

due to the consolidation either during or after cycling.  

Consolidation around a T-bar penetrometer is relatively rapid due to the small device, 

which allows these new test protocols to explore changes in strength that would occur 

over the life of a larger structure, due to both small and large amplitude cyclic loads.  

The experimental evidence in this paper provides impetus to challenge the conventional 

design paradigm of discounting undrained shear strength to allow for cyclic loading. 

Although a consolidation period is necessary for the observed strength gains to 

accumulate, they can be created by relatively low-level cyclic loading and offer 

potentially significant benefits in available bearing capacity. 
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2.7 Notation 

ch      coefficient of consolidation 

D      diameter of T-bar 

N      cycle number 

NT-bar      T-bar bearing factor  

q      measured penetration resistance 

qi      initial penetration resistance 

su      undrained shear strength 

su,i      initial undrained shear strength 

𝑆t      soil sensitivity 

(
𝑠u

σ′
v0

)
NC

 
     normally consolidated undrained strength ratio 

tc      consolidation time 

vp      penetration velocity  

z      soil depth  

σ'v0      in situ geostatic effective stress 

γ'      soil effective unit weight 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-1  Changing soil strength due to cyclic remoulding and reconsolidation 

(after Hodder et al. 2013). 
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Figure 2-2  Experimental arrangement: (a) single gravity tests, (b) centrifuge tests. 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 2-3  Test procedures: (a) Type I, (b) Type II, (c) Type III, (d) Type IV 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-4  Single gravity test results: displacement controlled cycles (Test Type II): 

(a) undrained shear strength profiles, (b) Change in undrained shear strength during 

cycles and after consolidation periods 
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Figure 2-5  Comparison of changing soil strength due to remoulding (displacement 

controlled cycles, Test type II (centrifuge)) and reconsolidation in carbonate silt and 

kaolin clay 

 

 

Figure 2-6  Effective stress path for Test type II (single gravity tests) 
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(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-7  Example results from load controlled T-bar tests (centrifuge)  in kaolin 

clay: (a) cyclic loading, (b) cyclic loading followed by a consolidation period 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-8  Comparison of changing soil strength due to load and displacement 

controlled loading cycles in the centrifuge tests: (a) kaolin clay, (b) carbonate silt 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-9  Effective stress paths for: (a) load controlled cyclic T-bar tests, (b) 

displacement- and load-controlled T-bar tests. 
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Table 2-1 Soil parameters 

Soil properties Kaolin clay Carbonate silt 

Specific gravity, Gs 2.6 2.71 

Liquid limit, LL (%) 61 67 

Plastic limit, PL (%) 27 39 

Compression index, λ 0.205 0.287 

Swelling index, k 0.044 0.036 

Soil sensitivity, St 2.5, 4.5, 6.5 5 

Normally consolidated undrained strength 

ratio, (𝑠u/σv0
′ )NC 

0.15 (St = 2.5) 

0.25 (St = 4.5)* 

0.40 (St = 6.5)** 

0.35 

Coefficient of horizontal consolidation, ch 

(m2/year) 
2.6 (σv

′  = 40 kPa) 8.9 (σv
′  = 40 kPa) 

 
*: Batch 1 (St = 4.5): 5 kg of kaolin powder mixed with (a) flocculant: 0.1 kg Sodium 

Hexametaphosphate dissolved in 2.5 kg water; and (b) dispersant: 0.0005 kg Sodium 

Polyacrylate dissolved in 2.5 kg water. 

**: Batch 2 (St = 6.5): 5 kg of kaolin powder mixed with (a) flocculant: 0.1 kg Sodium 

Hexametaphosphate dissolved in 2.5 kg water; and (b) dispersant: 0.00075 kg Sodium 

Polyacrylate dissolved in 2.5 kg water. 
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Table 2-2 Test parameters 

 

Test 

environment 

Soil type Test 

no. 

Soil 

sensitivity 

Test 

type 

Test parameters 

 

Single gravity  

 

Kaolin 

clay 

Test 1 2.5  

Type II 

tc = 24 hrs 

Test 2 4.5 tc = 24 hrs 

Test 3 6.5 tc = 24 hrs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Centrifuge  

 

Kaolin 

clay 

Test 4  

2.5 

Type I tc = 2.5 hrs 

Test 5 Type II tc = 2.5 hrs 

Test 6a 

Type III 

- 

Test 6b 

tc = 2.5 hrs 
Test 6c 

Test 6d 

Test 6e 

 

 

Carbonate 

silt 

Test 7  

 

 

5 

Type I tc = 1 hr 

Test 8 Type II tc = 1 hr 

Test 9a Type III - 

Test 9b 

tc = 1 hr 
Test 9c 

Test 9d 

Test 9e 

Test 10 Type IV 
Cyclic loading: 

0.25qi – 0.75qi 

Test 11 Type IV 
Cyclic loading: 0 

– 0.75qi 
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CHAPTER 3 THE CHANGING STRENGTH OF SOFT 

SOILS: PARALLEL PENETROMETER AND 

FOUNDATION TESTS WITH CYCLIC LOADING AND 

RECONSOLIDATION PERIODS 

Paper submitted to Canadian Geotechnical Journal (January 2019) as: 

Zhou, Z., White, D. J.  and O’Loughlin, C. D. (2019). The changing strength of carbonate 

silt: Parallel penetrometer and foundation tests with cyclic loading and reconsolidation 

periods. 

 

 

 

 

 

Following Chapter 2 which investigated changing soil strength using novel 

penetrometer tests, in this chapter the focus switches to whole-life changing soil 

strength interpreted from soil-foundation interaction problems.  

Chapter 3 presents a programme of centrifuge tests involving novel penetrometer (T-

bar and piezoball) tests and model foundation tests in natural carbonate silt. The soil 

strength interpreted from the measured foundation capacity was compared to the 

changing soil strength obtained from the penetrometer tests. The results provide a 

potential link between changes in soil strength observed in penetrometer tests and the 

capacity of foundations, allowing the effects of cyclic loading and consolidation to be 

predicted. This chapter also contributes to research Aim 1, and became the basis for the 

design of the anchor tests in Chapter 6. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a centrifuge study using novel penetrometer tests (T-bar and 

piezoball) and model foundation tests to explore through-life changes in the strength of 

reconstituted normally-consolidated natural carbonate silt. The test procedures include 

episodic cyclic loading, which involves intervals of pore pressure dissipation between 

cyclic packets. These loads and the associated remoulding and reconsolidation cause 

significant changes in the soil strength and foundation capacity. Soil strength changes 

from penetrometer tests differed by a factor of 15 from fully remoulded minimum after 

undrained cyclic loading to a limiting upper value after long-term cyclic loading and 

reconsolidation. For the model foundation tests, the foundation capacity of a surface 

foundation and a deep-embedded plate were studied. The soil strength interpreted from 

the measured foundation capacity varied by a factor of up to three due to episodes of 

loading and consolidation. In addition, the stiffening of the soil due to cyclic loading and 

consolidation caused subsequent consolidation to occur approximately an order of 

magnitude faster than would be estimated using a consolidation coefficient, cv, 

appropriate to the initial conditions. The results show a remarkable rise in soil strength 

over the loading events for both the novel penetrometer tests and the model foundations. 

These results provide a potential link between changes in soil strength observed in 

penetrometer tests and the capacity of foundations, allowing the effects of cyclic loading 

and consolidation to be predicted. 

Keywords: carbonate silt, novel penetrometers, model foundation, changing soil 

strength, foundation capacity, cyclic loading and reconsolidation. 
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3.1 Introduction  

Many offshore foundations are subjected to intermittent episodes of cyclic loading, or 

remoulding, and reconsolidation during their installation and long-term operation. The 

cyclic loading and reconsolidation processes cause changes in foundation capacity. To 

assess these changes it is necessary to estimate the changes in the strength of the 

surrounding soil.  

The weakening effect of cyclic loading on soil strength is well recognized throughout 

design practice, and methodologies for determining the cyclic ‘fatigue’ of soil during 

undrained cyclic loading are well established (e.g. Andersen et al. 1988; Andersen 2015). 

On the other hand, the effect of consolidation on soil strength can be very important and 

beneficial for design practice, or can introduce additional criticalities. For instance, during 

footing installations for mobile offshore drillings rigs, periods of consolidation are 

encountered due to weather and other delays, or deliberate waiting periods are used to 

enhance the foundation capacity. Through a consolidation period, the recovery of soil 

strength enhances the soil penetration resistance, which may raise the capacity to an 

acceptable level that would enhance the range of wave conditions in which the jack-up 

can safely operate, or may heighten the risk of spudcan punch-through (e.g. Purwana et 

al. 2005; Bienen & Cassidy, 2013; Amodio et al. 2015; Wang & Bienen, 2016; Ragni et 

al. 2016). 

Similarly, all subsea foundations and anchoring systems are subjected to low levels of 

cyclic loading throughout their life, either from day-to-day cycles of operating 

temperature, from mild sea states or changes in vessel condition. These cyclic episodes 

are sustained over a significantly longer period than a single storm and may progressively 

strengthen the surrounding soft soil through drainage and consolidation. For subsea 

facilities, where the dominant design action is from thermal expansion effects rather than 

storm loading, the changing capacity through life is important. These foundations are 

sometimes designed to fail in sliding to relieve expansion loads, so a gain in capacity may 

be unwanted. Or, the design expansion loads may only build up slowly during the 

operating life. In this case, the rise in foundation capacity may outpace the increasing 

design load. 

The most common design approach to achieve a target reliability of an offshore 

foundation is via load and resistance (or material) factors, which are applied to 

characteristic design values (e.g. DNV GL 2018a & 2018b; API 2005; ISO 2014). For 
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anchors or shallow foundations on soft clay, the partial safety factors are usually 

determined through a reliability analysis that accounts for variability in load and material 

properties, model error and design situations. The partial factors are calibrated to target 

probabilities of failure for different failure consequences (i.e. 10-4 for CC1 and 10-5 for 

CC2 recommended in DNV GL RP E301 & E302).  

Currently, for offshore shallow foundations and anchors, the basis for the partial factors 

in the standards ignores the effects of consolidation. As a result, the reliability is 

underestimated if a mechanism of increasing strength, such as the consolidation process 

considered in this paper, is present. 

Reliability-based approaches can however be enhanced to allow a change in capacity over 

the operating life of a foundation to be incorporated in design. It may be possible to verify 

that a foundation has adequate through-life reliability even if the material factor is 

marginally inadequate during early life, because of a larger margin of safety in later life. 

Such an approach is similar to the current use of less onerous design conditions during 

temporary operations for installation and hook up. 

Experimental studies (Lehane and Jardine, 2003; Lehane & Gaudine, 2005; Bienen and 

Cassidy, 2013; Fu et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015; Cocjin et al. 2017) indicate an increase in 

the capacity of foundations due to sustained load and consolidation. Numerical analyses 

using the modified Cam Clay (MCC) model match these trends (Bransby, 2002; 

Zdravkovic et al. 2003; Feng and Gourvenec, 2015; Wang and Bienen, 2016). Based on 

the studies, Gourvenec et al. (2014, 2017) set out a simple method using a ‘lumped’ value 

of changing soil strength to predict the changes in capacity of a shallow foundation due 

to sustained load with degree of consolidation.  

The present study extends this prior work to consider the effects of cyclic loading and 

consolidation on soil strength using novel penetrometers and foundation model tests.   

3.2 Experimental programme 

3.2.1 UWA geotechnical beam centrifuge 

The tests were performed at the University of Western Australia using the fixed beam 

geotechnical centrifuge that has a nominal radius of 1.8 m (Randolph et al., 1991). All 

the tests presented in this paper were carried out at an acceleration level of 100g. The soil 

sample was set up in a rectangular ‘strongbox’, which has dimensions of 650  390 mm 
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in plan and is 325 mm deep. An actuator was used to impose vertical and horizontal 

movements on the model. Load- or displacement-controlled operation is achieved with a 

software feedback loop using the output of a load cell or displacement transducer. Data 

acquisition used a high-speed Ethernet-based system with data streaming in real time to 

a remote desktop (Gaudin et al., 2009). 

3.2.2 Test instrumentation 

3.2.2.1 Model foundation 

A simple circular foundation model with a diameter, Df = 40 mm, and with a thickness, 

tf  = 10 mm was used in this study. The model, as illustrated in Figure 3-1a, was fabricated 

from aluminium and connected to a cylindrical shaft with a diameter of 10 mm. The base 

of the model foundation was equipped with a pore pressure transducer (PPT) to monitor 

the excess pore pressure during installation and cyclic loading, and subsequent 

dissipation. A vertically-oriented load cell with a measurement range of 2 kN was 

connected directly to the foundation shaft to measure the applied vertical foundation-soil 

load, while a bending arm with a measurement range of 60 Nm was positioned in-line 

with the load cell to measure the horizontal load applied to the foundation. The 

experimental setup of the footing test is presented in Figure 3-2a. 

3.2.2.2 Novel penetrometers 

The penetrometer tests were carried out using a model scale T-bar (Stewart and Randolph, 

1991) and a model scale piezoball (Mahmoodzadeh and Randolph, 2014) (Figure 3-1b). 

The dimensions and instrumentation of these penetrometers are detailed in Table 3-1. 

They were fabricated from aluminium with a load cell located just above the bar or sphere 

to minimize the measurement error due to shaft friction. The piezoball featured pore 

pressure measurement at the mid-face position, half the radius vertically above the tip of 

the ball. The experimental setup of the penetrometer test is presented in the Figure 3-2b. 

3.2.3 Soil sample preparation 

The soil sample was prepared by reconstituting a natural carbonate silt retrieved from 

offshore Australia at a targeted water content of 145%. The slurry was mixed 

continuously for 48 hours and then poured slowly into the centrifuge strongbox. A 10 

mm layer of sand was placed at the base of the strongbox (i.e. before pouring the slurry) 

and overlayed by a geosynthetic drainage layer. The sample was consolidated under self-

weight in the centrifuge at an acceleration of 100 g for 5 days, with an approximately 30 

mins pause towards the end of the first day during which time additional slurry was added 
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to ensure that the final sample height was approximately 235 mm. A ~35 mm water layer 

was maintained above the soil sample during the subsequent testing. 

Geotechnical properties of the carbonate silt as determined from a set of laboratory tests 

are presented in Table 3-2.  

3.2.4 Soil characterization 

3.2.4.1 Undrained shear strength  

A set of ‘conventional’ T-bar tests (Stewart & Randolph, 1991) was performed to measure 

profiles of the initial undrained shear strength, su,i, and the fully remoulded shear strength, 

su,rem, at intervals over the testing period. The tests involved monotonic penetration and 

extraction, as well as a cyclic phase at a model depth of 165 mm (z/DT-bar = 33). The cyclic 

phase involved 20 cycles (a cycle defined as both penetration and extraction) with a cyclic 

amplitude of 30 mm (6DT-bar). Both the monotonic and cyclic phases employed the same 

penetration (and extraction) velocity, vp = 3 mm/s (at model scale). This was sufficient to 

ensure undrained conditions, noting that the dimensionless group, vpde/ch = 33 (where de 

= 11.3 mm, is the equivalent diameter of the T-bar, defined as the diameter of a circle 

with the same area as the T-bar, and ch is the coefficient of horizontal consolidation, taken 

as 32 m2/yr, as discussed later in the paper), in excess of the vpD/ch > 10 criteria for 

undrained behaviour (e.g. House et al. 2001; Randolph & Hope, 2004; DeJong & 

Randolph, 2012). 

The results of the T-bar tests near the beginning and end of the eight-day testing program 

are presented in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-3a plots the undrained shear strength with 

normalised depth, z/DT-bar, where su = qT-bar/NT-bar was interpreted assuming a constant T-

bar capacity factor of NT-bar = 10.5. This value was selected based on theoretical solutions 

(Einav & Randolph, 2005; Martin & Randolph, 2006), and it has been adopted for other 

studies using the same soil (Chow et al. 2019; Chang et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2019b; 

O’Loughlin et al. 2019).  Negative values of undrained shear strength correspond to a 

downwards soil resistance on the T-bar penetrometer, which is created when the 

penetrometer moves upwards. The undrained shear strength profile can be simplified as 

linear profiles with a zero-mudline strength given by 

su,i = kz                                                                                                                                      (1) 

where k is the strength gradient, k = su,i/z using depth, z, in the equivalent prototype scale. 

The average strength gradient on Figure 3-3a is k = 4 kPa/m, which is higher than 

expected for this soil (and inconsistent with the strength ratio measured in other centrifuge 
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samples and element tests on the same soil, reported in Chow et. al. 2019). This is because 

the tests reported here were affected by steady downward seepage through the sample, 

which occurred over the course of the tests. The steady seepage increases the profile of 

vertical effective stress with depth. Other studies using the same soil, reconstituted in the 

same way but without the seepage problem, show a strength of gradient of 2 kPa/m (Chow 

et al. 2019; Zhou et al. 2019b; O’Loughlin et al. 2019), which is half of the gradient 

recorded in this study. Therefore, all the present results have been interpreted considering 

a doubling of the geostatic effective stress profile.  This is equivalent to either a doubling 

of the effective unit weight or the g-level (Ng = 200).  

In the T-bar test, the remoulding process causes degradation of the undrained shear 

strength until the fully remoulded condition is reached. A strength variation ratio is 

defined as su,cyc/su,i where su,cyc is the degrading undrained strength during the cyclic phase 

and su,i is the initial undrained shear strength measured in the first penetration. The 

evolution of this ratio at a depth of z/DT-bar = 33, is plotted in Figure 3-3b. For each T-bar 

test, the final value of su,cyc/su,i indicates the soil sensitivity, St, where St is the ratio 

between the initial strength and the fully remoulded undrained shear strength. The 

sensitivity interpreted from the T-bar tests is St ~ 5. 

3.2.4.2 Consolidation characteristics  

The coefficient of horizontal consolidation, ch of the carbonate silt was determined from 

piezocone dissipation tests conducted at various penetration depths in centrifuge tests 

reported in Chow et al. (2019). Dissipations were interpreted using the Teh & Houlsby 

(1991) theoretical solution. The resulting variation in ch with vertical effective stress is 

shown in Figure 3-4 (where the vertical effective stress was calculated using an effective 

unit weight, γ' =5.5 kN/m3, taken as the average γ' from moisture content determinations 

made on sample cores taken after testing). Figure 3-4 also includes values of ch interpreted 

from an episodic piezoball test (described later) using the Mahmoodzadeh et al. (2015) 

numerical solution. ch from the piezocone tests (or estimated by 2 × Equation 2) is ~25% 

greater than ch from the piezoball , which is broadly consistent with the 33% difference 

reported by Colreavy et al. (2016). 

Figure 3-4 also shows the coefficient of vertical consolidation, cv, as measured in Rowe 

cell consolidation tests at effective vertical stress levels, v = 15 to 120 kPa. The 

coefficient of vertical consolidation, cv, increases with vertical stress level, and can be 

expressed as  
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𝑐v = (1.17σv
′ )0.48                                                                                                                     (2) 

using units of kPa for v and m2/year for cv. Using Equation 2, the dependence of cv on 

σ'v is well captured (Figure 3-4). Scaling from Equation 2 by a factor of 2 provides a 

reasonable estimation of ch values from the piezocone tests, allowing ch/cv ~2 to be 

inferred for this soil. 

3.2.5 Test programme 

The test programme included penetrometer tests and model foundation tests, as 

summarized in Table 3-3. Test locations within the strongbox are shown in Figure 3-2c. 

A minimum (centre-to-centre) distance of 190 mm (4.75Df) was allowed between 

adjacent foundation tests, and the minimum distance between the centre of the foundation 

and the strongbox walls was 110 mm (2.75Df), such that interaction and boundary effects 

may be considered negligible (Stanier et al. 2014; Wang & Bienen 2016). The 

penetrometer tests were episodic – one using a T-bar and one using a piezoball – with 

cyclic stages interspersed with a reconsolidation period. The test stages and results are 

presented in Section 3.3. 

The model foundation tests were divided into two types: surface foundation sliding and 

embedded plate penetration and extraction. The purpose of the tests was to investigate 

changes in foundation capacity over a period and loading history that represents (in a 

simplified way) foundation installation through long-term operation. The test stages and 

results are presented in Section 3.4. 

3.3 Penetrometer tests: changing soil strength 

3.3.1 Test procedures 

The episodic T-bar test involved cycles of penetration and full extraction with a 

consolidation period of 780 s between each cycle (representing 0.25 years in prototype 

scale). The T-bar was positioned above the mudline during the consolidation period. As 

illustrated in Figure 3-5a, each cycle constitutes penetration and extraction to a depth of 

36DT-bar. As is customary (Einav & Randolph, 2005) – and used earlier in Figure 3-3b – 

a single penetration or extraction represents an incremental cycle number of ∆N = 0.5, 

such that the T-bar test starts from a cycle number, N = 0.5 for initial penetration and N 

= 1.0 during first extraction. A total 78 cycles were carried out during the test. Penetration 

and extraction was conducted at the same 3 mm/s velocity used in the conventional T-bar 
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test, which (as described earlier) is sufficient for undrained conditions during the 

movement. The total duration of the test was ~19 hours at model scale.  

The episodic cyclic piezoball test differed from the episodic T-bar test in that each cyclic 

phase involved a full set of 20 cycles, which (as will be shown later) was sufficient to 

fully remould the soil, since it is more than a recommended 10 cycles to fully remould 

soil strength for a cyclic ball test (Einav and Randolph, 2005; Zhou and Randolph, 2009). 

The test involved two phases, at depths of 4DPB and 10.5DPB, with the following similar 

procedures in each phase (see Figure 3-5b):  

1. The piezoball was penetrated to the testing depth at vp = 1 mm/s (V = vpDPB/cv = 

118) which enables an undrained condition. 

2. The piezoball was held at this depth for an initial consolidation period. 

3. Three episodes of 20 cycles were performed around each depth after the initial 

consolidation. In each cycle, the ball was penetrated with a cyclic amplitude of 

1.5DPB, except that the initial downward half-cycle penetrated a further 1D 

beyond the main cyclic range. This is usual practice in cyclic penetrometer tests 

to eliminate end effects within the pattern of cyclic resistance. A one-hour 

consolidation period was permitted between each cyclic episode.  

3.3.2 Test results and discussion 

3.3.2.1 Episodic T-bar test: single cycles interspersed with reconsolidation 

Selected strength profiles from the 78 cycles are presented in Figure 3-6. The undrained 

shear strength is determined from the measured penetration resistance, qT-bar, as su = qT-

bar/NT-bar, where a capacity factor of 10.5 is used (Martin and Randolph, 2006).  

The duration of the cyclic phase means that some pore pressure from the initial cycles 

can dissipate by the time the 20th cycle is complete. However, the trend of continuous 

reduction in resistance during the 20 cycles shows that the changing strength is dominated 

by remoulding and pore pressure generation, rather than consolidation (Figure 3-3). It is 

possible, however, that a slightly lower remoulded strength would be observed if the 

cycles were faster, and therefore closer to fully undrained. 

Owing to the ‘breaking-surface’ cycling, a trench developed with a shape of a deep slot 

in the centre of a wide bowl at the penetrometer location (see Figure 3-7). This created a 

successively lower touchdown point as the mudline level changed. In Figure 3-7a, the 

trench depth increased with cycle number, reaching a depth of 4DT-bar after N = 20, before 
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increasing (at a higher rate) to ~20DT-bar after N = 60 cycles. The initial trench formation 

to about 4 times the T-bar diameter is due to the high strength ratio (su/γ'DT-bar) in this 

carbonate silt, and therefore the deeper depth that can develop prior to soil flowing around 

the T-bar (White et al. 2010). The continued deepening of the trench is due to the gradual 

reduction in specific volume of the penetrated column of soil due to consolidation. In a 

similar episodic T-bar test in kaolin clay (Cocjin et al. 2014), the lower strength ratio of 

kaolin led to a shallower trench depth of ~ 2DT-bar after 60 cycles.  Therefore, no soil 

strength information was available for this shallow zone in later cycles.  

However, the changing strength can be indicated by the evolution of the strength gradient, 

k defined as a ratio of ∆su to ∆z, over a particular depth range, chosen here as between 

z/DT-bar = 30 and z/DT-bar = 35. This eliminated the effect of the lowering touchdown point 

and also the artefact evident at the bottom limit of the penetration. The strength gradient 

ratio, ∆k = kcyc/ki, inferred over this range is presented in Figure 3-8.  

After an initial reduction, reflecting the remoulding process, the strength gradient 

increases as the remoulding is eclipsed by reconsolidation effects. The enhanced soil 

strength gradient after 40 cycles approaches a stable value that is about three times the 

strength gradient measured during the first penetration, i.e. ∆k ≈ 3.  

Figure 3-8 also includes results from a similar episodic T-bar test in kaolin clay (Cocjin 

et al. 2014) to provide context for such tests in other soils. The strength gradient factor 

picked up between z/DT-bar = 5 and z/DT-bar = 6.5 (and also the strength ratio, su,cyc/su,i, at a 

specified normalised depth of z/DT-bar = 8 – given in Cocjin et al. 2014)  show a similar 

cyclic variation for both soil types, converging to a long term limit of ~3 times the initial 

value.  

In summary, for both soils, which are initially normally-consolidated, the long term 

undrained strength after many cycles of remoulding and reconsolidation is three times 

greater than the initial undrained strength. 

3.3.2.2 Episodic cyclic piezoball test: multiple (20) cycles interspersed with 

reconsolidation 

The results of the piezoball test are expressed in terms of a ball penetration resistance, 

qPB. The penetration resistance has also been converted to soil strength via a capacity 

factor of Nball = 11, chosen as it gives the same undrained strength as the T-bar test, and 

is also consistent with the literature (Low et al. 2010; DeJong et al. 2010). 
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Before the cyclic loading was applied, the piezoball was held at each testing depth for an 

initial consolidation period, sufficient for full dissipation of the excess pore pressure 

measured at the mid-face location on the ball (shown in Figure 3-9). The consolidation 

periods were: 

• 1.5 hrs model scale, T ~ cht/𝐷PB
2   = 10.5 in phase 1 (ch = 14 m2/year), at z/DPB = 4, 

• 2.5 hrs model scale, T ~ 29 in phase 2 (ch = 24.5 m2/year), at z/DPB = 10.5. 

The resulting profiles of undrained shear strength at the two testing depths are presented 

in Figure 3-10a and b for the first phase (at 4DPB), and Figure 3-10c and d for the second 

phase (at 10.5DPB), respectively. The initial full consolidation period at the testing depth 

caused a significant gain in penetration resistance, to values of ~1.5 and ~1.8 times the 

corresponding initial soil strength at 4DPB and 10.5DPB, respectively.  

A strength variation ratio, su,cyc/su,i at two depths, 4DPB (Figure 3-10b) and 10.5DPB 

(Figure 3-10d) shows the variation in soil strength. Within each episode, soil strength 

declines rapidly in the first few cycles until a steady limit is reached, which represents a 

fully remoulded state. A regain in soil strength follows each reconsolidation process, and 

the fully remoulded strength also increases. 

3.4 Foundation tests: changing foundation capacity 

3.4.1 Test procedures 

The first set of model foundation tests involved three horizontally-loaded surface 

foundation tests. The procedures followed in each test are set out in Table 3-4. For each 

test, the installation of the model foundation was achieved by driving the vertical axis of 

the actuator at a slow rate of 0.1mm/s until the target vertical compression resistance (vop 

~ 22.5 kPa) was recorded by the load cell, immediately followed by unloading to 2/3vop. 

This value was maintained throughout the test including the failure stage (representing 

self-weight loading, shown in Figure 3-11a). In test 1 the model foundation was 

immediately loaded to failure by horizontal displacement control at 0.1 mm/s after 

installation, while an initial consolidation was allowed in tests 2 and 3. In test 3, 10 cycles 

of horizontal loading and consolidation were applied after the initial consolidation (Figure 

3-11b), in which the episodic cycles involved sustained load alternating between 75% and 

-75% of hcu, where hcu is the consolidated undrained horizontal capacity (described later). 
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Finally the foundation was loaded horizontally in 0.1 mm/s to measure the cyclic 

consolidated undrained horizontal capacity, hcu,cyc. 

The second set of model foundation tests involved vertical penetration and extraction of 

a buried plate foundation with a hierarchy of imposed loads and consolidation events 

similar to the first set, and shown in Figure 3-11c. The procedures followed in each test 

are set out in Table 3-5. Each test involved installation at 0.1 mm/s (such that vpDf/ch = 

21 and the response may be considered undrained; House and Randolph, 2001) to a depth 

of w/Df  3.5 followed by consolidation under either sustained monotonic load (~ 75% 

vuu in test 4 or ~ 75% vuu,tens in test 6, where vuu and vuu,tens are undrained unconsolidated 

foundation capacity measured during initial penetration or extraction, respectively) or 

episodic cyclic load (10 cycles) in which the episodic cycles involved sustained load 

alternating between 10% and 75% of vuu (test 5) or vuu,tens (test 7). The penetration 

depth w/Df  = 3.5Df  was selected to ensure that a deep failure mechanism developed 

(Hossain et al. 2005; Hossain & Randolph 2009) and that the test was unaffected by 

potential shallow embedment effects or water entrainment. Then, in either compression 

or tension, the model foundation was loaded in displacement control at 0.1 mm/s to failure 

in the same direction. For the tension tests, the plate was penetrated to a greater depth 

(~4.5Df) initially, before being pulled up to the position of the sustained loading tests.  

3.4.2 Results and discussion 

This section presents the results of the foundation model tests, firstly for the horizontally-

loaded surface foundation, and secondly for the vertically-loaded plate. For each 

foundation type, the first test quantifies the undrained foundation capacity for the initial 

soil strength conditions. This is defined as the ‘unconsolidated undrained’ (UU) 

foundation capacity. In the other tests, the foundation is subjected to a series of loads, and 

then the foundation was loaded monotonically until beyond the occurrence of a clearly 

defined peak resistance or a displacement of 0.6 times the foundation diameter. The 

foundation capacity is then identified as the peak resistance for Test 2 and 3 and the 

resistance at 0.33Da (equivalent to the mobilisation to the peak resistance in Test 3) for 

Test 1. The foundation capacity in these tests is compared with the base case UU test and 

the relative change in foundation capacity is identified, equivalent to the strength variation 

ratio defined in the penetrometer testing.  

In addition, an attempt is made to back-calculate the operative soil strength at failure, 

making reasonable assumptions where needed. The purpose is to establish the changing 
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strength of the soil around the foundation, as well as simply the changing foundation 

capacity, and compare these observations with the changes identified during the 

penetrometer tests. 

The key results are summarized in Table 3-6. For the horizontally-loaded surface 

foundation, the foundation capacity is denoted, h = H/Abase, where H is the horizontal load 

at failure. For the embedded plate, the foundation capacity is denoted, v = V/Abase, where 

V is the vertical load applied to the plate at failure. In both cases, Abase is the base area of 

the foundation, Abase = 𝐷f
2 /4 (Abase ~ 0.00126 m2 with the diameter of the model 

foundation, Df = 40 mm). The base case UU capacities are denoted huu, vuu and vuu_tens. 

The additional subscripts that represent the other loading histories are introduced with 

each individual test in the following sections. 

3.4.2.1 Model foundation tests: shallow foundation under horizontal load 

The variation of horizontal resistance with normalized horizontal foundation 

displacement, u/Df, is presented in Figure 3-12a, and the foundation trajectory during the 

loading to failure is shown in Figure 3-12b. The tests are discussed individually in the 

following sub-sections. 

Test 1: Unconsolidated-undrained capacity (huu)  

During the failure stages of Test 1, the mobilized horizontal resistance increases with 

horizontal displacement at a steady rate over the majority of the sliding movement. This 

increase may be linked to the soil berm growing ahead of the foundation. The value of 

huu is defined at a normalized sliding displacement, u/Df ~ 0.33, as huu = 3 kPa. 

The huu capacity can be interpreted as follows: 

- Since the mudline strength is negligible and this soil has been dragged down with 

the foundation, basal sliding resistance is assumed to be negligible. 

- huu = 3 kPa can therefore be derived from a lateral pressure of pu 8.5 kPa acting 

on the front embedded area of the foundation (w/Df 0.28, Afront = wDf where w is 

embedment of the foundation). This value of pu corresponds to approximately 2.8 

times the average initial soil strength over the foundation embedded depth – i.e. a 

typical design value for this passive pressure ratio (Randolph & Gourvenec 2011).  

Test 2: Consolidated-undrained capacity (hcu) 

The consolidated-undrained resistance, hcu, peaks at 15.5 kPa, far exceeding huu (by a 

factor of typically 5) at all displacements. The gain in capacity is due to consolidation of 
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soil beneath the model foundation under the applied vertical preload during the initial 

consolidation period. Figure 3-13  presents the dissipation of excess pore pressure 

measured by the pore pressure transducer at the centre of the foundation invert. 80% of 

the excess pore pressure was dissipated during the initial consolidation, and the back-

calculated coefficient of consolidation, cv, is ~1.9 m2/yr (interpreted against the numerical 

solution reported by Gourvenec & Randolph 2010). This is similar to the cv ~2.1 m2/yr 

from the initial consolidation of Test 3 (described later). 

This consolidation-induced gain in the undrained shear strength underneath the 

foundation, ∆su,c, can be estimated by an approach set out by Gourvenec et al. (2014) for 

the shallow foundation. The increase in operative strength due to the preload can be 

estimated as  

u
u,c su base'

vo NC

s
( / )s f f V A

 
 =  

 
                                                                                                                  (3) 

where fsu is a shear strength factor to account for the non-uniform distribution of the 

increase in shear strength and  fs is a stress factor to account for the non-uniform 

distribution of stress in the zone of soil affected by the preload (fsu fs = 0.919 derived by 

Feng & Gourvenec (2015)); (su/v0)NC is the normally-consolidated undrained shear 

strength ratio of the silt, which is 0.5 based on laboratory tests (Chow et al. 2019). This 

approach would indicate a basal sliding component of 0.919  17  0.5  80% = 6.25 kPa, 

with the remaining 9.25 kPa of hcu being due to the soil berm (w/Df   0.39, Afront = wDf), 

i.e. pu = 19 kPa. This soil berm component is approximately twice the resistance of the 

UU test at the same displacement, suggesting a doubling of the undrained strength of the 

soil berm following the disturbance during installation and the subsequent consolidation 

period. 

Test 3: Cyclic consolidated undrained capacity (hcyc,cu) 

An even greater gain in capacity is evident in Table 3-6. The peak resistance after cycles 

of horizontal preloading and reconsolidation is hcyc,cu = 48.8 kPa which is ~3 times hcu. 

Each one-way loading with reconsolidation represents an incremental cycle number of 

∆N = 0.5, so initial installation is presented as N = 0, and the cyclic test starts from a cycle 

number of 0.5 for first horizontal loading to +75%hcu and 1.0 during first loading reversal 

to -75%hcu. The full response during the cyclic loading stage is shown in Figure 3-14a.  
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During each consolidation period, the soil underlying the foundation was subjected to the 

vertical preloading, vop ~ 17kPa. The applied horizontal preloading, hop ~ ±10 kPa would 

be shared between basal shear and passive resistance from the soil ahead of the 

foundation, consolidating this region.  

The foundation settled by a further 0.06Df (2.4 mm) during the cycles of horizontal 

loading. The amplitude of horizontal movement reduced from 0.08Df (3.2 mm) in the 

first cycle to only 0.02Df (0.8 mm) in the final cycle, reflecting a stiffening of the 

foundation soil (Figure 3-14b). 

Each change in horizontal load created a pulse of positive excess pore pressure beneath 

the foundation. The pore pressure dissipation period was varied, allowing ~45% of excess 

pore pressure to dissipate after each change in load for the first 5 cycles, reducing to ~25% 

for the later cycles (Figure 3-14c). This pulse was smaller and dissipated more rapidly in 

later cycles, reflecting densification of the foundation soil and a reduced tendency for 

generation of positive pore pressure. The changing apparent coefficient of consolidation, 

cv, for each reconsolidation is back-calculated against the numerical solution reported by 

Gourvenec & Randolph (2010) (Figure 3-14d and e). The apparent cv increases more 

rapidly over the first 5 cycles with T45 consolidation, and at a slightly lower rate for the 

rest of cycles with T25 consolidation. The final apparent cv is 9 times higher than initial 

value (Figure 3-14f), which reflects that the soil underneath the foundation is compressed 

and the stiffness rises. 

During the final loading stage to failure, a peak load of hcyc,cu = 48.8 kPa was recorded. 

This hcyc,cu capacity can be interpreted as follows: 

- The initial consolidation and cyclic loading period (~200 mins, equivalent to T ~ 

0.6, see Figure 3-13) is T95, allowing 95% dissipation of the excess pore pressure 

generated by the vertical load, vop ~ 17kPa. This consolidation-induced capacity 

can be estimated using Equation 3, and the basal sliding resistance is fsu fs95%vop 

(su/v0)NC = 0.919  17  0.5  95% = 7.5 kPa. 

- The remaining resistance (48.8 – 7.5 = 41.3 kPa) is from passive and active 

pressure on the front and rear of the foundation. It corresponds to a net lateral 

pressure of pu 69 kPa acting on the front and rear embedded areas of the 

foundation (w/Df   0.47, Afront = wDf). This value of pu is 17 times the average 

initial soil strength over the embedded depth of the foundation (3.8 kPa from T-
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bar 2, so pu/su,i = 18), and is ~8 times greater than the value of pu inferred from huu 

in test 1 (which was slightly shallower, as discussed earlier).  

- The maximum lateral capacity factor on a circular foundation is Np = pu/su = 12 

(Martin & Randolph 2006). The calculated values of pu imply that the soil strength 

in the active and passive zones has at least doubled during the cyclic loading phase 

relative to the initial value. At such shallow embedment a lower value of Np 

applies, varying depending on the ratio of soil strength to unit weight. If a typical 

value of Np = 6 is assumed, the soil strength increased by a factor of 3. 

Summary of back-calculated changes in soil strength 

The overall changes in foundation capacity between shallow foundation tests 1 to 3 are 

summarised in Table 3-6 as proportional increases relative to huu. These differences arise 

from changes in the basal sliding resistance and also the passive and active resistance on 

the embedded area. The relative foundation capacity is not therefore directly proportional 

to changes in soil strength, but the following points summarise the interpretation 

described above: 

- Consolidation under the foundation self-weight creates basal sliding resistance by 

raising the strength of the surface soil above the initial mudline value of zero. 

Together with an increase in the smaller passive resistance component, this 

consolidation causes hcu to exceed huu by a factor of 5. 

- The consolidation process during cycles of alternating horizontal load causes 

further strengthening of the surrounding soil. The elevated resistance is 

interpreted as fully consolidated undrained basal sliding coupled with at least a 

near-threefold rise in the strength of the passive and active soil zones, so that hcyc,cu 

exceeds hcu by a factor of 3. 

Ratios of the strength in the passive and active zones of 1:2:3 have been inferred from 

tests huu, hcu and hcyc,cu respectively. For basal sliding, the mobilised strength assumed in 

hcyc,cu is 20% higher than in hcu. Although the variation in soil strength from the sliding 

model foundation tests may not directly link to the strength interpreted from the 

penetrometer test, the foundation tests indicate a similar range of the gain in the strength 

to that determined from the penetrometer test due to the combined effects of remoulding 

and reconsolidation. 

3.4.2.2 Model foundation tests: buried plate foundation under vertical load 

The results of the embedded plate tests are summarized in Table 3-6, and are presented 

in terms of the net penetration resistance, v, given by  
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where vm is the measured penetration resistance, expressed as Vm/Abase in which Vm is the 

measured vertical force; Fb/Abase is the soil buoyancy term, in which Fb is the net upwards 

force due to the foundation (and its cylindrical shaft) becoming embedded in soil (rather 

than water) and is calculated as:                 

𝐹b = {
𝛾′𝑤𝐴base,                                                             if 𝑤 < 𝑡plate

𝛾′[𝑡plate𝐴base + (𝑤 − 𝑡plate)𝐴s],                  if 𝑤 ≥ 𝑡plate

                                               (5) 

where As represents the projected area of the cylindrical shaft; 𝑡plate is the plate thickness; 

w is embedment depth of the plate; 𝛾′is the effective unit weight of soil.  

The resistance as the plate reached the depth of the sustained load test indicated the 

unconsolidated undrained capacity at that depth, in compression (vuu) or tension (vuu,tens). 

The sustained load was 75% of vuu (test 4) and vuu,tens (test 6). The resistance in the 

subsequent test stage is the consolidated undrained foundation capacities, vcu and vcu,tens. 

In the cyclic compression test (test 5) and the cyclic tension test (test 7), the resistance in 

the subsequent test stage is the cyclic consolidated undrained foundation capacity, vcyc,cu 

and vcyc,cu,tens.  

The behaviour of the vertically-loaded plate is easier to interpret in terms of the changing 

soil strength compared to the horizontally-loaded surface foundation because the 

foundation capacity can be mapped more directly to soil strength (Zhou et al. 2019a; Zhou 

et al. 2019c  Stanier & White 2019), since there are not separate components of basal 

sliding and passive/active resistance. 

Test 4 and 5: Compression loading 

The profiles of net penetration resistance for tests 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 3-15a. The 

resistance increases approximately linearly with depth, consistent with the strength 

profile. The resistance during extraction is lower than during penetration, because of the 

reduction in soil strength caused by partial remoulding.  

Consolidation under sustained load leads to a 50% gain in capacity in compression (vcu = 

958 kPa for test 4), whereas the 10 cycles of episodic consolidation lead to a higher 70% 

gain in capacity (vcyc,cu = 1080 kPa for test 5) (Figure 3-15b, Table 3-6). During test 5, the 

settlement under 75%vuu progressively reduces with cycles, with a slow accumulation 
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of embedment, as shown in Figure 3-15c and Figure 3-15d. This reflects the increase in 

stiffness and strength of the soil beneath the plate. 

The changes in the soil stiffness are also evident in the pore pressure dissipation beneath 

the centre of the plate. The dissipation during each period of sustained load (at either 

10%vuu or 75%vuu) is shown in Figure 3-16a. Each load was held for sufficient time 

for 90% dissipation of the excess pore pressure (T90). The excess pore pressure has been 

normalised to unity after each change in load, and the time period has been made non-

dimensional using a value of cv that is selected to fit the numerical solution from 

Gourvenec & Randolph (2010). This fitting process allows a separate value of cv to be 

identified for each dissipation stage, as shown in Figure 3-16b, and normalised to the 

initial value in Figure 3-16c. The apparent cv in the first dissipation under the high 

sustained load (75%vuu) is used as the normalising value.  

All unloading stages show an apparent cv that is 10 times this reference value, while 

during the loading phases the apparent cv progressively rises by a factor of 10 over the 

first few cycles. These observations indicate that the stiffening of the soil causes 

consolidation to occur approximately an order of magnitude faster than would be 

estimated using a cv value appropriate to the initial stage.  

Due to this shortening of the dissipation stages, the total duration of the episodic cyclic 

tests was therefore only approximately twice the 90% dissipation period from the first 

dissipation stage. This highlights that the high gains in strength evident in Table 3-6 can 

occur surprisingly rapidly, due to this quickening of the dissipation process.  

Test 6 and 7: Tension loading 

The profiles of net penetration resistance for tests 6 and 7 are shown in Figure 3-17a. The 

resistance during penetration and the initial extraction stage is comparable to tests 4 and 

5, and the general effects of consolidation during tension loading match those seen for 

compression loading. 

Consolidation under sustained load leads to a 15% gain in capacity in tension (vcu,tens = 

375 kPa in test 6), whereas the 10 cycles of episodic consolidation lead to doubling of 

tension capacity (vcyc,cu,tens  = 658 kPa in test 7) (Figure 3-17b). During test 7, the 

displacement when the maintained load of 75%vuu,tens is applied progressively reduces 

with cycles (Figure 3-17c and Figure 3-17d). This reflects the increase in stiffness and 

strength of the soil above the plate. 
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The soil response beneath the plate is reflected in the pore pressure measured beneath the 

centre of the foundation. These results follow a similar pattern to the compression tests, 

although the rate of pore pressure dissipation is slower. The dissipation of excess pore 

pressure during each period of sustained load (at either 10%vuu,tens or 75%vuu,tens) is 

shown in Figure 3-18a. Each load was held for consolidation periods between T50 and T90.  

Back analysis of the operative cv follows the same manner used for the compression tests 

(tests 4 and 5). The resulting values of cv for each dissipation stage are shown in Figure 

3-18b, and normalised in Figure 3-18c by the apparent cv in the initial dissipation under 

the high sustained load (75%vuu,tens). The initial value of cv ~50 m2/year is an order of 

magnitude higher than during the subsequent consolidation periods. A minimum value of 

cv = 2 m2/year is obtained from the consolidation at N = 0.5. After that, the apparent cv 

inferred from dissipation under 10%vuu,tens gradually increased to ~15 m2/year and under 

75%vuu,tens to ~10 m2/year. The generally low values could reflect that the dissipation 

process involves seepage flow of water into a gap that may have been opening beneath 

the plate, so would take longer than if the drainage was solely within the soil. Han et al. 

(2016) reported results from a set of particle image velocimetry tests on a strip anchor in 

clay under sustained tensile load and consolidation that demonstrate a similar 

phenomenon. Their data showed that during consolidation with intermediate levels of the 

uplift load (i.e. 60-80% of the vuu-tens) seepage of pore pressure from the surrounding soil 

results in separation between the anchor base and the soil, and then a gap at the base of 

the anchor is developed. The progressive increase in apparent cv could be associated with 

stiffening of the soil, in the same manner as seen for the compression tests. 

Summary of back-calculated changes in soil strength 

The buried plate tests show that the trends of changing strength evident in the 

penetrometer tests (Section 3.3) are mirrored in the foundation capacity of a deeply buried 

foundation, subjected to either compression or tension loading. Under sustained load, 

allowing time for almost full pore pressure dissipation, the foundation capacity rises by 

50% on average. After 10 cycles of loading with almost full pore pressure dissipation at 

each load level, the gain is on average 90%. 

During the episodic consolidation phases, each change in load creates a step change in 

excess pore pressure. The dissipation of this pore pressure quickens progressively through 

the cycles such that the high gains in strength evident in Table 3-6 occur surprisingly 

rapidly.  
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3.5 Conclusions 

This paper has illustrated the strong influences of remoulding and reconsolidation on 

foundation capacity and penetrometer resistance, through a program of centrifuge 

modelling.  

The penetrometer tests were performed using model scale T-bar and piezoball 

penetrometers that were penetrated either statically or cyclically. The results demonstrate 

that undrained strength can vary by a factor of 15 between a fully remoulded state (after 

cyclic loading) and a limiting state (after episodes of remoulding and reconsolidation). 

Previous studies have assessed these effects in kaolin clay and this study extends the 

observation to a natural reconstituted carbonate silt. 

For the model foundation tests, the soil strength back-calculated from the foundation 

capacity of a surface or embedded foundation can be increased by 50% on average 

considering effects of consolidation and sustained load, and the long-term episodes of 

loading and consolidation can enhance the effect and lead to three times higher than the 

initial (undrained-unconsolidated) value. 

Together, these observations and the associated back-calculation methods, offer the 

possibility of unlocking better utilisation of ‘whole life’ foundation capacity by 

quantifying the expected gains in strength through novel penetrometer tests. 

Consideration needs to be given to the spatial and temporal extents of these soil strength 

increases, and the reliance on which these increases can be placed for design scenarios. 

More confidence will grow as additional testing of intact (non-reconstituted) soils are 

performed to provide further support for this behaviour in intact deposits. 
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3.7 Notation 

Abase      projected area of the model foundation 

Afront      frontal embedded area of the model foundation 

cv      coefficient of vertical consolidation 

ch      coefficient of horizontal consolidation 

DPB      piezoball diameter  

Dshaft,PB      piezoball shaft diameter 

DT-bar      T-bar diameter 

Dshaft,T-bar      T-bar shaft diameter 

Df      foundation diameter 

Dshaft,f      diameter of model foundation shaft 

Fb      buoyancy force 

Gs      specific gravity 

g      earth’s gravitational acceleration, 9.81 m/s2 

h      foundation capacity for the horizontally-loaded plate 

huu      undrained unconsolidated horizontal capacity 

hcu      consolidated undrained horizontal capacity 

hcyc,cu      cyclic consolidated undrained horizontal capacity 

H      horizontal load 

ki      strength gradient during initial penetration 

kcyc      strength gradient during cyclic penetration 

k      strength gradient 

LL      liquid limit 

Np      lateral capacity factor 

NT-bar      capacity factor for T-bar penetrometer 
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Nball      capacity factor for ball penetrometer 

N      cycle number 

PL      plastic limit 

qPB      piezoball penetration resistance 

su      undrained shear strength 

(su/v0)NC      normally consolidated strength ratio 

t      time 

tf      thickness of model foundation 

T      dimensionless time 

u      horizontal displacement  

ue      excess pore pressure 

ue,i      initial excess pore pressure 

V      vertical force 

v     foundation capacity for the embedded plate 

vop      vertical loading pressure 

vuu      undrained unconsolidated vertical capacity 

vcu      consolidated undrained vertical capacity 

vcyc,cu      cyclic consolidated undrained vertical capacity 

vcu,tens      consolidated undrained vertical tensile capacity  

vcyc,cu,tens      cyclic consolidated undrained vertical tensile capacity  

w      foundation embedment 

z      depth 

M, Γ, λ, κ      critical state parameters 

 v      vertical effective stress 

γ'      soil effective unit weight 
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                                                                                       (a)                                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 3-1  Apparatus: (a) model foundation; (b) T-bar and piezoball 
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(c) 

Figure 3-2  (a) Experimental arrangement for the foundation tests; (b) Experimental 

arrangement for the penetrometer tests; (c) Test plan 
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(a) 

  

(b)  

Figure 3-3  (a) Undrained shear strength profiles from cyclic T-bar tests; (b) 

soil strength variation ratio, su,cyc/su,i, at z/DT-bar = 33 
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Figure 3-4  Variation of coefficient of consolidation with vertical effective stress, 

σv (data from Chow et al. 2019) 
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(b) 

 

Figure 3-5  Time history of penetration depth during: (a) episodic T-bar test; (b) episodic cyclic piezoball test 
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Figure 3-6  Evolution of undrained shear strength profile with cycle number in the episodic T-bar test  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-7  (a) Development of trench depth against number of cycles from this study 

and the test reported by Cocjin et. al (2017); (b) trench observed in footprint after test 

completion 
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Figure 3-8  Strength changes during the episodic cyclic T-bar test and an equivalent 

test in kaolin clay reported by Cocjin et. al (2017) 
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Figure 3-9  Initial dissipation of excess pore pressure (before cyclic phase) at depths, 

z/DPB = 4 and 10.5 
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                                              (a)                                                                                                                  (b) 

                                                                              

                                                   (c)                                                                                                                       (d) 

Figure 3-10  Results of the episodic cyclic piezoball tests: (a) profile of soil strength for the first phase; (b) cyclic evolution of normalised soil 

strength at z/DPB = 4;  (c) profile of soil strength for the second phase; (d) cyclic evolution of normalised soil strength at z/DPB = 10.5   
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(c) 

Figure 3-11  Time histories (at model scale) of (a) operative vertical loading, vop, and 

overview of test procedures for surface model foundation tests (Test 1, 2 and 3); (b) 

operative horizontal loading, hop, applied in Test 3; (c) operative vertical loading in 

embedded plate tests (Test 4 to 7) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-12  Responses during loading to failure (surface foundation tests): (a) 

horizontal resistance against normalised horizontal displacement, u/Df; (b) trajectory  
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Figure 3-13  Dissipation response during initial consolidation (tests 2 and 3): 
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                                      (a)                                                                                        (b)                                                                                            (c) 

                                         

                                      (d)                                                                                        (e)                                                                                              (f) 

Figure 3-14  Shallow foundation (test 3): (a) horizontal load history; (b) settlement and horizontal displacement; (c) pore water pressure at foundation 

base throughout cyclic loading phases; (d) normalised excess pore pressure against time; (e) normalised excess pore pressure against dimensionless 

time; (f) apparent variation in coefficient of consolidation with cycles of consolidation 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 3-15   Buried plate compression tests (Test 4 and 5): (a) overall penetration 

resistance profiles; (b) sustained and cyclic loading phases; (c) consolidation 

settlement under sustained load (75%vuu); (d) increase in normalised embedment 

through cycles under 75%vuu 
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(a) 

          

                                      (b)                                                                                       (c) 

Figure 3-16  Buried plate test 5: (a) normalised excess pore pressure dissipation; (b) 

variation in apparent consolidation coefficient, cv; (c) proportional rise in an apparent 

consolidation coefficient, cv/cv,i 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 3-17  Buried plate tension tests (Test 6 and 7): (a) overall penetration 

resistance profiles; (b) sustained and cyclic loading phases; (c) consolidation 

settlement under sustained load (75%vuu,tens); (d) reduction normalised in embedment 

through cycles under 75%vuu,tens 
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(a) 

   

                                      (b)                                                                                   (c) 

Figure 3-18   Buried plate test 5: (a) normalised excess pore pressure dissipation; (b) 

variation in apparent consolidation coefficient, cv; (c) proportional rise in an apparent 

consolidation coefficient, cv/cv,i 
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Table 3-1 Geometric details of model foundation and penetrometers 

      Model foundation T-bar Piezoball 

Dimension 

Diameter (mm) Df = 40 DT-bar = 5 DPB = 15 

Length       (mm) - L = 20 - 

Thickness    (mm) tf = 10 - - 

Shaft diameter (mm) Dshaft,f = 10 Dshaft,T-bar = 5 Dshaft,PB = 5 

Instrumentation     
Pore pressure transducer at centre   

of foundation invert 
Tip load cell 

Tip load cell 

Pore pressure transducer at mid face (0.25 

diameters from the tip of the ball) 

 

 

Table 3-2 Characteristics of natural carbonate silt (Chow et al. 2019) 

 

Parameter Unit Value 

Liquid limit, LL % 67 

Plastic limit, PL % 39 

Specific gravity, Gs (-) 2.71 

Slope of normal compression line, λ (-) 0.287 

Slope of swelling line, κ (-) 0.036 

Poisson ratio, ν (-) 0.32 

Critical state frictional constant, M (-) 1.62 

Angle of internal friction, ϕ' (°) 40 
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Table 3-3  Centrifuge test programme 

Test type Tests  

Penetration 

velocity 
Remarks 

vp 

(mm/s) 
vpD/cv 

Non-

conventional 

penetrometer 

tests 

Episodic1 T-bar 3 118 T-bar: 78 cycles of penetration, extraction to mudline and waiting above mudline for 780 s  

Episodic cyclic piezoball 1 118 
Piezoball: 3 episodes of cyclic penetration (20 cycles)  

at 4DPB and 10.5DPB with a rest period of reconsolidation between each episode 

Foundation 

tests 

Test 1 (surface foundation)  0.1 32 Immediate rapid failure: provides the undrained unconsolidated horizontal capacity, huu 

Test 2 (surface foundation) 0.1 32 
Sustained vertical load with consolidation, followed by rapid failure: 

provides the consolidated undrained horizontal capacity, hcu 

Test 3 (surface foundation) 0.1 32 
10 cycles of horizontal loading to ±0.75hcu allowing time for pore pressure dissipation: 

provides the cyclic consolidated undrained horizontal capacity, hcyc,cu 

Test 4 (embedded plate) 0.1 32 
Penetration to depth of z = 3.5Df, maintained loading (75% vuu) with reconsolidation: provides 

unconsolidated undrained (vuu) and consolidated undrained (vcu) vertical capacity 

Test 5 (embedded plate) 0.1 32 
Penetration to depth of z = 3.5Df, episodic cyclic loading (10%-75% vuu) with reconsolidations: 

provides cyclic consolidated undrained vertical capacity (vcyc,cu)  

Test 6 (embedded plate) 0.1 32 
Penetration to depth of z = 3.5Df,  maintained uplift loading (75% vuu,tens) with reconsolidation: 

provides unconsolidated undrained (vuu,tens) and consolidated undrained tensile capacity (vcu,tens) 

Test 7 (embedded plate) 0.1 32 
Penetration to depth of z = 3.5Df, episodic cyclic loading (10%-75% vuu,tens) with reconsolidations: 

provides cyclic consolidated undrained tensile capacity (vcyc,cu,tens) 

 

 
1 Episodic: a test involving cyclic phases interspersed with pause periods (during which consolidation can occur) 

mailto:Cyclic@60mm%20and
mailto:Cyclic@60mm%20and
mailto:Tensioned@140mm
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Table 3-4 Procedures in horizontally-loaded shallow foundation tests 

Test Installation Simulated ‘operative loading 

history’ 

Failure stage 

1 

Undrained 

penetration (at 0.1 

mm/s) to vop  22.5 

kPa (reached at z/Df 

 0.3). Immediately 

followed by 

unloading to 2/3vop 

which was 

maintained 

throughout the test 

including the failure 

stage, representing 

self-weight loading 

(e.g. Figure 3-11a) 

Loaded immediately to failure 

Displaced 

horizontally at 0.1 

mm/s to record huu 

2 

Consolidated for ~70 mins under 

vop (equivalent to T  0.15 i.e. 

sufficient for 80% pore pressure 

dissipation) 

Displaced 

horizontally at 0.1 

mm/s to record the 

consolidated 

undrained capacity, 

hcu 

3 

Consolidated for ~50 mins (65% 

of excess pore pressure 

dissipated) under 2/3vop then 

subjected to 10 cycles of 

horizontal loading to ±75%hcu. 

The pore pressure dissipation 

period was varied, allowing ~45% 

of excess pore pressure to 

dissipate after each change in load 

for the first 5 cycles, reducing to 

~25% for the later cycles (Figure 

3-11b). 

Displaced 

horizontally at 0.1 

mm/s to record the 

cyclic consolidated 

undrained capacity, 

hcyc,cu 
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Table 3-5 Procedures in vertically-loaded plate foundation tests 

Test Installation Simulated ‘operative loading 

history’ 

Failure stage 

4 
Undrained 

penetration 

(at 0.1 mm/s) 

to w/Df  3.5 

(vuu was taken 

as the 

capacity at 

this depth).  

Consolidated under compression of 

0.75vuu until 90% pore pressure 

dissipation (equivalent to T  0.3) 

Penetrated at 0.1 

mm/s to record vcu, 

then extracted at 0.1 

mm/s 

5 

Subjected to 10 cycles of vertical 

compression loading between 0.1vuu 

and 0.75vuu,with 90% pore 

pressure dissipation after each change 

in load (i.e. 20 dissipations from 10 

cycles) 

Penetrated at 0.1 

mm/s to record vcyc,cu, 

then extracted at 0.1 

mm/s 

6 

Undrained 

penetration 

(at 0.1 mm/s) 

to w/Df  4.5 

followed by 

extraction to 

w/Df  3.5 

(vuu,tens was 

taken as the 

capacity at 

this depth). 

Consolidated under tension of    

0.75vuu,tens until 95% pore pressure 

dissipation (equivalent to T  2) 

Extracted at 0.1 mm/s 

to record vcu,tens 

7 

Subjected to 10 cycles of vertical 

tension loading between 0.1vuu,tens 

and 0.75vuu,tens.Consolidation 

periods in the first cycle were 35 

mins that are equivalent to ~95% and 

50% dissipation, and the periods for 

cycle 2 to 6 were 15 mins, except for 

the third consolidation that was 26 

mins. Subsequently, the 

consolidation periods in the last three 

cycles were 10 mins. 

Extracted at 0.1 mm/s 

to record vcyc,cu,tens 
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Table 3-6 Observed changes in foundation capacity from cyclic loading and consolidation 

Test depth Test ID Foundation capacity, v or h (kPa) Capacity ratio, h/huu, v/vuu or v/vuu,tens  

Shallow  

(<0.5Df) 

Test 1 huu = 3 1 

Test 2 hcu = 15.5 5.2 

Test 3 hcyc,cu = 48.8 16.3 

Deep  

(3.5Df) 

Test 4 
vuu = 640 1 

vcu = 958 1.5 

Test 5 vcyc,cu = 1080 1.7 

Test 6 
vuu,tens = 320 1 

vcu,tens = 375 1.2 

Test 7 vcyc,cu,tens = 658 2.1 
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Having demonstrated the changing soil strength due to cyclic loading/remoulding and 

reconsolidation through the physical modelling reported in Chapters 2 and 3, the 

attention in this chapter switches to the development of an analytical framework that 

can be used to predict such changes in soil strength. In this chapter the framework is 

used to predict the response measured in an episodic T-bar test (such as those presented 

in Chapter 2) and also the changing spudcan penetration resistance due to preloading. 

The framework can be used to bridge between in situ penetrometer tests and design 

assessments of soil–structure interaction (further studies in Chapters 5 and 6). Chapter 

4 contributes to achieving Aim 2. 
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ABSTRACT 

Some offshore foundations are subjected to intermittent episodes of remoulding and 

reconsolidation during installation and operational processes. The maintained and cyclic 

loads, and subsequent reconsolidation processes, cause changes in the geotechnical 

capacity, particularly in soft clays. This changing capacity affects the in-service 

behaviour, including changes to the safety margin, the extraction resistance, the stiffness 

and structural fatigue rates and also the overall system reliability. This paper provides a 

new analysis framework to capture these effects, based on estimation of the changing soil 

strength.  

The framework is developed using critical state concepts in the effective stress domain, 

and by discretising the soil domain as a one-dimensional column of soil elements. This 

framework is designed as the simplest basis on which to capture spatially-varying changes 

in strength due to maintained and cyclic loads, and the associated remoulding and 

reconsolidation processes. The framework can be used to interpret cyclic penetrometer 

tests as well as foundation behaviour. This provides a basis for the approach to be used 

in design, by scaling directly from penetrometer tests to foundation behaviour.  

Centrifuge tests are used to illustrate the performance of this approach. The penetration 

resistance during cyclic T-bar penetrometer tests and spudcan footing installation with 

periods of maintained loading and consolidation is accurately captured. The framework 

therefore provides a basis to predict the significant changes in penetration resistance 

caused by changing soil strength, and can bridge between in situ penetrometer tests and 

design assessments of soil-structure interaction. 

Keywords: clay, penetration resistance, consolidation, maintained load, cyclic loading, 

offshore engineering, soil strength, soil/structure interaction. 
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4.1 Introduction  

4.1.1 Background and motivation  

Several offshore geotechnical processes related to offshore foundations involve periodic 

cycles of remoulding and reconsolidation. The weakening effect of cyclic loading on the 

strength of soft soil is well recognised in design practice, and methodologies for 

determining the cyclic ‘fatigue’ of clay during undrained cyclic loading are well 

established (Andersen et al. 1988; Andersen 2015). However, undrained capacity 

assessments often neglect the effects of drainage and consolidation that will inevitably 

occur in practice after installation and through long-term operations. This overlooked 

effect of consolidation on clay strength and geotechnical capacity can be important and 

beneficial for design practice. 

For instance, during footing installations for mobile offshore drillings rigs, periods of 

consolidation under an elevated preload may be introduced deliberately to enhance the 

subsequent capacity (Amodio et al. 2015), and consolidation during the operational phase 

also affects the subsequent extraction resistance (Purwana et al. 2005; Kohan et al. 2014; 

Kohan et al. 2016). Through the consolidation period, the recovery of soil strength 

enhances the penetration resistance, which may raise the capacity to an acceptable level 

that would enhance the range of wave conditions in which the jack-up can safely operate. 

Conversely, this rise in capacity may hamper extraction of the legs on completion of 

drilling.  

Similarly, all subsea foundations and anchoring systems are subjected to some level of 

cyclic loading throughout their life, either from day-to-day cycles of operating 

temperature in the connected pipelines and equipment, or from mild sea states. These 

cyclic episodes are sustained over a significantly longer period than a single storm and 

will progressively strengthen the surrounding soft clay through drainage and 

consolidation.  

Currently, most of published studies to analyse and quantify the increased soil resistance 

owing to consolidation focus on shallow foundations, in which significant remoulding 

and gross vertical movements of the foundation do not occur (Bransby, 2002; Gourvenec 

et al., 2014; Fu et al., 2015, Bienen et al., 2010; Gourvenec & Randolph, 2010; Lehane 

& Jardine 2003). In this situation, it is not necessary to consider either remoulding, or the 

movement of the foundation relative to the strengthened zone of soil, and so analysis 
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methods using a single ‘lumped’ value of changing soil strength are used (Gourvenec et 

al. 2014, Gourvenec et al. 2017).  

The next level of sophistication is to idealise the soil domain via a one-dimensional 

vertical discretisation. This is akin to the oedometer method of settlement estimation, in 

which soil layers beneath the foundation may be assigned different compression indices. 

Hodder et al. (2013) used a one-dimensional discretisation to analyse the remoulding and 

reconsolidation processes in a cyclic penetrometer test, with the device moving vertically 

through the layers. Corti et al. (2017) and Cocjin et al. (2017) analysed sliding surface 

foundations using the same form of discretisation, with the foundation applying varying 

levels of shear stress to the different layers. 

Extending these previous contributions, this paper sets out a new analytical framework 

for estimating soil resistance during penetration processes that cause changes in soil 

strength. The major purpose of the framework is to establish a theoretical tool for 

quantifying the changing soil resistance considering the combined effects of remoulding 

and reconsolidation. A potential use of the framework is to bridge between advanced in 

situ tests and predictions for foundation design, as illustrated in Figure 4-1. 

4.1.2 Analytical concept of framework 

The new framework stems from an idea highlighted by Palmer (1997) and extends a basic 

framework established by Hodder et al. (2013) for predicting the vertical force-

displacement response of an object moving in clay. The significant extensions from the 

previous work (as outlined in Table 4-1) are: 

• The framework is defined with sufficient generality that it can be applied to 

scenarios that are load-controlled, displacement-controlled or a mixed sequence, 

which allows realistic simulation of ‘whole life’ cyclic loading histories. 

• A one-component model is developed to quantify the generation of excess pore 

pressure as a function of disturbance. Instead of counting loading cycles, the 

excess pore pressure generation is linked to the accumulation of shear strain 

during an undrained penetration and remoulding process. This approach is based 

on techniques first developed for the T-bar penetrometer by Einav & Randolph 

(2005).  

• A simple hyperbolic function is introduced to characterise the excess pore 

pressure dissipation at each soil horizon. 
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• The variation in soil strength considering remoulding, reconsolidation and 

maintained load is captured by changes in applied vertical load and excess pore 

pressure, which together define the vertical effective stress and thereafter the 

undrained shear strength.  

• A non-linear mobilisation of the strength and limiting resistance is used, creating 

the variation in stiffness and allowing both load-controlled and displacement-

controlled events to be modelled.  

Before these analytical components are introduced, results from two sets of geotechnical 

centrifuge test are shown, which are later used for validation of the framework. In the 

experiments, a T-bar penetrometer (Stewart & Randolph 1991) and a spudcan footing 

typical of a mobile jack-up platform were used in a series of penetration tests. The results 

of the cyclic T-bar penetration test reveal the soil strength variation during cyclic loading 

and reconsolidation, while the spudcan penetration test illustrates the variation in 

penetration resistance at foundation scale, and particularly highlights the effect of the 

magnitude and duration of the maintained load on the subsequent penetration resistance. 

The paper closes by comparing framework simulations against the results of the two 

centrifuge tests. 

4.2 Experimental observations of remoulding and consolidation 

4.2.1 Effects on T-bar penetration resistance 

A special suite of T-bar tests was carried out to explore and quantify soil strength 

degradation owing to cyclic penetration and subsequent regain after reconsolidation, 

using the beam centrifuge at the University of Western Australia. 

The cyclic T-bar tests were performed in a lightly over-consolidated kaolin clay, and were 

reported previously by Hodder et al. (2009). Kaolin slurry with a water content equal to 

twice the liquid limit was normally consolidated in the centrifuge at 50g for 4 days. The 

centrifuge was then stopped and approximately 45 mm of clay was scraped from the 

surface of the sample prior to testing. A T-bar penetrometer (Stewart & Randolph, 1991) 

with a diameter of 5 mm and a length of 50 mm was used to determine depth profiles of 

intact and remoulded shear strength. 

The T-bar test consisted of three episodes of 20 cycles, all of which were conducted at 

the same location in the sample. In each cycle, the bar was penetrated between depths of 
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15 and 60 mm (0.75 m and 3 m at prototype scale, respectively) with a vertical 

displacement rate of 1 mm/s (at model scale) to ensure undrained conditions. A 

consolidation period of 3.5 hrs was permitted between each cyclic episode. Profiles of 

undrained shear strength, su, with depth, z, are provided in Figure 4-2a, and were 

calculated from the penetration resistance, qr, as su = qr/Nc, using a bearing capacity factor, 

Nc = 10.5, as appropriate for a T-bar (Martin & Randolph, 2006). Within each episode of 

cycles the strength reduced – due to remoulding – whereas between episodes the strength 

increased – due to reconsolidation. These trends are illustrated in Figure 4-2b via a 

degradation factor defined as DF = su,cyc/su,i (where su,cyc and su,i are the cyclic and in situ 

undrained shear strength, respectively) based on the strength measured at a depth of 1.75 

m. 

4.2.2 Effects on spudcan footing penetration resistance 

A set of spudcan foundation penetration tests were conducted at 200g in the drum 

centrifuge facility at the University of Western Australia (Stewart et al. 1998), and were 

reported by Bienen & Cassidy (2013). The model seabed consisted of normally 

consolidated kaolin clay, prepared in a similar manner as described for the T-bar tests. 

The model spudcan had a diameter of D = 60 mm (12 m at prototype scale) and was 

connected to an actuator that was used to penetrate and extract the spudcan, and to apply 

a constant vertical load to mimic a period of maintained loading. 

A series of spudcan installations were carried out to a final depth of 120 mm (at model 

scale, equivalent to 2D). The footing was initially penetrated into the soil at a fixed 

displacement rate of 0.2 mm/s (at model scale), after which it was held under a specified 

maintained load close to a chosen target depth (either 0.5, 1.0 or 1.5D). When the target 

depth was reached, the actuator system was switched from displacement control to load 

control. The vertical load was held for a range of consolidation periods from 200 s to 4 

hrs at model scale (0.25 to 18 years at prototype scale, respectively). A further penetration 

stage was performed following the consolidation, at a rate of 0.2 mm/s (i.e. the same as 

adopted for the initial penetration). Further details of the apparatus and procedures are 

given by Bienen & Cassidy (2013). 

The spudcan penetration resistance is reported in Figure 4-3 as a normalised penetration 

resistance, qr/su,i, where su,i is the in situ undrained shear strength at the depth of the 

spudcan base (as derived from a T-bar test). Figure 4-3 shows the measured variation in 

normalised penetration resistance for a range of consolidation times from 0.25 to 18 years 

(at prototype scale) at a target depth of 1D. The results show a trend of increasing 
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penetration resistance with consolidation time, and reveal the zone of improved soil 

strength beneath the spudcan during subsequent penetration. 

The two sets of experiments demonstrate the variation in penetration resistance caused by 

remoulding, reconsolidation and maintained load, and form an ideal initial database to 

examine the merit of the framework (described in the following section) in capturing such 

responses.  

4.3 Analysis framework 

4.3.1 Overview 

This overview introduces the nomenclature and components of the framework. A detailed 

description of each component is presented in following section.   

Nomenclature used to define a soil horizon, and the position and size of a penetrating 

object for penetration or extraction processes is shown in Figure 4-4. 

To define the strain on a given horizon that is mobilised as the penetrating object – in this 

case a cylindrical T-bar penetrometer – approaches and then passes a soil horizon, a strain 

influence zone is defined with boundaries extending a distance, β, above and below the 

object penetration depth, �̂�m. A full passage of a soil element entirely into and out of the 

zone results in a cumulative (absolute) shear strain increase of Δε = 400% (based on Einav 

& Randolph 2005), presented in Figure 4-4.  

An influence distribution function, μ(�̂�), is used to calculate the incremental shear strain 

(per unit penetrometer displacement) within the strain influence zone. The incremental 

strain varies with the vertical distance, Ψ , between a soil horizon and the object 

penetration depth (shown in Figure 4-5a and 5b). Integration of this strain rate over the 

influence zone yields the total, Δε = 400%. 

The changing soil strength at a given soil horizon is estimated according to Figure 4-5. 

The excess pore pressure is denoted by ue(�̂�). As the object penetrates, excess pore 

pressure is generated at a rate dependent on the (absolute) shear strain rate (Figure 4-5c).  

The equilibrium vertical effective stress (i.e. the value in the absence of excess pore 

pressure) is initially geostatic (σ'v,eqm(�̂�) = γ'�̂�), but will vary as a maintained load is 

applied, which creates additional excess pore pressure. Under vertical compression 

loading, this increment in pore pressure will be positive beneath the foundation and 
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negative may occur above it (Figure 4-5d). During consolidation, positive excess pore 

pressure dissipation leads to a rise in vertical effective stress (Figure 4-5e). This results 

in an increase in soil undrained shear strength (Figure 4-5f).  

The average soil strength ‘felt’ by the penetrating object is a smeared average of the local 

strength, which may vary between soil horizons. The strength is averaged within a 

strength influence zone (Figure 4-5h), applying a weighting via a strength influence 

function, vs(�̂�), (Figure 4-5i). As the object changes the direction of movement, the soil 

strength is mobilised progressively over a short distance (Figure 4-5j). Once the average 

soil strength is calculated, it is converted to a limiting penetration resistance, qr, based on 

qr = Nc su,av (Figure 4-5k). 

4.3.2 Components of analysis 

4.3.2.1 Excess pore pressure generation from undrained shearing 

Excess pore pressure, ue(�̂�), results from undrained shearing and remoulding, based on 

the (absolute) shear strain rate at each soil horizon and the ratio between the remaining 

potential excess pore pressure, ue,r(�̂�), and the maximum excess pore pressure, ue,max(�̂�), 

where these quantities are illustrated in Figure 4-6. This approach causes the rate of excess 

pore pressure generation to asymptote to zero as the effective stress state approaches a 

fully remoulded strength line (RSL). The rate of excess pore pressure generation is 

expressed as: 

( )

( )

( )

( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

' '

e,r v v,RSLe

' '

99 e,max 99 v,NCL v,RSL

ˆ ˆ ˆ  ˆ

ˆ ˆ
    

 ˆ  ˆ

p p

u z z zu z

z u z z z

    −   
= =   

    −       

                                             (1) 

where the stress and pore pressure values are as defined in Figure 4-6. ε 99 is the 

characteristic shear strain associated with a degree of remoulding equal to 99% (meaning 

a 99% reduction in strength from initial to fully remoulded, for OCR = 1); p is a constant 

power that affects the shape of the pore pressure generation and χ is a characteristic 

pressure derived later that varies with specific volume.  

The incremental cumulative (absolute) shear strain is calculated as the object penetrates 

with a given displacement, δ�̂�m, and weighted by the strain influence function. It can be 

expressed as  

( ) ( ) m4ˆ ˆ ˆz   z z =                                                                                                                   (2) 
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The influence distribution function, μ(�̂�), decays linearly above and below the position of 

the object, is zero if a soil horizon is outside the zone, and has an integral of unity (Figure 

4-5b). 4 is an average (absolute) shear strain as a soil element undergone a full passage 

of the strain influence zone (based on Einav & Randolph, 2005). 

The excess pore pressure for a given strain level is estimated by integrating equation (1) 

with boundary conditions: ue = 0 at ε = 0 and ue = 0.99ue,max at ε = ε99,which is given by 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )( )
( )( )e e,max e,max
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ˆ1
ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ

1-p

1-p
p
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u z






                                                         (3) 

where                          
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−
                                                                                                            (4)  

By substituting equation (4) into equation (3), a simple one-component equation between 

ue(�̂�) and ε(�̂�) is given by 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )1
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ˆ1 0.01
ˆ ˆ 1

p
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u z  = u z 1 - 

− 
 
 
 

−
−

                                                                       (5)  

This is a relatively simple equation for quantifying excess pore pressure due to shearing 

during undrained penetration. The power, p, controls the rate of excess pore pressure 

generation, which affects the degradation of soil strength simulated by the framework. 

For the same stress state (specific volume and vertical effective stress), the model gives 

a consistent rate of excess pore pressure generation related to the incremental shear strain. 

4.3.2.2 Excess pore pressure generation from maintained load 

Apart from the excess pore pressure developed by the penetration and remoulding 

process, ue(�̂�), an additional sustained excess pore pressure, ∆ue(�̂�), is present afterwards 

when the foundation is subjected to a maintained load, q, where q is defined relative to 

the in situ geostatic effective stress, v0 (�̂�)  =  �̂� . This maintained load creates a 

distribution of vertical stress in the surrounding soil. On application of this load, the 

additional excess pore pressure is developed at the instant of the load being applied due 

to the low permeability, and dissipates with time. The spatial distribution of ∆ue(�̂�) 
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beneath a spudcan is quantified here using the Boussinesq’s approach for a circular loaded 

area. 

The maintained load on a buried foundation may be carried by a combination of the soil 

below (via compression) and above (by tension, or a reduction in compression). This may 

lead to a reduction in pore pressure above the object as well as an increase below it. An 

additional parameter, η, quantifies the proportion of the load that is transmitted via the 

upper part; meaning that for η = 0 the maintained load is passed entirely through the base 

of the object, whereas for η = 1 the object is entirely ‘hanging’ from the overlying soil. 

The excess pore pressure created when the maintained load is applied is therefore given 

as  
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ˆ ˆ
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where vp is the penetration velocity of the object, and therefore indicates the direction of 

q (vp is positive for penetration and negative for extraction); Iσ is the influence factor for 

vertical stress distribution under maintained load that can be estimated following 

Boussinesq (1885) albeit for elastic conditions, and is given by 
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4.3.2.3 Consolidation process 

The consolidation analysis accounts for excess pore pressure dissipation. The ‘packet’ of 

excess pore pressure generated by each episode of undrained shearing or change in 

maintained load, q, is dissipated separately, with the subscript i used to denote an 

individual packet. The dissipation response is assumed to follow a simple hyperbolic 

equation (Chatterjee et al. 2013; Cocjin et al. 2017), which can be expressed in rate form 

as 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )
e,i i v i 50e

50 v i
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m m-1 2

2
m m2

u z, t  c t D Tδu z
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δt
D T + c

m

t

=                                                                                (8) 
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where ti is a period of consolidation after each packet of excess pore pressure generation; 

cv is coefficient of consolidation; T50 is the non-dimensional time required for 50% 

dissipation of the initial excess pore pressure and m is a constant that controls the shape 

of the dissipation response. 

Figure 4-7 illustrates the change in stress state (in specific volume - stress plane) during 

consolidation. Dissipation of positive excess pore pressure results in a decrease in specific 

volume and a rise in vertical effective stress towards the equilibrium value (point F in 

Figure 4-7). The changes in specific volume can be obtained from the variation in vertical 

effective stress, Δσv
′   (equal to dissipation of excess pore pressure). With the effect of 

maintained load, the dissipation of excess pore pressure can lead to the effective stress 

state reaching the NCL, and the changes in specific volume is generally given by: 
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where σv
′  is the vertical effective stress after undrained shearing or remoulding; σvc

′  is the 

pre-consolidation stress; ∆σv
′  is the increase in effective stress from pore pressure 

dissipation; λ is the gradient of the NCL and κ is the gradient of the unload-reload line 

(see Figure 4-7). 

4.3.2.4 Soil strength response 

The soil strength is defined as proportional to the current vertical effective stress, σv
′ (�̂�), 

via a lumped strength parameter, Φ: 

( ) ( )'

u v
ˆ ˆs z  = σ z                                                                                                                    (10) 

where  σv
′ (�̂�) = σv0

′ (�̂�) + 𝑞𝐼σ(�̂�) − 𝑢e(�̂�). The lumped strength parameter was defined 

as a variable with number of cycles by Hodder et al. (2013), to capture effects from over-

consolidation, destructuration or changes in K0 through shearing events. A similar 

approach is used in the present framework, but with Φ varying with the cumulative shear 

strain, and is taken to decay exponentially from a peak value 𝑘ΦΦsteady to a steady value, 

Φsteady. 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )3

stea

ˆ

dy steady1 1 eˆ ˆ ˆ
- z /

z  = k z  - k z  -  -  

                                                           (11) 
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where 𝑘Φ(ẑ)  is a strength parameter multiplier linked to OCR and a peak strength 

parameter, b, expressed as 𝑘Φ(ẑ) = OCR(ẑ)b (Schofield and Wroth, 1968; Muir Wood, 

1990). ε95,Φ is the cumulative (absolute) shear strain required to cause a 95% reduction 

from the peak value to the steady value, Φsteady (since e-3 ≈ 0.05). Combining the lumped 

strength parameter and a measured cyclic soil sensitivity, 𝑆t,cyc, allows the range of soil 

undrained shear strength from intact to fully remoulded conditions to be modelled. The 

fully remoulded strength is linked to the fully remoulded stress, σ′
v,RSL, at the RSL, and 

is given by Hodder et al. (2013) as 
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where [
𝑠u

σ′
v0

]
NC

is the normally consolidated undrained strength ratio; Λ  is the plastic 

volumetric strain ratio; ΓNCL is the specific volume at σ′
v = 1 kPa on the NCL; vinitial is 

initial specific volume. 

Variation in soil strength due to a maintained load. During consolidation, dissipation of 

the excess pore pressures leads to a regain in soil strength. For the subsequent undrained 

shearing, the consolidated soil strength, su,c, can be calculated by Equation 10 considering 

the progressive built up of excess pore pressure and the reduction in vertical effective 

stress using the new maximum excess pore pressure associated with the current specific 

volume (see Figure 4-7). 

Average soil strength and mobilisation response. The average undrained shear strength 

at the current location of the object, su,av, is obtained by integrating the weighted 

undrained shear strength within the strength influence zone defined in Figure 4-5h, 

through a strength influence function, vs(�̂�). 

( ) ( )
m

m

ˆ    

u,av u s
ˆ    

    dˆ ˆ
z +

z -
s = s z v z z



                                                                                                         (13) 

When the object changes direction, mobilisation of the soil strength is captured by a non-

linear strength-displacement model. The model provides a high tangent stiffness as 

motion begins in a new direction, and the tangent stiffness decays with displacement so 

the mobilised soil strength, su,mob, asymptotically approaches the (spatially-averaged) 

available soil strength, su,av. Many expressions have been used to capture the non-linear 

soil stiffness for soil (e.g. Janbu, 1985; Puzrin & Burland, 1998; Atkinson, 2000). In this 
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paper, the normalised mobilised soil strength, (
𝑠u,mob

𝑠u,av
) , rises with displacement at a 

tangent stiffness, K, expressed as 

( )u,mob

u,av

ˆ
s

 = z K
s

 
   

 
                                                                                                                    (14) 

in which the effective tangent stiffness, K, is gradually reduced according to the 

proportion of the change in mobilised strength that has occurred (including any 

unloading). After any reversal, the potential change is defined as  (
|∆𝑠u,max|

𝑠u,av
) and lies in 

the range 0 to 2, and the current change is given by (
|∆𝑠u,mob|

𝑠u,av
)  as shown in Figure 4-8. 

The tangent stiffness is then given as 

u,mob

u,av

max

u,max

u,av

1

s

s
K =  - K

s

s

   
       
             

                                                                                                  (15) 

where  is the power law parameter to account for the nonlinear change in tangent 

stiffness. Kmax is the maximum tangent stiffness that is adopted since the last reversal in 

penetration or extraction. To accurately capture changes in initial stiffness during small 

amplitude cycles, Kmax can be assigned a variation with  (
|∆𝑠u,max|

𝑠u,av
) as shown in Figure 

4-8, but this is not explored in the present paper. 

4.3.3 Types of analysis (operations) 

In order to combine effects of maintained load, remoulding and reconsolidation, the new 

framework consists of two types of step – displacement-controlled and load-controlled. 

For a displacement-controlled step, an incremental displacement of the penetrating object 

results in a rise in excess pore pressure due to the corresponding incremental shear strains, 

and therefore causes degradation of soil strength. For the load-controlled analysis, with 

an input load (or pressure), the displacement of the object is calculated, and dependent on 

the resulting displacement the soil strength profile is updated. An iteration is involved 

where the soil strength is degraded owing to a given displacement step, and the 

penetration depth is updated until vertical equilibrium is reached at greater depth. The 

two operations enable simulation of cyclic penetrometer tests and practical field 
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operations such as jack-up spudcan installation. A flow chart showing the procedures of 

the new framework is presented in Figure 4-9. 

4.4 Simulation using the new framework 

4.4.1 Benchmarking analysis against cyclic T-bar penetration test 

4.4.1.1 Results and Discussion 

A benchmarking analysis against the cyclic T-bar test described earlier was carried out 

using the appropriate framework parameters presented in Table 4-2. 

The critical-state parameters are determined from laboratory element tests (data from 

Stewart, 1992), with the normally consolidated undrained strength ratio, [su/σ'vo]NC, 

quantified from the initial penetration phase of the T-bar tests. For a lightly over-

consolidated clay, the initial specific volume of the soil is calculated based on the 

overconsolidation ratio, OCR, and in situ geostatic vertical effective stress, σ'vo, following 

a critical-state context (Schofield & Wroth, 1968; Muir Wood, 1990), given by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )'

initial NCL v0
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆln lnv z  =  - OCR z z  + OCR z                                                            (16) 

The lumped strength parameter, Φsteady, is obtained by predicting the best-fitted fully 

remoulded shear strength after each episode of cyclic loading. A value of Φsteady = 0.6 

is selected to archive good agreement with the measured fully remoulded strength for all 

three episodes. However, to capture effects from over-consolidation, destructuration or 

changes in K0 through shearing events, Φ is taken to decay exponentially from a peak 

value, 𝑘ΦΦsteady to Φsteady, via equation 11. 

The parameters of the excess pore pressure model control the rate of excess pore pressure 

generation, and therefore influence the degradation of soil strength during cyclic 

penetration shearing. The best-fit values of p = 3.15, ε99 = 100, b = 0.65 and ε95,Φ = 28 

are determined by fitting the initial and cyclic undrained shear strength profiles for the 

first cyclic episode. For the consolidation, a simple hyperbolic equation with T50 = 0.09 

and m = 1.05 (see Chatterjee et al. 2013) is adopted.  

A value of β = 1 is used to define the shear strain influence zone, and α = 1 is used to 

define the strength influence zone used in the calculation of the average undrained shear 

strength, su,av (Einav & Randolph 2005; Hodder et al. 2013). For a strength-displacement 
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model, values of Kmax = 32.5 and = 0.32 provide a good match with the measured 

mobilisation of soil strength during the first cyclic episode. 

4.4.1.2 Results and Discussion 

Figure 4-10 shows a very good correlation between the undrained shear strength 

measured in the centrifuge sample by a cyclic T-bar test and estimated by the framework. 

A reconsolidation period of 1 year (at prototype scale) between each episode is equivalent 

to a normalised time of T ~ 32 with a coefficient of consolidation, cv = 2 m2/year. Based 

on the hyperbolic dissipation, the degree of dissipation is U ~ 0.99, meaning that 99% of 

the initial excess pore pressure has dissipated during the pause period. After the 

reconsolidation between cyclic episodes 2 and 3, a significant increase in soil strength is 

also well captured by the framework simulation.  

In Figure 4-10b, the predicted variation in soil strength at a depth, z = 1.75 m is presented 

against measured test data by a degradation factor, DF = su,cyc/su,i in which su,cyc is the soil 

strength from the cyclic phases. DF gradually decreases to a steady value in each cyclic 

episode but after the reconsolidation, the regain in soil strength is well captured by the 

framework.  

Figure 4-11 shows the estimated variation in stress state at 1.75 m depth. During cyclic 

undrained shearing, the cumulative excess pore pressure causes a gradual reduction in 

effective stress, and through reconsolidation, the excess pore pressure dissipation leads to 

a rise in effective stress, a decrease in specific volume and a higher corresponding 

remoulded stress. These variations in stress state causes the significant increases in cyclic 

shear strength and fully remoulded strength.  

These simulations demonstrate that the framework can replicate the soil strength 

degradation owing to continuous cycles of undrained shearing, and the regain in soil 

strength following the reconsolidation period. 

4.4.2 Benchmarking analysis against spudcan penetration test 

4.4.2.1 Framework parameters 

The second benchmarking analysis was performed against spudcan penetration tests that 

consider the effect of varying levels of maintained load and consolidation time. The 

details of the experimental program are described earlier, and the framework parameters 

and an overview of the test cases are summarised in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4, respectively. 
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As these experiments were also conducted in kaolin clay, the critical state soil parameters 

are identical to those used in the analysis of the Hodder et al. (2009) T-bar tests. The 

exception is the normally consolidated undrained strength ratio, [su/σ'vo]NC, which was 

quantified from the T-bar tests conducted in the samples used for the spudcan tests 

(Bienen and Cassidy, 2013) using the same Nc = 10.5 (Martin & Randolph, 2006) as 

adopted for the T-bar simulations. A reference profile of normalised penetration 

resistance (based on Test 1 which had no consolidation period), qr,ref/su,i, is shown in 

Figure 4-12, and is seen to be well described by qr,ref/su,i = 10.1 for z/D ≤ 0.7, and by 

qr,ref/su,i = 10.1+1z for z/D > 0.7. 

Due to the absence of cyclic T-bar data for this study, the lumped strength parameter is 

taken as Φsteady = 0.6, identical to that used in the first benchmarking analysis for the 

kaolin clay.  The excess pore pressure model parameters were selected as p = 2.6 and ε99 

= 100 by minimising the residuals between the measured and predicted initial undrained 

shear strength. Values of b and ε95,Φ were maintained from the parameter set for the 

simulation of the Hodder et al. (2009) T-bar tests, although they are not invoked by the 

framework in this case as the soil is normally consolidated.  

Values of β = 0.5 and α = 0.5 are selected to define the shear strain influence zone and 

the strength influence zone, respectively, as informed by clay failure mechanisms during 

spudcan penetration (Hossain & Randolph, 2009). As the spudcan tests did not involve 

penetration and extraction stages, Kmax and  were selected by noting the values that best 

captured the measured resistance-displacement response during spudcan repenetration 

after a short consolidation period (0.25 years). Kmax = 480 and = 0.2 provided the best 

agreement.  

The coefficient of consolidation, cv, is taken as 2.6 m2/year at 0.5D depth, 3.5 m2/year at 

1.0D depth and 4.0 m2/year at 1.5D depth after Bienen and Cassidy (2013), with a linear 

variation in between. The consolidation parameters, T50 = 0.05 and m = 0.95, best 

described the measured dissipation response reported in Bienen and Cassidy, (2013) and 

were consequently adopted here. The maintained load is assumed to be transmitted 90% 

via compression by specifying η = 0.1. An extension study exploring this assumption is 

described later, varying η from 0 to 0.9.  

4.4.2.2 Results and Discussion  

Changes in excess pore pressure and vertical effective stress during consolidation. 

Figure 4-13 presents changes in excess pore pressure (Figure 4-13a) and vertical effective 
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stress (Figure 4-13b) from the simulation analyses at the consolidation depth of z/D ~ 1 

for a range of consolidation periods from 0.25 to 18 years. The in situ geostatic effective 

stress was reduced initially by the excess pore pressure due to shearing from the initial 

penetration stage. An additional excess pore pressure was generated as the maintained 

load was applied, and negative pore pressure was developed above the spudcan scaled by 

a negative pore pressure factor of η = 0.1.  

During the consolidation, the dissipation of excess pore pressure without maintained load 

leads to an increase in vertical effective stress towards the in-situ value. Meanwhile the 

dissipation of excess pore pressure due to a maintained load results in an additional 

increase in vertical effective stress towards a new equilibrium value (Figure 4-13b). The 

contribution of dissipated excess pore pressure (Figure 4-13a) causes a reduction in 

specific volume and gain in soil strength, which are enhanced by the maintained load. 

Above the spudcan, the magnitude of negative pore pressure neutralises the excess pore 

pressure generated by the initial penetration stage as the maintained load is applied. This 

reduces the change in vertical effective stress, and the resulting soil densification during 

consolidation. 

Improved penetration resistance. The improved normalised penetration resistance after 

consolidation is given by  

( ) ( )
( )

( )
r,ref u,cr

u,i u,i u,i

ˆ
ˆ ˆ

ˆ

q s zq
z  = z

s s s z

 
  
 

                                                                                                                (17) 

where su,c is the consolidated soil strength predicted by framework analysis.  

Figure 4-14 compares the predicted and measured profiles of qf/su,i(ẑ) for all 11 test cases, 

with consolidation periods from 0.25 year to 18 years, and consolidation depths at 0.5D, 

1.0D and 1.5D. The simulations show remarkable agreement with the experimental data, 

for both the peak in resistance and also the improved zone beneath (defined in Figure 

4-15). 

a. Improved peak resistance: The effect of the consolidation duration and maintained 

load on the post-consolidation resistance can be quantified by a peak resistance 

ratio, qr,peak/qr,ref, where qr,ref is the resistance at the same depth for the case without 

a consolidation period. Figure 4-16 compares the peak resistance ratio estimated 

by the framework and measured in the centrifuge tests. The predicted peak 
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resistance varies with consolidation time, reflecting the different levels of excess 

pore pressure dissipation. Overall, the framework provides a very reasonable 

estimate of the peak resistance measured in the centrifuge tests.  

The predicted peak in resistance is affected by the assumption made on the load 

sharing above and below the spudcan, from η = 0 (no ‘hanging’ effect from the 

overlying soil) to η  = 0.9 (almost fully ‘hanging’ from the overlying soil). 

Additional simulations were conducted using different values of η at the target 

depth of z ~ 1.0D with a maintained load, q = 131.9 kPa. The results are expressed 

as the peak resistance ratio, qr,peak/qr,ref, and plotted against dimensionless time, T 

in Figure 4-17. For each η, the estimated qr,peak/qr,ref increases with consolidation 

time (except the analysis with η = 0.9). This shows that the rise in soil strength 

from compression outweighs the loss in strength from swelling, which is 

consistent with the compression paths reaching the NCL, giving a greater 

reduction in specific volume and therefore strength gain. For all analyses, a low 

value of η  results in a high consolidated peak resistance after a given 

consolidation period, and vice versa. 

b. Improved zone ： Following mobilisation of the post-consolidation peak in 

resistance, the spudcan pushes through an improved zone as defined in Figure 

4-15.  Figure 4-14 also compares the predicted and measured extent and size of 

this improved zone. The extent of the improved zone depends on the magnitude 

of the maintained load and the consolidation period. This is captured by the 

framework since the zone of excess pore pressure is increased by the level of 

maintained load. The results indicate excellent agreement at deep consolidation 

depth (z/D ~ 1 and 1.5) and a slight underestimation for the shallower cases.  

4.5 Conclusions 

This paper sets out an analytical framework to predict changing penetration resistance 

caused by variations in soil strength caused by maintained load, remoulding and 

reconsolidation, with sufficient generality for complex histories of load and displacement 

to be replicated. The framework idealises the soil domain via a one-dimensional vertical 

discretisation, using critical state concepts for the generation and dissipation of pore 

pressure and the resulting changes in soil strength. 

A benchmarking analysis against a T-bar test with three cyclic penetration episodes was 

performed. The framework prediction is in good agreement with experimental data for 
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each cyclic episode. The framework reproduces the soil degradation during the cyclic 

penetration, along with the regain in soil strength owing to reconsolidation. This 

benchmarking analysis, therefore validates that the analytical components in the 

framework can capture the changing soil strength due to cyclic remoulding and 

reconsolidation. 

In the second benchmarking analysis, the framework simulates a set of spudcan footing 

penetration tests with a series of consolidation periods. The simulations reproduce well 

the enhanced penetration resistance due to increasing soil strength and the improved zone 

following the subsequent penetration process. This analysis reveals that the framework 

can provide a simple means to assess soil-structure interaction considering maintained 

load, remoulding and consolidation. 

In summary, the framework provides accurate assessments for soil-structure interaction 

problems involving maintained load, remoulding and reconsolidation. It is a useful 

method to simulate the cyclic penetrometer tests and practical field operations 

considering a ‘whole-life’ loading history. It has the potential to bridge between advanced 

in situ tests and predictions for foundation design, and confidence will grow as further 

cases are used to demonstrate and refine the framework. 
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4.7 Notation 

b      peak strength parameter, 𝑘Φ(�̂�) = OCR(�̂�)b 

cv      coefficient of consolidation 

D      diameter of the penetrating object 

Iσ      influence factor for vertical stress distribution under maintained load 

K      tangent stiffness 

Kmax      maximum tangent stiffness adopted at the last reversal in direction 

m      parameter for dissipation rate 

Nc      bearing capacity factor 

p      parameter for pore pressure generation rate 

qr       penetration resistance 

qr,peak      peak penetration resistance after reconsolidation 

q      maintained load 

su       undrained shear strength 

su(𝑧̅)      undrained shear strength profile 

su,i      in-situ undrained shear strength 

su,av      average undrained shear strength 

su,c      consolidated soil strength 

su,cyc      cyclic undrained shear strength 

su,mob      mobilised undrained shear strength 

𝑆t,cyc      cyclic soil sensitivity 

[
𝑠u

σ′
v0

]
NC

 
     normally consolidated undrained strength ratio 

t      reconsolidation period 

T      dimensionless time factor 
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T50      dimensionless time factor for 50% dissipation of the initial excess 

     pore pressure 

U      degree of dissipation 

ue(𝑧̅)      excess pore pressure profile 

ue,r(𝑧̅)      remaining potential excess pore pressure profile 

ue,max(𝑧̅)      maximum excess pore pressure profile 

vs(�̂�)      strength influence zone function 

vp      penetration velocity of the object 

v      specific volume 

vinitial      initial specific volume 

z      soil depth  

�̂�      normalised soil depth, z/D 

zm      depth of reference point of penetrating object below soil surface 

�̂�m      normalised depth, zm/D 

α      strength influence zone extent 

β      strain influence zone extent 

χ      characteristic pressure 

η      load sharing factor 

λ      gradient of the normal consolidation line (NCL) 

κ      gradient of the unload-reload line (URL) 

Φ      lumped strength parameter 

Φsteady      steady value of lumped strength parameter 

𝑘Φ      strength parameter multiplier 

σ'v      vertical effective stress 
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σ'vc      pre-consolidation stress 

σ'v,eqm      equilibrium vertical effective stress 

σ'v,NCL      vertical effective stress at NCL 

σ'v,RSL      vertical effective stress at RSL 

σ'v0      in situ geostatic effective stress 

ε      cumulative (absolute) shear strain 

ε99      cumulative (absolute) shear strain required for a degree of remoulding  

     equal to 99% 

ε95,Φ      peak strength ductility parameter 

μ(�̂�)      strain influence distribution function 

Ψ      normalised vertical distance between the object and a given soil 

     horizon  

Λ      plastic volumetric strain ratio 

ΓNCL      specific volume, v, σ'v  = 1 kPa on the NCL 

      nonlinear tangent stiffness parameter  

γ'      soil effective unit weight 
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Figure 4-1  A potential application of the framework to bridge between in situ tests and foundation design 
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  (a) 

 

  (b) 

Figure 4-2   Cyclic T-bar penetration test with reconsolidation between each episode 

(after Hodder et al., 2009) 
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Figure 4-3  Increase in bearing resistance due to consolidation at a normalised 

depth of z/D~1 (after Bienen & Cassidy, 2013) 
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Figure 4-4  Depth nomenclature and average cumulative (absolute) shear strain for 

initial penetration and extraction 
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Figure 4-5  Schematic of the model framework (extending Hodder et al. 2013) 
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Figure 4-6  Definition of maximum excess pore pressure  
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Figure 4-7  Changes in vertical effective stress and specific volume during undrained 

cyclic loading, reconsolidation and maintained load  
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Figure 4-8  Mobilisation of soil strength under complex motion 
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Figure 4-9  Framework procedure 
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Figure 4-10  Comparison of experimental and predicted undrained shear strength during three cyclic episodes: (a) full undrained shear strength 

profiles;  (b) degradation factor, DF = su,cyc/su,i, at mid depth of cyclic range (z = 1.75 m) 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4-11  Calculated variation in effective stress state during three cyclic episodes  

(at z = 1.75m) 
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Figure 4-12  Measured and fitted profiles of normalised penetration resistance for the 

reference spudcan case  
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(b) 

Figure 4-13  Variation in: (a) excess pore pressure and (b) vertical effective stress during a range of 

consolidation periods from 0.25 years to 18 years at a depth of ~1D 
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Figure 4-14  Comparison between experimental and predicted normalised resistance profiles 
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Figure 4-15 Improved peak resistance and zone of improved resistance due to 

consolidation (Test 5) 
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Figure 4-16  Comparison between experimental and predicted peak resistance ratios 

(all simulation cases) 

 

 

Figure 4-17  Effect of changing load sharing factor (η = 0 to 0.9) (the simulation case 

at z ~ 1.0D with maintained load, q = 131.9 kPa) 
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Table 4-1 Notable extensions of Hodder et al. (2013) framework 

 

Framework component 
Model framework 

Hodder et al. (2013)  
Present model framework  

Types of analysis (operation) 

Displacement-controlled operation Applicable Applicable 

Load-controlled operation N/A Applicable 

Complex-controlled operation N/A Applicable 

 

Components of analysis 

Concept Critical state concept Critical state concept 

General cyclic strength response By vertical effective stress By vertical effective stress 

Excess pore pressure generation By cycle number By cumulative shear strain 

Consolidation process 

 including maintained load 
N/A Applicable 

Excess pore pressure 

dissipation function 

(Built-in consolidation analysis) 

One-dimensional dissipation 

in lateral direction  

A simple hyperbolic function 

for excess pore pressure dissipation 

Mobilisation of strength A simply exponential expression 

A nonlinear model considering a 

changing tangent stiffness varied by 

cyclic undrained shearing and 

reconsolidation 
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Table 4-2 Summary of framework parameters (cyclic T-bar penetration test) 

 

Framework component Parameters Dimensions Description Value 

Geometry  D [L] Diameter of object 0.25 m 

Soil characteristics 

 

γ' [F/L3] Effective unit weight 5.5 kN/m3 

OCR [-] Over-consolidation ratio After Hodder et al. (2013) 

Gs [-] Specific gravity 2.6 

St,cyc [-] Cyclic soil sensitivity 2.55 

Critical state model 

 

λ [-] Compression index 0.205 

κ [-] Swelling index 0.044 

Λ [-] Plastic volumetric strain ratio 0.6 

[su/σ'vo]NC [-] Normally consolidated undrained strength ratio 0.2 

ΓNCL [-] Specific volume,v, at σ'v=1 kPa on NCL 3.251 

Excess pore pressure 

generation 

ε99 [-]  Cumulative shear strain parameter 100 

p [-]  Shear strain rate parameter 3.15 

β [-] Strain influence zone extent 1D 

Consolidation process 

h [-] Load sharing factor 0 

T50 [-] Nondimensional time parameter 0.09 

m [-] Embedment level parameter 1.05 

General soil strength and stiffness 

response 

 

  

Φsteady [-] Strength parameter at steady, remoulded conditions 0.6 

b [-] Peak strength parameter 0.65 

ε95,Φ [-] Peak strength ductility 28 

α [-] Strength influence zone extent 1D 

Kmax [-] Maximum tangent stiffness  32.5 

 [-] Power law parameter for strength mobilisation 0.32 
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Table 4-3 Summary of framework parameters (spudcan penetration test) 
 

Framework component Parameters Dimensions Description Value 

Geometry  D [L] Diameter of object 12 m 

Soil characteristics 

 

γ' [F/L3] Effective unit weight 7 kN/m3 

OCR [-] Over-consolidation ratio 1 

Gs [-] Specific gravity 2.6 

St,cyc [-] Cyclic soil sensitivity 2.5 

Critical state model 

 

λ [-] Compression index 0.205 

κ [-] Swelling index 0.044 

Λ [-] Plastic volumetric strain ratio 0.6 

[su/σ'vo]NC [-] Normally consolidated undrained strength ratio 0.17 

ΓNCL [-] Specific volume,v, at σ'v=1 kPa on NCL 3.251 

Excess pore pressure 

generation 

ε99 [-]  Cumulative shear strain parameter 100 

p [-]  Shear strain rate parameter 2.6 

β [-] Strain influence zone extent 0.5D 

Consolidation process 

h [-] Load sharing factor 0.1 

T50 [-] Nondimensional time parameter 0.05 

m [-] Embedment level parameter 0.9 

General soil strength and stiffness 

response 

 

  

Φsteady [-] Strength parameter at steady, remoulded conditions 0.6 

b [-] Peak strength parameter 0.65 

ε95,Φ [-] Peak strength ductility 28 

α [-] Strength influence zone extent 0.5D 

Kmax [-] Maximum tangent stiffness  480 

 [-] Power law parameter for strength mobilisation 0.2 
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Table 4-4 Overview of simulation cases (spudcan penetration tests) 
 

Experiment  

(Bienen & Cassidy, 2013) 

Target depth 

with D = 12m 
Consolidation time T = (cvt)/D Maintained load 

(-) (m)  (year) (-) (kPa) 

T1 - - - Reference test 

T10 0.5D 0.25 0.005 56.5 

T9 0.5D 0. 5 0.01 55.3 

T11 0.5D 1 0.019 52.5 

T18 0.5D 18 0.343 62.2 

T12 1.0D 0.25 0.006 144.6 

T3 1.0D 0. 5 0.013 126.6 

T14 1.0D 1 0.024 145.2 

T5 1.0D 18 0.457 131.9 

T7 1.5D 0.25 0.007 244.3 

T6 1.5D 0. 5 0.015 233.7 

T8 1.5D 18 0.52 226 
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CHAPTER 5 AN EFFECTIVE STRESS ANALYSIS FOR 

PREDICTING THE EVOLUTION OF SCR-SEABED 

STIFFNESS ACCOUNTING FOR CONSOLIDATION  

Paper published as: 

Zhou, Z., O’Loughlin, C. D. and White, D. J. (2019). An effective stress analysis for 

predicting the evolution of SCR-seabed stiffness accounting for consolidation. 
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Following the development of the new effective stress framework in Chapter 4, the 

focus now is to demonstrate its merit via predictions of the response of subsea 

infrastructure. In this chapter, a new effective stress model is set out, based on the 

effective stress framework (in Chapter 4) and used to predict the evolution of SCR-

seabed stiffness and SCR penetration resistance accounting for remoulding and 

consolidation. The strength of the model is assessed via simulation of SCR centrifuge 

tests with over 3,000 cycles of repeated undrained vertical cycles in normally 

consolidated kaolin clay. Additional example simulations show the merit of the model 

as a tool to assess the timescales over which this order of magnitude change in seabed 

stiffness might occur in practice.  

Chapter 5 contributes to Aim 3. 
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ABSTRACT 

Steel catenary risers (SCRs) are an efficient solution to transfer hydrocarbons from deep-

water seabeds to floating facilities. SCR design requires an assessment of the fatigue life 

in the touchdown zone, where the riser interacts with the seabed, which relies on reliable 

estimates of the SCR-seabed stiffness over the design life.  

Current models for SCR-seabed stiffness consider only undrained conditions, neglecting 

the development and dissipation of excess pore pressures that occur over the life of the 

SCR. This consolidation process alters the seabed strength and consequently the SCR-

seabed stiffness. This paper summarises experimental data that shows that long-term 

cyclic vertical motion of an SCR at the touchdown zone leads to a reduction in seabed 

strength due to remoulding and water entrainment, but that this degradation is eclipsed 

by the regain in soil strength during consolidation.  

The main focus of this paper is on prediction of the temporal changes in seabed strength 

and stiffness due to long-term cyclic shearing and consolidation, to support calculations 

of SCR-seabed interaction. The predictions are obtained using a new model that considers 

the change in effective stress and hence soil strength using critical state concepts, and that 

considers the soil domain as a one-dimensional column of elements. The merit of the 

model is assessed via simulations of SCR centrifuge model tests with over 3,000 cycles 

of repeated undrained vertical cycles in normally consolidated kaolin clay. Comparisons 

of the simulated and measured profiles of SCR penetration resistance reveal that the 

model can capture accurately the observed changes in SCR-seabed stiffness. Example 

simulations show the merit of the model as a tool to assess the timescale in field 

conditions over which this order of magnitude change in seabed stiffness occurs. It is 

concluded that current design practice may underestimate the seabed stiffness 

significantly, but the new approach allows rapid checking of this for particular 

combinations of SCR and soil conditions. 
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Keywords: clay, SCR, SCR-seabed interaction, soil strength, SCR penetration resistance, 

seabed stiffness, consolidation, cyclic loading. 
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5.1 Introduction  

Steel catenary risers (SCRs) are an efficient option in deep water for oil and gas 

transmission from the seabed to a floating structure (see Figure 5-1a). SCRs undergo 

long-term cyclic motion due to operational loads from the floating structure and 

environmental loads from waves and currents. For an element of SCR at the touchdown 

zone (TDZ), the cyclic shearing of the surrounding soil results in progressive generation 

of positive excess pore pressure in soft clays. This excess pore pressure causes 

degradation of the soil strength, and also reductions in stiffness. After reconsolidation 

periods, dissipation of this excess pore pressure leads to increases in soil strength and 

stiffness (Hodder et al. 2009; Yuan et al. 2017; Hou et al. 2018).  

Assessing the fatigue life of an SCR is one of the most challenging issues in design 

practice. Fatigue life calculations are strongly influenced by the seabed strength and 

stiffness at the TDZ (Kimiaei et al. 2010; Li & Low 2012; Queau et al. 2013; Elosta et al. 

2013; Elosta et al. 2014). Therefore, an accurate prediction of seabed strength and 

stiffness is necessary for a reliable assessment of fatigue life. 

The majority of the current prediction methods (see summary in Table 5-1) consider only 

undrained soil behaviour using a total stress approach, and can include different load-

displacement paths at either penetration, uplift, loss-of-contact, or re-penetration (see 

Figure 5-1b). The various models differ in how they formulate the hysteretic load-

displacement behaviour for the different modes, simplified as either a ‘closed hysteresis 

loop’ (e.g. Aubeny & Biscontin, 2009; Voie et al. 2014), or by adopting an ‘open 

hysteresis loop’ during SCR penetration and extraction (e.g. You et al. 2008; Randolph 

& Quiggin 2009; Zargar 2017). In general, the models account for soil strength 

degradation due to the cyclic motion of the SCR through the formulation adopted for the 

load-displacement response; for example, by predicting a progressive increase in 

embedment from cycles of compressive load. However, they do not explicitly link soil 

strength to the change in effective stress associated with excess pore pressure generation 

due to undrained shearing. 

Recent experimental studies (Hodder et al. 2009; Yuan et al. 2017; Hou et al. 2018) 

showed that the continued vertical cyclic motion of an SCR at the TDZ in soft clay results 

in progressive generation of excess pore pressure and degradation of soil strength, with a 

reduction in stiffness. However, over time dissipation of this excess pore pressure leads 

to a reduction in specific volume and a regain in soil strength and stiffness. The 
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implication for SCR design is that the choice of soil stiffness in the fatigue analysis should 

be higher than that associated with full degradation of the soil strength. Although absolute 

magnitudes will be controlled by the time scales of interest and the rate at which 

consolidation progresses, recent experimental evidence (Yuan et al. 2017) shows that 

over thousands of continuous load cycles the strength and stiffness can recover and 

surpass the initial values, due to consolidation.  

These effects are potentially important in design, as noted in a recent review of the state-

of-knowledge of SCR behaviour at the TDZ (Clukey et al. 2017): (1) variations in seabed 

resistance and stiffness due to consolidation may have a significant influence on the 

fatigue life; (2) reduction in the uncertainty in fatigue assessments is vital, since many in-

service SCRs are reaching the limit of their initial design life.  

This paper summarises recent SCR seabed stiffness measurements and compares them 

with results from effective stress analyses of vertical SCR-seabed interaction at the TDZ. 

The analyses are based on an effective-stress framework outlined in Zhou et al. (2018) 

that accounts for changing soil strength due to changes in excess pore water pressure. As 

applied to an SCR at the TDZ, the main features of the new analysis that extends existing 

models (as outlined in Table 5-1) are: 

1) The changing seabed strength is captured by calculating the variation in excess pore 

pressure generated during undrained shearing.  

2) The framework is defined with sufficient generality that it can be applied to scenarios 

that are load-controlled, displacement-controlled or a mixed sequence, such that it 

allows realistic simulation of ‘whole life’ cyclic loading histories of SCRs undergoing 

vertical movement in the TDZ. 

3) A nonlinear load-displacement model is used to calculate the mobilisation of the 

strength and limiting resistance, therefore giving the variation in stiffness. The load-

displacement relationship uses a changing tangent stiffness that can predict SCR-

seabed interaction during initial penetration, extraction and repenetration. 

4) An additional reduction in soil strength due to the effect of water entrainment can be 

added into the analysis by migrating the fully remoulded strength line (RSL) to reflect 

higher degradation in soil strength.  

After introducing the framework, including application to an SCR in the TDZ, the paper 

assesses its merit in describing long term SCR-seabed stiffness changes at the TDZ 
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through retrospective simulation of SCR centrifuge tests in normally consolidated kaolin 

clay reported in Yuan et al. (2017).  

5.2 Details of model analysis 

5.2.1 Introducing the effective stress framework 

The analysis considers vertical SCR-seabed interaction so the soil is idealised as a one-

dimensional column - in an extension of the widely used oedometer method for 

foundation settlement. The one-dimensional soil domain is discretised, and the vertical 

effective stress and soil strength is calculated at each soil horizon throughout the loading 

sequence. Notation for this study is presented in Figure 5-1. 

The framework is described within the context of an SCR undergoing a history of cyclic 

vertical motion at the TDZ as shown in Figure 5-2. To facilitate the calculation, the SCR 

motion is idealised as episodic, with cycles of a penetration and extraction event (Figure 

5-2a) followed by a ‘no-motion’ event, while excess pore water pressure dissipates 

(Figure 5-2b).  

Undrained cyclic motion leads to remoulding of the seabed, with an associated reduction 

in seabed strength. This loss in strength is recognized as a reduction in effective stress 

following excess pore water pressure generation. With accumulation of excess pore 

pressure, ue, the vertical effective stress, 'v, moves towards the fully remoulded strength 

line (denoted RSL) at constant specific volume for a fully undrained condition. This is 

represented by the path A-B on Figure 5-2a, where point B represents a fully remoulded 

state. During the subsequent consolidation period, dissipation of excess pore pressure will 

result in an increase in effective stress, 'v, and reduction in specific volume, v, 

represented in Figure 5-2b by the path B-C' for partial consolidation and the path B-C for 

full consolidation. 

Repenetration of the SCR (Figure 5-2c) will cause regeneration of excess pore pressure 

that will reduce 'v to a higher limiting value (point D on the RSL, see Figure 5-2c) than 

during the initial penetration due to the reduction in v associated with the previous 

consolidation phase. The increase in 'v,RSL and reduction in v (point B relative to point 

D on Figure 5-2c) results in an increase in soil strength, su. As the number of episodes of 

penetration, reconsolidation and repenetration increases (case I in Figure 5-2d), the 

magnitude of ue reduces with progressively diminishing increases in 'v,RSL, and hence 
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regain in su. Hence, the limiting state is when there are no further changes in pore pressure, 

such that the undrained shear strength is equal to the equivalent drained value. 

In reality the SCR at the TDZ may be subjected to continuous rather than episodic cyclic 

loading. This is handled by the framework by running the shearing and consolidation 

steps in sequence with the associated changes in vertical effective stress being very small 

for every penetration-extraction event. This is represented in Figure 5-2d (case II) by the 

effective stress path A-B′-C′ for long-term continuous cyclic undrained shearing, which 

like the path A-B-C for episodic cyclic undrained shearing, eventually approaches the 

limiting state. 

5.2.2 Formulating the framework 

The analytical components of the effective stress framework are briefly outlined in the 

following sub-sections, with more details of the framework provided in Zhou et al. 

(2019). 

5.2.2.1 Excess pore pressure generation 

Shear induced excess pore pressure, ue(�̂�) (�̂� = z/D, where z is soil depth and D is SCR 

diameter), generated by undrained penetration is linked to an (absolute) cumulative shear 

strain, ε(�̂�), at each soil horizon (Zhou et al. 2018). In the present approach, the rate of 

excess pore pressure generation is close to zero as the vertical effective stress approaches 

the RSL. The rate of excess pore pressure generation can be expressed as: 

( )
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where ε99 is the characteristic shear strain associated with a degree of remoulding equal 

to 99% (meaning a 99% reduction in strength from initial to fully remoulded, for an 

overconsolidation ratio, OCR = 1); p is a constant power that affects the shape of the pore 

pressure generation and χ is a characteristic pressure that varies with specific volume, v; 

ue,r is the remaining excess pore pressure defined as the distance between the current 

effective stress, v, and the effective stress on the RSL, v,RSL, (shown in Figure 5-3); 

ue,max is the maximum potential excess pore pressure, ue,max = v,NCL - v,RSL (where 

v,NCL is the vertical effective stress on the normal compression line, NCL). The vertical 

effective stress on the RSL, v,RSL, can be expressed directly in terms of the initial 

specific volume as 
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where (𝑠u/σvo
′ )NCis the normally consolidated undrained strength ratio; Λ is the plastic 

volumetric strain ratio; ΓNCL is the specific volume at σ′
v = 1 kPa on the NCL; vinitial is 

the initial specific volume; κ is the gradient of the unloading-reloading line (URL); λ is 

the gradient of the NCL; St is the soil sensitivity and Φ is a lumped strength parameter 

(described later). 

The model is defined such that the changing seabed strength during cycles of penetration 

and extraction varies in the manner seen in cyclic penetrometer tests (e.g. Hodder et al. 

2009). During penetration or extraction, a full passage of a soil element entirely into and 

out of the zone results in a cumulative (absolute) shear strain increase of Δε = 400% 

(Einav & Randolph 2005).  

5.2.2.2 Consolidation process 

The initial magnitude of excess pore pressure generated by an undrained penetration event 

thereafter is denoted as ue,i(�̂�), which is defined at the beginning of every pause period. 

Dissipation of excess pore pressure during consolidation is described by a simple 

hyperbolic model (Chatterjee et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2018), which can be expressed in 

rate form as 
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where t is the period of (consolidation) time between the penetration and extraction of an 

SCR at any given depth, cv is the coefficient of vertical consolidation, m is a constant that 

controls the shape of the dissipation response and T50 is the dimensionless time factor for 

50% dissipation of the initial excess pore pressure.  

As noted earlier, excess pore pressure dissipation results in a reduction in specific volume 

and a rise in vertical effective stress towards the equilibrium effective stress, eqm(�̂�) as 

shown in Figure 5-2b. The associated change in specific volume, ∆v(�̂�), can be obtained 

from the change in vertical effective stress, Δσv
′ (ẑ) (equal to the dissipated excess pore 

pressure), expressed as: 
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5.2.2.3 Soil strength response 

The undrained shear strength, 𝑠u(�̂�), at each soil horizon is simply calculated from the 

vertical effective stress via a lumped strength parameter, Φ, given by  

( ) ( )'

u v
ˆ ˆs z  = σ z                                                                                                            (5) 

where σv
′ (�̂�) = σv,eqm

′ (�̂�) − 𝑢e(�̂�). The lumped strength parameter could be assigned a 

peak value that decays to a steady value with cumulative shear strain to capture effects 

from cementation or bonding, over-consolidation, destructuration, and changes in K0 

through shearing events (White & Hodder 2010; Hodder et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2018).  

The shear strength that governs soil resistance is obtained from a strength influence 

function, vs(�̂�). This zone is defined by a triangular function extending by a distance, α, 

above and below the centreline of the SCR. The averaged undrained shear strength, su,av, 

at the current embedment of the SCR, �̂�e is: 
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                                                                                                                                (6) 

5.2.2.4 Changing seabed stiffness and mobilisation of soil strength 

The mobilisation of seabed strength is linked to average undrained shear strength, su,av, 

and is captured by a non-linear model, similar to the form used for p-y or t-z curves for 

pile-soil interaction. The non-linear model uses a changing tangent stiffness related to the 

mobilised soil strength, su,mob. Stiffness will be high as motion begins in a new direction, 

and ensures the soil strength asymptotically approaches the (spatially-averaged) available 

soil strength. The incremental change in normalised soil strength during mobilisation, 

δ (
𝑠u,mob

𝑠u,av
), is expressed as 

( )u,mob

u,av

ˆ
s

 = z K
s

 
   

 
                                                                                                                           (7) 

in which the effective tangent stiffness, K, is gradually reduced according to the 

proportion of the change in mobilised strength that has occurred (including any unloading 

and reloading). After any reversal, the potential normalised change is defined as 
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 (
|∆𝑠u,max|

𝑠u,av
) and lies in the range 0 to 2, and the current normalised change is given by 

(
|∆𝑠u,mob|

𝑠u,av
) and lies in the range -1 (fully mobilised soil strength during extraction) to 1 

(fully mobilised soil strength during penetration), as shown in Figure 5-4. The effective 

tangent stiffness is expressed as 

u,mob

u,av
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u,av

1
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s
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s

s

   
       
             

                                                                                         (8) 

where  is the power law parameter to account for the rate of change in tangent stiffness 

and is generally in the range 0.1 to 0.5 and Kmax is the maximum tangent stiffness that is 

adopted since the last reversal in penetration or extraction. Noting that load cycles may 

be fully or partially mobilised (see Figure 5-4a), the selection of Kmax can be assigned on 

the basis of variation in (
|∆𝑠u,max|

𝑠u,av
) (e.g. as shown by the simply linear dependence on 

Figure 5-4b). The generality of the framework allows for progressive motion in one-way 

and two-way cyclic loading with changing soil tangent stiffness (see Figure 5-4). 

5.2.3 Application of the framework to an element of SCR at the TDZ 

Application to an element of SCR interacting with the seabed requires that a depth profile 

of excess pore pressure is generated for each time step, allowing for a depth profile for 

effective stress, from which the soil strength and hence the SCR penetration resistance, 

q, is calculated. The calculation procedure is presented in Figure 5-5 and described below. 

The depth zone over which excess pore pressure is generated due to the passage of the 

SCR element within the seabed is considered in terms of the incremental shear strain at 

each soil horizon, δε(�̂�). This is quantified by an strain influence function, μ(�̂�), when the 

soil element is close to the SCR within the strain influence zone (see Figure 5-5b), and 

expressed as  

( ) ( ) m4ˆ ˆ ˆz   z z =                                                                                                         (9) 

where δ�̂� m is the incremental embedment of the SCR. The strain influence zone is 

considered as a triangle shape with limits that extend a normalised distance, β, above and 

below the SCR centerline. If the soil horizon is outside the influence zone, then μ(�̂�) = 0, 

and the soil horizon is unaffected by the current SCR displacement. Integration of the 
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strain rate over the influence zone results in a shear total strain, Δε = 400% (based on 

Einav & Randolph (2005)). Using Equation 1, the vertical spatial distribution of excess 

pore pressure at each soil horizon, ue(�̂�), is calculated and shown in Figure 5-5c. Vertical 

effective stress,  σv
′ (�̂�) , is then calculated in response to any change in excess pore 

pressure (Figure 5-5d), allowing for depth profiles of average soil strength and mobilised 

soil strength (Figure 5-5e). 

The penetration resistance on the SCR element, q, is the sum of seabed resistance, qs 

(Figure 5-5g), and soil buoyancy, qb (Figure 5-5h):  

s b
ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )q z q z q z= +                                                                                                                   (10)                                                                                                   

in which  

s c u
ˆ( )q z N s=                                                                                                                                 (11)                                                                                                   

and 

'

b b s

1
ˆ( )q z f A

D
=                                                                                                                                 (12)                                                                                                   

su in Equation 11 is the undrained shear strength predicted by the framework and Nc is a 

bearing capacity factor (Figure 5-5f) that varies with depth as the failure mechanism 

transitions from shallow to deep. This depth variation is allowed for here through 

(Aubeny & Biscontin 2009; White et al. 2010; Randolph & White 2008a; Merifield et al. 

2009) 

( )c
ˆ

b
N a z=                                                                                                                                (13) 

where a and b are constants taken as a = 7.1 and b = 0.33 for �̂� ≤ 0.75 (rough surface, 

Merifield et al. 2009), and a = 6 and b = 0.15 for �̂� > 0.75 (rough surface, Randolph & 

White 2008a). The pipe surface roughness will change the bearing capacity factor, Nc. In 

this study, Nc was selected considering a rough surface. 

The soil buoyancy term, qb, in Equation 12 is calculated as the product of the effective 

unit weight of soil, 𝛾′, and the (normal) cross-section area of the embedded segment of 

the SCR, As (Merifield et al. 2009; Hodder et al. 2009). An additional effect of soil heave 

is captured by a factor, fb, and it is assumed that fb decreases linearly from 1.3 (for soft 

clay) to unity at a critical depth where the failure mechanism is localised to the SCR 

(White et al. 2010). 
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5.3 Effective-stress analysis of SCR-seabed interaction  

The SCR element tests reported by Yuan et al. (2017) are summarised here, and simulated 

using the effective stress model. These tests serve as the best means of assessing the merit 

of the method as they involve up to 3,000 cycles of SCR penetration and extraction, over 

a period of time that is sufficient to observe both the reduction and subsequent increase 

in soil strength and consequently SCR-seabed vertical stiffness. The tests were conducted 

in normally consolidated kaolin clay in a geotechnical centrifuge at 50g. The SCR was 

modelled using a segment of pipe with a diameter of 20 mm (1 m at prototype scale) and 

a length of 120 mm (6 m at prototype scale).  

Two tests are considered here, time histories for which are shown in Figure 5-6. The first 

was a ‘short-term’ test, in which the SCR was penetrated from a normalised depth of �̂� = 

-1 (i.e. from one diameter above the mudline) to �̂� = 3 for 200 cycles. The second was a 

‘long-term’ test in which the SCR was penetrated from a normalised depth of �̂� = -1 to a 

depth equivalent to an applied pressure, qp = 8 kPa for 3,000 cycles. In each test the model 

SCR was penetrated and extracted at a velocity of 2.5 mm/s (at model scale), which was 

considered sufficient to generate undrained conditions for the two tests. Further details of 

the tests are provided in Yuan et al. (2017).  

5.3.1 Selection of framework parameters 

The model parameters are summarised in Table 5-2. The geometry and soil parameters 

were all known or measured, and are reported in Yuan et al. (2017). The critical state 

parameters were initially established by Stewart (1992) for the kaolin clay used in these 

model tests, and have since been adopted for numerical simulations of more recent model 

tests in the same clay kaolin clay (e.g. Feng & Gourvenec 2016; Chatterjee et al. 2013). 

(su/'v0)NC is quantified from the strength measured during initial penetration. For the 

Yuan et al. (2017) model tests, (su/σ'v0)NC = 0.16, from a ball penetrometer test using a 

bearing factor of 10.5 (Martin and Randolph, 2006) and a measured average effective soil 

unit weight, γ' = 6 kN/m3. The ball penetrometer test also involved a cyclic remoulding 

phase, from which the soil sensitivity was estimated as St = 2.5. 

For excess pore pressure generation, the parameters used in Equation 1 are the 

characteristic strain, ε99, and the rate of excess pore pressure generation control parameter, 

p. These were established as ε99 = 100 and p = 2.6 in Zhou et al. (2018) by fitting the 

degradation of soil strength measured in a T-bar penetration test in normally consolidated 

UWA kaolin clay. For consolidation, the parameters used in Equation 3 are the 
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dimensionless time for 50% consolidation, T50 and the embedment level parameter, m. 

These have been taken as T50 = 0.09, consistent with results from numerical analyses of 

an embedded pipeline reported by Chatterjee et al. (2013), and m = 1.4, higher than m = 

1.05 in Chatterjee et al. (2013). This is selected because Chatterjee et al. (2013) showed 

that m increases with embedment depth, and the maximum SCR embedment depth is 

closer to one diameter rather than the maximum half diameter in the Chatterjee et al. 

(2013) simulations. The coefficient of consolidation, cv, was obtained from Rowe cell 

consolidation tests on UWA kaolin clay (House et al. 2001), where the dependence on 

vertical effective stress level, σ'v, can be described as 

( )
0.47

'

v v0.3 0.16c = +                                                                                                                               (14) 

where cv is in units of m2/year and v is in kPa. 

To define a shear strain influence zone and the strength influence zone for SCR tests, 

values of β = 0.5 and α = 0.5 are selected, respectively, based on the clay failure 

mechanism for an SCR at shallow embedment (Randolph & White 2008a; Randolph & 

White 2008b), while for deep embedment, values of β = 1 and α = 1 are selected, 

consistent with previous studies (Hodder et al. 2013, Zhou et al. 2018). The critical depth 

where the failure mechanism transfers from shallow to deep is taken here as z/D = 2, 

based on the shallow correction method outlined in White et al. (2010). It is assumed that 

β and α increase linearly from 0.5 at the mudline to unity at this critical depth. 

The maximum stiffness used in Equation 8 was taken as Kmax = 200, which is typical 

(Clukey et al. 2005, 2008, Randolph & Quiggin 2009) and corresponds to a soil rigidity 

ratio of G0/su  300 based on the relevant elastic and plastic solutions for half a diameter 

embedment (Guha et al. 2016, Randolph & White 2008b). The power parameter, , in 

Equation 8 was taken as  = 0.32 as this provided a good match with the measured 

mobilisation of soil resistance during T-bar penetration in normally consolidated kaolin 

clay (Zhou et al. 2018). In summary, all model parameters are either derived from the 

strength profiles determined in Yuan et al. (2017), or have been calibrated in previous 

studies, and are initially applied here without modification, before further improvements 

are examined. 
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5.3.2 Results and Discussion 

5.3.2.1 Short-term SCR test 

The framework calculates changes in seabed strength, which is then linked to seabed 

resistance, qs, through Equation 11, providing a prediction of the resistance during the 

vertical motion (Figure 5-6). As noted earlier in the paper, soil buoyancy, qb, is included, 

making allowance for soil heave through the factor fb in Equation 12. For soft clay, fb may 

be taken as 1.3, reducing to unity at the critical depth of �̂� = 2, consistent with previous 

studies (Merifield et al. 2009). The SCR penetration resistance is the sum of qs(�̂�) and 

qb(�̂�) at each soil horizon, via Equation 10. 

Figure 5-7 compares the model simulations and the measurements for the short-term test. 

Negative values of penetration resistance correspond to a downwards geotechnical 

resistance on the SCR, which is created when the SCR moves upwards. The cyclic 

strength degradation is illustrated in Figure 5-7a, which shows the ratio of the seabed 

penetration resistance at cycle number N to that in the first cycle, qs,N/qs,1, at a normalised 

depth, �̂� = 2. The measurements show that the seabed penetration resistance gradually 

degrades to qs,N/qs,1 ~0.25 after about 200 cycles, lower than the simulations which 

provide a steady-state qs,N/qs,1 ~0.42 at N = 200, close to 1/St as expected for a fully 

remoulded condition. However, and as noted in Yuan et al. (2017), a lower penetration 

resistance is to be expected for this ‘mudline-breaking’ test, where the continued passage 

of the SCR across the water-mudline interface allowed water to become entrained at the 

SCR-seabed interface.  

This water entrainment leads to a mobilised soil strength that is lower than the nominally 

remoulded soil strength (e.g. that would be measured in a cyclic penetrometer test), as 

also noted in cyclic ‘mudline-penetrating’ SCR and T-bar penetrometer tests (e.g. Clukey 

et al. 2005; Hodder et al. 2009; Gaudin and White 2009), and experimental studies on 

suction caissons (e.g. Gaudin et al. 2014), dynamically installed anchors (e.g. Richardson 

et al. 2009, O’Beirne 2017) and in high-rate ring-shear tests (where water was permitted 

to penetrate the shear zone, Tika and Hutchinson, 1999). The RSL defines the fully 

remoulded state in the framework, and St is the primary parameter that controls the 

position of the RSL through Equation 2. To account for the effect of water entrainment, 

St is raised, shifting the RSL to the left, which results in a lower effective stress, and 

therefore strength, after remoulding.  
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In order to capture the additional loss in seabed strength from the water entrainment, 

values of St = 4, ε99 = 600 and p = 2.95 are used to match the experimental measurements, 

in which the higher St represents a lower (water entrained) remoulded soil strength; the 

higher ε99 requires a greater level of strain to reach the fully softened condition through 

water entrainment, and p is modified to ensure that the calculated initial shear strength 

gradient agrees with the measured ~0.96 kPa/m. The revised simulations are also shown 

in Figure 5-7a and are in good agreement with the experimental measurements. 

Figure 5-7b compares simulated and measured (depth) profiles of SCR penetration 

resistance, q, at cycle numbers N = 1, 2, 50 and 200, using the modified parameters that 

represent water entrainment. The gradient of resistance with depth reduces at �̂� = 1, which 

is due to the non-linear increase in soil buoyancy as the SCR becomes fully embedded 

(i.e. over �̂�  1). Soil buoyancy is an upwards positive resistance of approximately 5 kPa 

for �̂� > 1, which results in (the fully embedded) q between penetration and extraction 

being approximately symmetrical about this offset. Figure 5-7b shows that the framework 

is capable of capturing accurately the loss in both the penetration and extraction resistance 

during the initial 200 cycles of penetration. Over this period consolidation effects are 

negligible.    

5.3.2.2 Long-term SCR test 

Modelling of the open trench 

Simulations of the long-term test required that the experimental observations of a 

developing open trench were accounted for in the simulations, as an additional input. As 

shown in Figure 5-8, the trench depth, ztrench, in the experiments increased with cycle 

number, reaching a temporarily stable ztrench/D ~ 0.18 after N = 200, before increasing to 

ztrench/D ~ 0.67 after the complete set of N = 3,000 cycles. The initial trench formation to 

about 0.18 times the SCR diameter is due to the lateral displacement of soil associated 

with the repeated passage of the SCR through the mudline. This results in heave at the 

mudline adjacent to the SCR, and a depression at the SCR location. The continued 

deepening of the trench is due to the gradual reduction in specific volume of the 

penetrated column of soil due to consolidation. 

The evolving trench was accounted for in the simulations by defining an effective 

penetration depth, z' = z-ztrench, where z is the SCR penetration depth relative to the original 

mudline as defined earlier. Soil buoyancy is then calculated using the effective 
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penetration depth, and values of qb = 0 and qs = 0 are assigned when the SCR is below the 

original mudline but still above the current soil surface, i.e. for z'  0. 

Variation in SCR penetration resistance 

Figure 5-9 compares the simulated and measured resistance profiles at different cycles. 

In this test the SCR was penetrated until q = 8 kPa, such that the maximum penetration 

resistance is similar in each profile, but is reached at different embedment depths at cycle 

number increases. Over the first 100 cycles (Figure 5-9a-d) the penetration depth at which 

q = 8 kPa increases, reflecting the remoulding and water entrainment processes that 

reduce soil strength. However, at higher cycle numbers (N = 1,000 to 3,000; Figure 5-9e-

h) the limiting penetration depth reduces as the soil strength increases through 

consolidation. 

Over the first 100 cycles, the simulations are in remarkable agreement with the 

measurements for both penetration and extraction. At higher cycle numbers, the model 

captures well the limiting embedment depth, whilst slightly over-predicting q during 

penetration at shallow embedment. However, q during extraction is overestimated in the 

simulations at the higher cycle numbers. The simulated extraction resistance is 

approximately symmetrical about the soil buoyancy resistance profile as for any given 

cycle the calculated seabed resistance, qs, is equal for penetration and extraction. This is 

consistent with the steady-state that is reached during the cyclic remoulding phase of a 

full-flow penetrometer test, or indeed the transient steady-state resistance that was 

reached during the short-term SCR test on Figure 5-7a, which is why the simulations are 

in good agreement with both the measured penetration and extraction q profiles over the 

first 100 cycles on Figure 5-9.  

The much lower measured extraction q (relative to penetration) at higher cycle numbers 

indicates that other processes are involved during extraction. As the SCR reverses 

direction from penetration to extraction, q initially becomes lower than qb indicating that 

some reverse bearing capacity is mobilised (although by a small amount relative to the 

difference between q and qb during penetration). However, it appears that this resistance 

is rapidly lost, perhaps because suction cannot be mobilised if free water can reach the 

interface around the invert of the SCR. Thereafter, the uplift resistance is approximately 

equal to qb for the remainder of the extraction. Whilst the framework does not capture 

this effect, the calculated SCR-seabed stiffness is unaffected as this is based solely on the 

penetration response.   
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Variation in effective stress state and soil strength 

The internal variables of the simulation shown in Figure 5-9 allow the changes in effective 

stress and strength during the long-term test to be illustrated.  Figure 5-10 presents the 

variation in calculated effective stress state and corresponding changes in undrained shear 

strength at 𝑧′/D = 0.4 over the 3,000 cycles. A number of features are observed: 

• During the first few cycles of penetration, the excess pore pressure generation is 

much higher than the excess pore pressure dissipation, such that the vertical 

effective stress state approaches the RSL. 

• As the SCR motion is continuous, the effective stress state changes only slightly 

between each cycle as there is a very short reconsolidation period between the 

shearing events. Consequently, the effective stress path tracks close to the RSL, 

although closer inspection (inset in Figure 5-10a) reveals that each cycle is 

associated with a small increase in vertical effective stress along the URL with the 

corresponding reduction in specific volume.  

• As the cycle number increases, so too does the vertical effective stress on the RSL, 

such that the potential for maximum excess pore pressure generation, ue = σ'v,eqm 

- σ'v,RSL, progressively decreases from a maximum ue ~2.2 kPa at the start of the 

test to ue ~ 0.3 kPa at N = 3,000. The 3,000 cycles involve a duration, t ~ 16 hours 

at model scale (equivalent to ~ 4.6 years at prototype scale), which corresponds 

to a dimensionless time, T = cvt/D
2  ~ 4 (adopting cv ~ 0.85 m2/year for σv

′  = 2.4 

kPa at a normalised depth of 𝑧′/D = 0.4, via Equation 14). Hence, the remaining 

excess pore pressure after 3,000 cycles, at T  4, is equivalent to ~14% of the 

initial maximum excess pore pressure. By way of comparison, the elastic solution 

for 90% dissipation for a pipeline under a maintained load at an embedment of 

𝑧′/D = 0.5 is T90 ~2 (Gourvenec & White, 2010), and an elasto-plastic solution for 

the same case is T90 ~0.7 (Chatterjee et al. 2013). The higher T to approach 

equilibrium in these simulations is because pore pressure is being successively 

generated and dissipated to reach the densified state where limited further pore 

pressure can be generated. In contrast, the conventional dissipation solutions 

indicate the time required for a single dissipation event. 

• Figure 5-10b shows the change in undrained shear strength at 𝑧′/D = 0.4 over the 

3,000 cycles. The strength decreases (by a factor of St) from an initial value of 

su = 0.4 kPa at N =1 to su = 0.13 kPa at N = 50, due to the generation of excess 
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pore pressure with practically no consolidation induced reduction in specific 

volume (as shown by Figure 5-10a). Over the remaining 2,500 cycles su increases 

to ~ 1.2 kPa, with an extended analysis to N = 10,000 giving su ~ 1.4 kPa, which 

corresponds to ~99% consolidation. Hence, the (near) limiting undrained shear 

strength is approximately 3.5 times the initial value, identical to the ratio of 

drained to undrained strength for UWA kaolin clay as inferred from penetrometer 

tests (Colreavy et al. 2016).  

Variation in seabed penetration stiffness 

As noted earlier in the paper, a key design issue for assessing the fatigue life of an SCR 

at the TDZ is selecting an appropriate value for the SCR penetration stiffness, ks, given 

by  

max
s '

q
k

z
=                                                                                                                                      (15) 

where qmax is the maximum SCR penetration resistance during each cycle of penetration 

linked to the (changing) soil strength through Equation 10 and 11.  

Figure 5-11 compares the simulated and measured evolution of penetration stiffness with 

cycle number. Both the experimental and simulated result include some scatter as the 

achieved limiting pressure varied slightly between cycles, in the range qp = 8 to 10 kPa. 

The simulations in Figure 5-12 used same limiting value of qp for each cycle as in the 

experiments. The initial reduction in stiffness over the first ~100 cycles reflects the lower 

soil strength due to remoulding. This stiffness is regained as the soil strength increases 

through consolidation, with final values of ks that are approximately 1.8 times the initial 

value. This trend is captured well by the simulations. 

To illustrate the sensitivity of the response to the extent that the soil softens due to water 

entrainment, additional simulations were conducted using different values of St = 2.5, 4 

and 10 with a constant applied pressure, qp = 8 kPa, for 10,000 cycles. The results are 

summarized in Figure 5-12, and show that although St affects ks in the short term (over 

the first 200 cycles) by calculating a lower soil strength, the long-term response results in 

limiting values of ks that are independent of St. This is a useful finding as it emphasizes 

that the long-term stiffness – most relevant to fatigue – is independent of the water 

entrainment, so that quantifying this effect is a low priority.  
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5.4 Field scale example analysis 

The simulations described above show that the effective stress framework can capture the 

influence of both remoulding and consolidation, to replicate the changes in strength and 

stiffness that occur during centrifuge tests that involve both effects. The framework is 

therefore a useful tool to evaluate the relative influence of remoulding and consolidation 

on the long-term SCR-seabed stiffness, which has a significant influence on fatigue life, 

which is explored in this closing section.  

A particular benefit of the framework is that it allows the response to be scaled from the 

centrifuge tests conditions to field conditions, where the relative rates of cycling and 

consolidation are very different. In centrifuge tests, apparatus limitations prevent the 

motion cycles being performed at a frequency that matches the rate at which pore pressure 

dissipation is accelerated – which is N2, where N is the centrifuge acceleration. In the 

centrifuge tests of Yuan et al (2017), N = 50, so dissipation processes were accelerated 

by 2,500 times relative to field conditions. However, the motion cycles had a period of 

approximately 1 second in the long-term test, relative to a field oscillation frequency that 

would be in the order of 10 seconds, so were accelerated only by a factor of 10. An 

alternative way to express this is that in the field, 250 times more cycles would occur in 

the same period of pore pressure dissipation that was modelled in the centrifuge tests. 

This scaling mismatch means that the relative contributions of remoulding and 

consolidation may not be correct, and an unrealistically high level of consolidation is 

associated with a given number of cycles in the centrifuge. 

This limitation of the centrifuge test is overcome using the framework, which allows the 

effects of remoulding and consolidation on long term seabed stiffness to be evaluated, 

with the confidence that the model parameters are calibrated to the centrifuge tests. A set 

of twelve simulations were conducted using the parameters given in Table 5-3. These 

parameters were chosen to represent normally consolidated soft clay in Gulf of Mexico, 

where SCRs are widely used. The simulations adopted an SCR diameter, D = 0.5 m and 

an applied pressure, qp = 4 kPa, considered representative for soft seabeds (Shiri, 2010). 

Summarised in Table 5-4, the twelve simulations are arranged into three groups, all with 

a penetration ‘limit’ of qp = 4 kPa, but with the same four variations on extraction limits 

for each cycle. These were extraction to qp = 1 kPa, and extraction by displacements of 

0.0025D, 0.025D and 0.25D.  Each group considered two orders of magnitude variation 

in the coefficient of consolidation, (cv = 1, 10 and 100 m2/year) to explore the time scales 

over which the SCR stiffness changes.  
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In practice, at a given location in an SCR touchdown zone, the penetration stress limit 

may reduce with cycles as a trench forms and the concentrated vertical load spreads along 

the touchdown zone. This may reduce the trenching and stiffening effect seen at that 

point, but will raise the effect seen at adjacent points.  

Example results from the simulations are provided in Figure 5-13, which shows the 

variation in SCR penetration resistance against normalised effective penetration depth for 

cases 2, 6 and 10 (cv = 1, 10 and 100 m2/year, respectively, and an uplift displacement of 

0.025D). Consistent with the observations from the Yuan et al. (2017) centrifuge tests, 

the cyclic hysteresis loop becomes deeper over the first N = 1,000 cycles as the soil 

progressively remoulds (i.e. the bottom limit of the pipe penetration continuously went 

deeper due to the softening effect), but then becomes shallower due to consolidation-

induced increases in soil strength, and a higher cv results in a quicker regain in soil 

strength and SCR penetration resistance.       

Figure 5-15 shows the variation in SCR-seabed stiffness with cycle number for the cv = 

10 m2/year simulations. The stiffness adopted is an unloading secant stiffness, Ksec, 

defined in Figure 5-14 as 

Ksec = ∆qs /∆z = (qs - qs,rev)/(�̂� - �̂�rev)                                                                             (16) 

where qs,rev and �̂� rev are the seabed resistance and normalised penetration depth 

corresponding to the last point of load reversal. Figure 5-15 shows the expected reduction 

in Ksec with normalised  cyclic displacement, ∆z/D, and also the trend of reducing and 

then increasing Ksec with cycle number, associated with initial softening and then 

consolidation-induced hardening of the soil. The degradation of secant stiffness can also 

be captured by existing SCR-seabed stiffness models, as demonstrated in Figure 5-15 by 

the Aubeny et al. (2015) model using parameters that lead to the same amount of softening 

behaviour over the same loading period as the current model. However, those models do 

not predict the regain in the stiffness due to consolidation, so they predict a long-term 

stiffness that is much lower than the eventual value. 

Figure 5-16 presents the evolution of secant stiffness at a cyclic displacement of ∆z/D = 

0.002. The results are shown against cycle number, N, and time, t, on Figure 5-16a and 

against dimensionless time, T, on Figure 5-16b. As indicated by Figure 5-15, the 

simulations capture both the initial reduction and subsequent increase in stiffness. The 

rate of stiffness reduction is controlled by the cyclic displacement adopted for each cycle, 
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such that at low cycle numbers the simulations group according to the cyclic displacement 

and are independent of cv.  

In contrast, the increase in stiffness is controlled by the consolidation duration, such that 

at larger cycle numbers the simulations group according to cv. Stiffness eventually 

stabilises at cycle numbers and durations that depend on cv; the cv = 100 m2/year cases 

stabilise after 1.5 months (N = 3.5 × 105), the cv = 10 m2/year cases stabilise after 3.2 

years (N = 1 × 107) and the cv = 1 m2/year cases stabilise after 60 years (N = 2 × 108). 

Hence, for a typical design life of 30 years, the SCR-seabed stiffness for the majority of 

the life is the long-term steady-state fully-reconsolidated stiffness, except for seabed with 

cv = 1 m2/year, for which the SCR-seabed stiffness is 55%, 75% and 90% of the stabilised 

(and maximum) Ksec after 10, 20 and 30 years, respectively.  

The use of dimensionless time, T, in Figure 5-16b tends to eliminate the influence of cv, 

although some dependence remains during the early stages as the higher cv cases reach a 

state in which cycles do not generate any pore pressure more quickly, and during the 

consolidation stage the deviation of Ksec/qs,i between the three cv groups is affected by the 

SCR embedment depth. This is because the soil horizons at different depths experienced 

different remoulding at the same T, which results in a different ratio between qs/qs,i . For 

example, on Figure 5-13, the cycles at T ~ 10 are highlighted for the cases with different 

values of cv , showing the difference in embedded depth and therefore qs,i at the same 

dimensionless time. However, all the simulations approach the same stabilised depth and 

stiffness, and this gain in stiffness was 50% complete at a dimensionless time of T 10 

on average. For these example cases, this stiffness is about 3 times higher than the initial 

stiffness and ~10 times higher than would be predicted as the steady-state remoulded 

value assumed in current SCR-seabed stiffness models.  

5.5 Conclusions 

Compared with current published models and design practice, in which SCR-seabed 

interaction is analysed using a total stress approach ignoring any influence of drainage of 

pore water pressure, the analysis proposed in this paper shows a significant improvement. 

Three important contributions are made: (1) the new method uses an effective stress 

framework, and is defined with sufficient generality to allow realistic simulation of 

‘whole-life’ cyclic loading histories. This unlocks the ‘hidden’ effect of consolidation on 

soil strength and stiffness, rather than using a predefined empirical factor applied to the 
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intact soil strength and resistance, as is current practice; (2) it proposes a sound theory 

that captures the experimental observations, allowing reliable prediction of changes in 

penetration resistance and stiffness through remoulding and reconsolidation – including 

extrapolation from centrifuge tests to arbitrary field conditions; (3) many of the model 

parameters are derived from full-flow penetrometer test data, so it provides the potential 

to bridge between in situ tests and SCR design predictions.  

A series of simulations are presented to illustrate a range of typical field scenarios, and 

show the progressive rise in stiffness during continuous cycling motion, due to 

consolidation. It is shown that current design practice may underestimate the seabed 

stiffness significantly, but the new approach allows rapid checking of this for particular 

combinations of SCR and soil conditions. 
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5.7 Notation 

b      peak strength parameter, 𝑘Φ(�̂�) = OCR(�̂�)b 

cv      coefficient of consolidation 

D      diameter of penetrating SCR 

K      tangent stiffness 

Kmax      maximum tangent stiffness adopted since the last reversal in   

      penetration or extraction 

m      parameter for dissipation rate 

Nc      bearing capacity factor 

p      parameter for pore pressure generation rate 

q      SCR penetration resistance 

qs      seabed resistance 

qp      applied pressure 

su      undrained shear strength 

su(𝑧̅)      undrained shear strength profile 

su,i      in-situ undrained shear strength 

su,av      average undrained shear strength 

su,c      consolidated soil strength 

su,cyc      cyclic undrained shear strength 

su,mob      mobilised soil strength 

𝑆t      soil sensitivity 

(
𝑠u

σ′
v0

)
NC

 
     normally consolidated undrained strength ratio 

t      reconsolidation period 

T      dimensionless time factor 
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T50      dimensionless time factor required for 50% dissipation of the initial          

     excess pore pressure 

U      degree of dissipation 

ue(𝑧̅)      excess pore pressure profile 

ue,r(𝑧̅)      remaining potential excess pore pressure profile 

ue,max(𝑧̅)      maximum excess pore pressure profile 

vs(�̂�)      strength influence function 

vp      penetration velocity of the object 

v      specific volume 

vinitial      initial specific volume 

z      soil depth  

�̂�      normalised soil depth, z/D 

zm      depth of reference point of penetrating object below soil surface 

�̂�m      normalised depth, zm/D 

α      strength influence zone extent 

β      strain influence zone extent 

χ      characteristic pressure 

η      load sharing factor 

λ      gradient of the normal consolidation line (NCL) 

κ      gradient of the unload-reload line (URL) 

Φ      lumped strength parameter 

Φsteady      steady value of lumped strength parameter 

𝑘Φ      strength parameter multiplier 

σ'v      vertical effective stress 

σ'v,eqm      equilibrium vertical effective stress 
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σ'v,NCL      vertical effective stress at NCL 

σ'v,RSL      vertical effective stress at RSL 

σ'v0      in situ geostatic effective stress 

ε      cumulative (absolute) shear strain 

ε99      cumulative (absolute) shear strain required for a degree of remoulding  

     equal to 99% 

ε95,Φ      peak strength ductility parameter 

μ(�̂�)      strain influence distribution function 

Ψ      vertical distance between the object penetration depth and a given soil 

     horizon normalised by the object diameter 

Λ      plastic volumetric strain ratio 

ΓNCL      specific volume, v, σ'v  = 1 kPa on the NCL 

      nonlinear tangent stiffness parameter  

γ'      soil effective unit weight 
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Figure 5-1 Steel catenary risers: (a) problem definition and notation; (b) typical soil response during vertical cyclic motion (after Aubeny and 

Biscontin, 2009) 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 5-2  Variation in vertical effective stress state and excess pore pressure during different scenarios: (a) undrained cyclic loading; (b) 

consolidation process; (c) subsequent undrained cyclic loading; (d) progression of soil state during episodic or continuous cyclic loading 
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Figure 5-3  Definition of maximum excess pore pressure (after Zhou et al. 2018) 
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Figure 5-4  Mobilisation of soil strength under complex motion: (a) complete and partial cycles under one-way and two-way cyclic loading; 

(b) corresponding maximum tangent stiffness 
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Figure 5-5  Schematic representation of the one-dimensional effective stress framework applied to SCR-seabed interaction  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-6  Displacement – time histories of: (a) short-term SCR test; (b) long-term 

SCR test (from Yuan et al. 2017) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-7  Comparison of experimental and predicted SCR penetration resistance 

during short-term test: (a) normalised seabed resistance, qs,N/qs,1, at a depth of �̂� = 2;  

(b) SCR penetration resistance profiles 
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Figure 5-8  Development of trench during long term test (after Yuan et al. 2017)  
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Figure 5-9  Comparison of experimental and predicted responses during long term test: (a) N = 1; (b) N = 2; (c) N = 10; (d) N = 100; (e) N = 1,000; 

(f) N = 1,500; (g) N = 2,000; (h) N = 3,000 
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(a) 
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 (b) 

Figure 5-10 Calculated soil response at 𝒛′̂ = 0.4 in the long-term test: (a) Variation in effective stress state; (b) changing undrained shear strength  
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Figure 5-11  Comparison of experimental and predicted seabed penetration stiffness during long-term 

cyclic penetration 

 

 

Figure 5-12  Effect of water entrainment on seabed penetration stiffness (penetration with a constant 

applied pressure qp = 8 kPa for each cycle) 
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                                          (a)                                                                                  (b)                                                                                  (c) 

Figure 5-13  Example simulation of the whole-life change in SCR penetration resistance over long-term cycles: (a) case 2: cv = 1 m2/year; (b) case 6: 

cv = 10 m2/year; (c) case 10: cv = 100 m2/year. (All three cases with penetration to q = 4 kPa followed by an extraction displacement of 0.025D) 
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Figure 5-14  Definition of unloading secant stiffness, Ksec 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-15 Variation in unloading secant stiffness: (a) case 5; (b) case 7;  
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(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 5-16 Evolution of normalised unloading secant stiffness, Ksec/qs,1, at ∆z/D = 0.002: (a) shown against cycle number, N, and time, t; (b) shown 

against normalised time, T 
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Table 5-1 SCR-seabed interaction models 

SCR-seabed 

interaction 

analysis 

Seabed hysteretic load-

displacement modes 

Effect of 

water 

entrainme

nt 

Stress 

domain 

Cyclic loading effect Consolidation effect 

Strength/ 

resistance 
Stiffness 

Strength/ 

resistance 
Stiffness 

Open loop Closed loop 

Bridge et al., 

2004 
No Yes 

No 
Total 

stress 

Scaled by a simple constant 

factor 

Scaled by a simple constant 

factor 

You et al.2008 Yes No 
Scaled by simple constant 

factors 

No 

Aubeny & 

Biscontin, 2009 
No Yes No 

Randolph & 

Quiggin, 2009 
Yes No 

Scaled by an exponential 

equation 

Voie et al. 2014 No Yes No 

Zargar 2017 Yes No 
Accounts for degradation with 

cycle number 

Clukey & Zakeri 

2017 
No No 

Assumes fully remoulded 

conditions 

This study Yes  Yes 
Effective 

stress 

Full range of soil strength and 

stiffness 

degradation with cyclic loading 

Includes effect of full or 

partial consolidation on 

seabed strength and stiffness 
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Table 5-2 Summary of framework parameters  
 

Framework component Parameter Description Value 

Geometry  D Diameter of SCR (prototype scale) 1 m 

Soil characteristics 

γ' Effective unit weight 6 kN/m3 

OCR Over-consolidation ratio 1 

St,cyc Sensitivity 2.5 (4)* 

 

Critical state mode 

λ Compression index 0.205 

κ Swelling index 0.044 

Λ Plastic volumetric strain ratio 0.6 

(su/σ'vo)NC 

Normally consolidated undrained strength 

ratio 0.16 

ΓNCL Specific volume, v, at σ'v=1 kPa on NCL 3.251 

Excess pore pressure 

generation 

ε99  Cumulative shear strain parameter 100 (600)* 

p  Shear strain rate parameter 2.6 (2.95)* 

β Strain influence zone extent 0.5D 

Consolidation process 
T50 Non-dimensional time for 50% consolidation 0.09 

m Embedment level parameter 1.4 

General soil strength and 

stiffness response  

Φsteady 
Strength parameter at steady, remoulded 

conditions 
0.6 

α Strength influence zone extent 0.5D 

Kmax Maximum tangent stiffness 200 

 

Power law parameter for strength 

mobilisation 
0.32 

 

 

 

 

 

* values in brackets consider water entrainment 
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Table 5-3 Summary of framework parameters for simulation cases 

Framework 

component Parameter Description Value 

 

Notes on selection or source of selected value 

Geometry  D Diameter of SCR (prototype scale) 0.5 m Typical SCR diameter 

Soil 

characteristics 

γ' Effective unit weight 

5.5 

kN/m3 
Young et al. (2000) 

OCR Over-consolidation ratio 1 

St,cyc Sensitivity 3.5 

 

Critical state 

mode 

λ Compression index 0.205 

λ from the CRSC tests for clay in GOM (Long et al. 

2011) 

κ Swelling index 0.034 κ is obtained assuming λ/κ = 6  

(su/σ'vo)NC 

Normally consolidated undrained strength 

ratio 0.36 

Based on an undrained shear strength gradient with 

depth of 2 kPa/m and γ' = 5.5 kN/m3 

ΓNCL Specific volume, v, at σ'v = 1 kPa on NCL 1.9 Long et al. (2011) 

Excess pore 

pressure 

generation 

ε99  Cumulative shear strain parameter 100   ε99 and p for excess pore pressure generation 

determined by giving an initial strength gradient of k = 

2 kPa/m p  Shear strain rate parameter 2.3 

β Strain influence zone extent 0.5D See section 3.1 

Consolidation 

process 
T50 

Non-dimensional time for 50% 

consolidation 0.09 See section 3.1 

m Embedment level parameter 1.4 

General soil 

strength and 

stiffness 

response  

Φsteady 
Strength parameter at steady, remoulded 

conditions 
1.08 Assume a ratio of drained to undrained soil strength = 3 

α Strength influence zone extent 0.5D See section 3.1 

Kmax         Maximum tangent stiffness 400 

Taken as upper bound on Kmax = 200 – 400 in Clukey et 

al. (2005, 2008) and Randolph & Quiggin (2009), as the 

simulation adopt small displacement cycles.  

 

Power law parameter for strength 

mobilisation 
0.32 

See section 3.1 
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Table 5-4 Summary of simulation cases 

Simulation 

case no. 

Coefficient of 

consolidation

, cv (m
2/year) 

Penetration  Extraction 
Number of 

cycles, N 

Duration, t 

(months/years) 

Symbol 

in Figure 5-16 Applied 

pressure, qp 

(kPa) 

Applied 

pressure, qp 

(kPa) 

Normalised cyclic 

displacement, Δz/D 

1  

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

- 0.0025 2 × 108 60 years □ 

2 - 0.025 2 × 108 60 years □ 

3 - 0.25 3 × 107 10 years □ 

4 1  - 1.5 × 108 45 years □ 

5  

 

10 

- 0.0025 2 × 107 6.3 years ○ 

6 - 0.025 2 × 107 6.3 years ○ 

7 - 0.25 1 × 107 3.15 years ○ 

8 1  - 2 × 107 6.3 years ○ 

9  

 

100 

- 0.0025 9 × 105 3.5 months  ∆ 

10 - 0.025 8 × 105 3 months ∆ 

11 - 0.25 6 × 105 2.3 months ∆ 

12 1  - 8 × 105 3 months ∆ 
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CHAPTER 6 CHANGES IN PLATE ANCHOR 

CAPACITY UNDER MAINTAINED AND CYCLIC 

LOADING DUE TO CONSOLIDATION EFFECTS 

Paper is accepted to Géotechnique (July 2019) as: 

Zhou, Z., O’Loughlin, C. D., White, D. J. and Stanier, S. A. (2019). Changes in plate 

anchor capacity under maintained and cyclic loading due to consolidation effects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This final technical chapter describes and reports results from a group of centrifuge 

test on a circular deep-embedded plate anchor to investigate the changing plate anchor 

capacity due to one-way cyclic loading interspersed with periods of maintained load. 

Parallel T-bar penetrometer tests were also conducted to provide a basis for comparing 

between the changing soil strength sensed by the T-bar and the changing plate anchor 

capacity.  

The framework developed in Chapter 4 was employed to explain and support the 

experimental observations. Chapter 6 contributes to achieving Aim 3 of this research 

project. 
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ABSTRACT 

Plate anchor technology is an efficient solution for mooring offshore floating facilities 

for oil and gas or renewable energy facilities. The anchor is typically subjected to a 

maintained load component and intermittent episodes of cyclic loading throughout the 

design life. These loads, and the associated shearing, remoulding and consolidation 

processes, cause changes in the anchor capacity, particularly in soft fine-grained soils. 

The changing anchor capacity affects the mooring performance by changing the safety 

margin and also the overall system reliability. In this paper the changing anchor capacity 

in reconstituted normally-consolidated natural carbonate silt was assessed through a 

series of beam centrifuge tests on horizontally loaded circular plate anchors. The results 

demonstrate that full consolidation under a typical maintained load leads to a 50% gain 

in the anchor capacity, and subsequent cyclic loading and reconsolidation can triple this 

increase. An effective stress framework based on critical state concepts is employed to 

explain and support the experimental observations. This study shows that when viewed 

from a whole-life reliability perspective, maintained and cyclic loading provide a long-

term enhancement of anchor capacity in soft fine-grained soils. This beneficial effect is 

currently overlooked in design practice, but can be predicted using the framework shown 

here, which can form the basis for a digital twin that monitors the through-life integrity 

of a plate anchor.  

Keywords: Plate anchor, anchor capacity, consolidation, maintained/cyclic loading, 

centrifuge test, effective stress framework, digital twin. 
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6.1 Introduction 

The offshore energy industry is increasingly reliant on floating facilities to exploit oil, 

gas, wind, tidal and wave energy resources. Floating facilities are kept on station using 

mooring lines that terminate at anchors in the seabed. The mooring line load includes 

maintained and cyclic components that are resisted by a combination of the submerged 

weight of the mooring in the water column, the seabed friction that develops between the 

mooring line and the seabed and by mobilisation of soil strength around the anchor.  

The loading transferred to the anchor changes the strength of the seabed around the anchor 

over its design life. The weakening effect of cyclic loading on soil strength is well 

recognised in current design practice, and methodologies for quantifying the cyclic 

‘fatigue’ of soil are well developed (e.g. Andersen et al., 1988; Andersen, 2015). 

However, over the operating period of the facility, dissipation of excess pore pressure 

will occur, which can result in a regain in soil strength. This consolidation effect on soil 

strength and anchor capacity is commonly overlooked, but can be important and 

beneficial for design practice.  

This paper considers these effects through a series of centrifuge tests and retrospective 

numerical simulations of an embedded plate anchor subjected to differing combinations 

of consolidation and cyclic load. Our focus is on plate anchors, rather than pile anchors 

(driven, suction or gravity installed), is motivated by their low cost and high performance 

(O’Loughlin et al. 2018, Aubeny 2018). For example, the follower used to install the plate 

anchor (e.g. a suction pile, Wilde et al. 2001), can be reused and the holding capacity of 

a plate is high relative to the weight of the anchor (O’Loughlin et al. 2015, 2017). 

Plate anchor capacity under undrained, unconsolidated seabed conditions has been well 

established through model testing (e.g. Gaudin et al. 2006, Blake et al. 2010, O’Loughlin 

et al. 2014), medium- to large-scale field testing (e.g. Dahlberg & Strom 1999, Heyerdahl 

& Eklund 2001, Wilde et al. 2001, Blake et al. 2015, O’Loughlin et al. 2016) and 

analytical and numerical modelling (e.g. Martin and Randolph 2001, Wang et al., 2010, 

2013; Wang & O’Loughlin 2014; Yu et al., 2011; Liu et al. 2017). This work has validated 

the rigorous plasticity solutions and other numerical results that can be used to link the in 

situ soil undrained strength to the initial monotonic bearing capacity of an embedded 

plate. Quantifying changes in plate anchor capacity due to the evolution of soil strength 

under more realistic long term loading has received much less attention, with the 
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exception of Wong et al. (2012) and Han (2016) who present experimental data of gains 

in capacity resulting from monotonic loading. 

However, over the life of a typical floating facility, moorings experience many episodes 

of cyclic loading associated with changing wave or wind conditions. The background 

maintained load may also slowly vary, for example with the loading or ballast condition 

of the floating system. As a result of this complex time-varying load, changes in anchor 

capacity are expected to be more significant that observed in previous experiments.  

There is significant value in quantifying these changes in capacity both as part of the 

design process, and for asset management during operation of a moored facility. For 

design, the reliability of the system is affected by both improvements in performance 

(such as these gains in anchor capacity) as well as degradation (such as from corrosion of 

the mooring line). Both positive and negative effects should be considered to reach an 

accurate assessment of the system reliability and the true probability of failure. 

Meanwhile, during operation, a model that tracks the changing capacity of the anchor as 

a result of the experienced environmental conditions, provides a basis for reassessing the 

mooring capacity if design inputs are altered (e.g. the maximum expected storm load is 

updated) or if a life extension is required. Such a model can form a ‘digital twin’ (Sharma 

et al. 2017, Grieves & Vickers 2017) of the anchor, to extend current usage of digital 

twinning (i.e. establishing virtual models of a physical asset) for asset management of 

floating systems (e.g. Renzi et al. 2017). 

This paper provides experimental data on the changing capacity of an embedded plate 

anchor in normally consolidated calcareous silt due to episodes of maintained and cyclic 

load. These data are simulated via a digital twin of the centrifuge test that uses the 

effective stress framework set out by Zhou et al. (2019a) to calculate the changing soil 

strength due to undrained shearing and consolidation. 

6.2 Experimental programme  

6.2.1 Geotechnical centrifuge facility 

The experiments were performed in the 3.6 m diameter beam centrifuge at the University 

of Western Australia (Randolph et al., 1991) at an acceleration level of 150g. The test 

programme involved four anchor tests with differing loading sequences and a suite of in-

flight characterisation tests to provide geotechnical properties to assist interpretation of 

the anchor tests, including selection of model parameters for the analytical framework 
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used for back-analysis. The anchor tests involved horizontal loading of a vertically 

oriented plate anchor (i.e. with no prescribed changes in embedment depth) with a mixture 

of consolidation and one-way cyclic loading phases. T-bar penetrometer tests were 

performed with equivalent cyclic loading phases, to explore the comparative changes in 

soil strength in similar penetrometer and anchor tests. 

6.2.2 Soil sample 

The soil sample was prepared from bulk samples of a natural carbonate silt retrieved from 

offshore Australia with the geotechnical properties summarised in Table 6-1. The silt was 

reconstituted as a slurry with a water content of 145% and poured into a sample container 

measuring 650  390 mm in plan and 325 mm deep. The sample was consolidated under 

self-weight in the centrifuge at an acceleration of 150g for 5 days, during which time 

additional slurry was added to achieve a final sample height of approximately 210 mm. 

A 35 mm layer of free water was maintained at the sample surface to ensure saturation. 

The average effective unit weight of the sample was established from moisture content 

determinations made on cores taken from other centrifuge samples of the same soil 

subjected to the same sample preparation procedures (Chang et al. 2019; Chow et al. 

2019; Zhou et al. 2019b). This was necessary as no undisturbed locations remained after 

the testing described in this paper. Over the range of vertical effective stress levels 

relevant to the anchor tests, the initial moisture contents were in the range 65 to 88%, 

with an average effective unit, γ' = 5.2 kN/m3. 

6.2.3 Model anchor and test setup 

6.2.3.1 Model anchor and load cell 

The circular anchor plate was stainless steel with diameter, Da = 35 mm and thickness, ta 

= 3 mm. The projected area of the plate anchor is ~22 m2 in equivalent prototype scale, 

which is within the range used in practice, e.g. 16 to 44 m2 for SEPLAs (Cassidy et al. 

2012; Brown et al. 2010) and 7 to 30 m2 for drag-embedded vertically loaded plate 

anchors (Vryhof, 2006). The anchor was loaded using a 1.2 mm diameter stainless steel 

wire. The applied load was measured at the anchor using a miniature load cell (6 mm in 

diameter and 12 mm long) with a measurement range of 1.5 kN (Figure 6-1). The anchor 

displacement was measured using the encoder located on the vertical axis of the actuator 

used to pull on the loading wire, with small corrections applied to account for system 

compliance. 
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6.2.3.2 Experimental arrangement and procedures 

Figure 6-2 shows the experimental arrangement during the installation and preparation 

stages of the tests, which involved the following steps that were undertaken with the 

centrifuge stopped: 

1. Before installing the anchor a vertical slot was cut in the consolidated sample 

using a 3 mm thick steel plate for the anchor loading line to pass through (Figure 

6-2a). Verticality and positioning of this slot was ensured by two steel guides that 

were mounted on the sample container 

2. A pulley arrangement was installed at one end of the sample container, with the 

anchor loading line and load cell cable threaded through (Figure 6-2b). 

3. The anchor was installed using a mandrel mounted on the vertical axis of the 

actuator at 0.1 mm/s (Figure 6-2c). A slight tension was maintained on the loading 

line and load cell cable to ensure that they followed the anchor into the slot created 

in Step 1.  

4. The electrical actuator was then positioned on cross beams spanning the width of 

the sample container, and the anchor loading line connected to the actuator’s 

vertical axis, in order to apply horizontal loading to the anchor (Figure 6-2d). 

The initial anchor embedment (measured to the centre of the circular plate, see Figure 

6-2d) was z = 150 mm for all anchor tests, equivalent to z/Da = 4.3. This embedment depth 

was selected to target a ‘deep’ flow-round response so that the soil deformation remained 

local to the anchor, rather than reaching either the soil surface or the bottom (sand) 

boundary (1.7Da from the centre of the plate). Numerical simulations reported by Yu et 

al. (2015) confirm these dimensions are appropriate, aided by the strength gradient in the 

sample, which causes the failure mechanism to become one-sided, skewing towards the 

weaker soil (i.e. towards shallower depths). 

By installing the anchor at 1g such that it would translate without rotation when loaded, 

it was possible to quantify the effects of cyclic loading and consolidation without the 

complicating effects of installation and subsequent rotation (keying) of the anchor. 

However, we began each test with a monotonic pull to failure, to represent in a repeatable 

way some level of installation-induced disturbance. 

After installation of the anchor and loading system, the centrifuge was spun to 150g and 

a period of three hours allowed before starting the anchor test. Each anchor test involved 
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combinations of monotonic, maintained and/or cyclic loading. Details relevant to each of 

these loading stages are provided below. 

• Monotonic loading. Each anchor test involved an initial monotonic stage where 

the anchor was loaded in displacement control at a velocity, v = 1 mm/s, such that 

the dimensionless group, vDa/cop = 92 (using an ‘operative’ coefficient of 

consolidation, cop = 4 m2/year from piezo-foundation dissipation data presented 

later) so the response is undrained (House et al. 2001, Randolph and Hope 2004, 

Colreavy et al. 2016). This monotonic stage was maintained until the anchor 

capacity became steady (which occurred within < 2.5Da of movement). This 

steady anchor capacity was used as the reference undrained unconsolidated anchor 

capacity, qa,uu, for defining the subsequent maintained and cyclic loading phases. 

A final monotonic stage was also conducted after the maintained and/or cyclic 

loading phase of the test, using the same velocity, v = 1 mm/s, for an anchor 

displacement that was sufficient to observe the peak anchor capacity.  

• Maintained loading. This stage of the anchor tests involved operating the actuator 

in load control to maintain an anchor resistance equal to half of that measured in 

the initial monotonic stage (i.e. qa = 0.5qa,uu) for a period of 3 hours. This 

consolidation period was sufficient for about 95% dissipation of excess pore 

pressure, as estimated using consolidation data described later. 

• Cyclic loading. The cyclic loading stage of the anchor tests involved 1080 cycles 

(to reflect a typical number of cycles for a three hour design storm), of loading 

from 0.25qa,uu to 0.75qa,uu. The frequency of the cycles was 0.4 Hz, and was 

selected as a balance between being able to achieve high quality load control and 

ensuring undrained conditions. In a single load cycle the dimensionless time, T = 

copt/Da
2 = 0.0003 (using cop = 4 m2/year) and so the drainage within a single cycle 

was negligble.  

6.2.4 Soil characterization 

6.2.4.1 Undrained shear strength 

A model scale T-bar penetrometer (Stewart & Randolph, 1991) with a diameter, d = 5 

mm and a length of 20 mm was used to determine profiles of intact and remoulded shear 

strength. Two ‘standard’ T-bar tests (TB_01 and TB_02) involving undrained penetration 

(at v = 3 mm/s such that vd/ch = 40, where ch = 12 m2/year; see Figure 6-7) and cyclic 

phases gave the profiles of undrained shear strength, su, shown in Figure 3a, where su was 
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interpreted using a constant T-bar capacity factor of 10.5 (Martin and Randolph, 2006). 

The profiles are fitted by:  

su,i = kz                                                                                                                                      (1) 

where su,i is the initial undrained shear strength and k is the strength gradient with 

(prototype) depth. As shown in Figure 6-3a, k = 2 kPa/m, which gives a normally-

consolidated shear strength ratio, (su/σ'vo)NC = 0.38, which is slightly higher than 

(su/σ'vo)NC = 0.32 determined from simple shear tests (Chow et al. 2019). The cyclic 

episode of the T-bar test progressively remoulds the soil, degrading the undrained shear 

strength towards the fully remoulded strength, with the limiting value of su,cyc/su,i 

indicating a soil sensitivity, St ~ 5, where St is the ratio between the in-situ and fully 

remoulded undrained shear strengths (Figure 6-3b).  

The second group of T-bar tests included a cyclic episode with 1080 load-controlled 

cycles (i.e. equal to the cycles imposed in the anchor tests), between either 0.25su,i and 

0.75su,i (Test TB_03) or 0 and 0.75su,i (Test TB_04) at an initial depth, z = 52 mm. The 

cyclic load amplitude in TB_03 is consistent with the anchor tests, and TB_04 explores a 

higher amplitude. A loading frequency of 1 Hz ensured an undrained response within 

each cycle, while ensuring accurate load control. In both tests there is a local increase in 

soil strength after cyclic loading, with peak values of su = 44.5 kPa in TB_03 (Figure 

6-4a) and su = 55 kPa in TB_04 (Figure 6-4b), which are about 2.5 and 2.75 times higher 

than the initial soil strength at the same depth.  

The two groups of T-bar tests demonstrate that whilst cyclic remoulding leads to a 

significant reduction in soil strength (TB_01 and TB_02), one-way cyclic loading to 

much lower shear strains but over a longer time period causes a significant gain in soil 

strength. This is due to dissipation of the excess pore pressure induced by the cyclic loads 

– which is equally relevant to anchor loading. 

6.2.4.2 Consolidation characteristics 

Consolidation coefficients for the carbonate silt were determined from the excess pore 

pressure dissipation stages of piezocone and piezo-foundation tests conducted at various 

penetration depths (for the piezocone) and various stress levels (for the piezo-foundation). 

In piezocone dissipation tests the pore water flow is primary radial, controlled by the 

coefficient of horizontal consolidation, ch. Dissipations were conducted at depths, z = 30, 

70, 110 and 150 mm (equivalent to σ'v ~ 23, 55, 85 and 117 kPa, respectively) and are 

shown in Figure 6-5 with results in the same soil reported by Chow et al. (2019). Excess 
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pore pressure, ue, is normalised by the initial value, ue,i, and plotted against dimensionless 

time  

T* = 
𝑐h𝑡

𝑅2√𝐼𝑟
                                                                                                                                  (2) 

where R is the piezocone radius = 5 mm, and the rigidity index, Ir = G/su, uses an elastic 

shear modulus, G, estimated using (Mahmoodzadeh et al. 2015) 

G = 
3(1−2𝜈)

2(1+𝜈)

𝑝′(1+𝑒)

κ
                                                                                                                    (3) 

where ν is Poisson’s ratio,  the slope of the swelling line, p' the mean effective stress 

and e the void ratio. Equation 3 together with the su profiles on Figure 6-3 gives Ir = 110. 

Values of ch were determined by matching 𝑇50
∗  from the experimental dissipation curves 

with that from the Teh & Houlsby (1991) theoretical solution.  

Consolidation around a circular plate anchor involves both radial and vertical drainage, 

so piezo-foundation tests were undertaken to indicate this ‘operative’ coefficient of 

consolidation, cop. The rigid circular piezo-foundation had a diameter, Df = 40 mm, and 

was instrumented with a pore pressure transducer (PPT) in the centre of the underside of 

the foundation (Cocjin et al., 2014; Colreavy et al. 2016). The piezo-foundation test 

involved staged loading to qapp = 12 kPa, 40 kPa, 80 kPa and 160 kPa, with a dissipation 

stage at each load. The normalised pore pressure, Δue/Δue,i, measured at qapp = 12, 40, 80 

and 160 kPa are plotted with dimensionless time, T = copt/Df
2, in Figure 6-6 together with 

corresponding finite-element solutions for a rigid circular surface foundation (Gourvenec 

and Randolph, 2010).    

The measured coefficients of consolidation, ch and cop demonstrate the expected 

dependence on stress level (Figure 6-7) with ch/cop  3 due to the lower stiffness and 

higher permeability associated with radial flow. A value of cop = 4 m2/year is applicable 

at the anchor test depth and has been used throughout the interpretation. 

6.2.5 Anchor test programme 

The four anchor tests are summarised in the Table 6-2. Each test involved an initial 

monotonic phase to measure the ‘undrained-unconsolidated’ anchor capacity, qa,uu. 

Thereafter, the loading sequences employed in each of the four anchor tests differed as 

described below and as shown in Figure 6-8: 

Test 1 (Figure 6-8a) involved a consolidation period during which the anchor 
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load was maintained at 0.5qa,uu for 3 hours.  

Test 2 (Figure 6-8b) involved a cyclic episode, with the cyclic load varying in the 

range 0.25qa,uu to 0.75qa,uu over 1080 cycles. 

Test 3 (Figure 6-8c) was a combination of Tests 1 and 2, with an initial 

consolidation period followed by a cyclic episode and a final consolidation 

period. 

Test 4 (Figure 6-8d) repeated Test 3 five times. 

Each test ended with a displacement-controlled monotonic stage (using the same velocity, 

v = 1 mm/s as in the initial monotonic stage) to measure the change in anchor capacity 

due to the prior loading. 

6.3 Anchor test results 

6.3.1 Undrained-unconsolidated anchor capacity 

The resistance during the initial monotonic phase is shown in Figure 6-9, with anchor 

resistance expressed as the dimensionless factor:  

𝑁c,a =
𝑞a

𝑠u,i
                                                                                                                                  (4) 

where su,i is the initial soil strength at the anchor mid-height (i.e. at a depth z = 150 mm) 

and qa is the anchor resistance (i.e. the measured anchor load divided by A = Da
2/4). 

Each test showed an initial peak in resistance, reducing to a steady value. The initial peak 

reflects the localised increase in soil strength due to dissipation of installation-induced 

excess pore pressure, with anchor capacity stabilising (after a displacement of x/Da ~1.5) 

in the range Nc,a = 10.8 to 11.5 for the four tests. These values are slightly lower than the 

exact solution for an infinitesimally thin deeply embedded plate, which gives Nc,a = 12.42 

for a smooth interface and Nc,a = 13.11 for a rough interface (Martin and Randolph, 2001), 

although numerical results in Wang et al. (2010) and Wang and O’Loughlin (2014) 

suggest that these values would be approximately 9% higher for the t/Da in the centrifuge 

tests. The seemingly low experimental Nc,a values may be due to the choice of T-bar 

capacity factor used to determine su, noting that (su/σ'vo)NC = 0.32 from the simple shear 

tests on the same soil (Chow et al. 2019) would require su on Figure 6-3a to be ~20% 

lower, such that the experimental Nc,a values would be higher by the same amount, and in 

better agreement with numerically determined values. Regardless of the bearing factor, 

the steady resistance on the T-bar and the plate is very similar, consistent with other 

studies (e.g. Chung & Randolph 2004). 
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6.3.2 Effects of maintained load, cyclic loading and reconsolidation on anchor 

capacity 

The anchor response during the various loading sequences are shown in Figure 6-10 and 

the time histories of displacement and load are provided in Figure 6-11. The resulting 

capacities are referred to as ‘consolidated-undrained’ (qa,cu) for tests involving only 

maintained load, and ‘cyclic-consolidated-undrained’ (qa,ccu) for tests that include cycling 

and also consolidation (either during the cycling or a separate period of maintained load). 

In Test 1, a maintained load of qa = 0.5qa,uu was applied for 3 hours, which is equivalent 

to a dimensionless time factor, T = tcop/Da
2 = 1.12. This is sufficient time for ~95% 

dissipation of excess pore pressure, as established pore pressure measurements on a 

deeply embedded plate in the same soil (Zhou et al. 2019b). The resulting capacity is qa,cu 

= 780 kPa (qa,cu/su,i= 17.4), which is a 51% increase relative to qa,uu = 516 kPa (Figure 

6-10). The anchor displacement during the consolidation phase was x = 0.1Da, and was 

practically complete after 1.5 hours, consistent with the estimated consolidation duration 

(Figure 6-11a).  

Test 2 showed a similar gain in capacity after the 1080 load cycles (over 40 minutes), 

with a capacity of qa,ccu = 737 kPa (qa,ccu/su,i = 16.4), which is a 50% increase over qa,uu = 

489 kPa (Figure 6-10).  The anchor displacement was more significant (x = 1.25Da) 

although the position stabilised as consolidation occurred (Figure 6-11b).  

Tests 3 and 4 showed even greater gains in anchor capacity. Test 3 combined the 

maintained and cyclic loading phases employed in Tests 1 and 2, arranged as a 3 hour 

maintained load, followed by 1080 cycles and a final 3 hour maintained load (see Figure 

6-8c). Test 4 involved the same pattern of loading as Test 3, but was repeated five times 

(see Figure 6-8d).  

Test 3 resulted in a capacity of qa,ccu = 990 kPa (qa,ccu/su,i = 22.2) , which is almost double 

the undrained unconsolidated capacity, qa,uu = 521 kPa (qa,ccu /su,i = Nc,a =11.6). In Test 4, 

the five episodes of consolidation and cyclic loading further enhanced the strength gain 

to qa,ccu = 1230 kPa (qa,ccu /su,i = 27.5), which is 2.5 times the initial qa,uu =492 kPa (qa,ccu 

/su,i = Nc,a =11).  

The total anchor displacement in Tests 3 and Test 4 was x  0.1Da, with practically all of 

this displacement occurring during the initial consolidation phase, consistent with Test 1. 

The displacement during subsequent cyclic loading stages was smaller than in Test 2 
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(which had no initial maintained load period) because the cyclic loads were a lower 

proportion of the current anchor capacity.  

The observed gains in anchor capacity due to consolidation under maintained and cyclic 

loading is consistent with the hardening behaviour in the cyclic (load-controlled) T-bar 

tests. In both cases, excess pore pressure from continuous one-way cyclic loading or 

maintained load dissipates, causing a gain in soil strength. The T-bar tests show that a 

higher load amplitude leads to a higher strength gain (Figure 6-4). The anchor tests show 

that additional cycles lead to higher capacity gains (Figure 6-10). Both effects are 

consistent with the level of pore pressure generation driving the level of subsequent 

strength gain. 

6.4 Back analysis using effective stress framework 

In this section, the effective stress framework described in Zhou et al. (2019a) is applied 

to simulate the change in anchor capacity due to the load sequences applied. Calculation 

of anchor capacity, qa, requires selection of an anchor capacity factor, Nc,a, and the current 

undrained shear strength, su: 

qa = Nc,asu                                                                                                                                 (5) 

Changes in foundation capacity can be interpreted solely as changes in soil strength, 

because any changes in the failure mechanism caused by the changing soil strength have 

minimal influence on the bearing factor Nc,a (Stanier & White 2019). The framework, 

therefore, focuses solely in the variation in su, in order to predict changes in qa. 

6.4.1 Summary of framework 

The framework is developed using critical state concepts, and is designed as the simplest 

basis for capturing changes in strength through a linear profile of soil due to development 

and subsequent dissipation of excess pore pressure. For the anchor tests, the soil domain 

is a horizontal row of elements. Vertical effective stress and soil strength is calculated at 

each soil element throughout the loading sequence (Figure 6-12a). The framework breaks 

the event time history into undrained cycles – which generate pore pressure – and 

consolidation periods – during which pore pressure dissipates.  

Example effective stress paths illustrate the framework (Figure 6-12b). Development of 

excess pore pressure during undrained shearing leads to a reduction in effective stress at 

constant specific volume. The maximum excess pore pressure (and hence the lowest 

effective stress) is associated with fully remoulded conditions, reached at the remoulded 
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state line (RSL, e.g. A-C). This state is reached during the cyclic remoulding phase of 

TB_01 and TB_02 (Figure 6-3b). More moderate excess pore pressure generation, such 

as that developed during the cyclic loading in TB_03 and TB_04 (Figure 6-4), causes a 

reduction in effective stress to a point between the NCL and the RSL (e.g. D-E and F-G). 

During either partial consolidation (path E-F) or full consolidation (path C-D), dissipation 

of excess pore pressure leads to an increase in effective stress and a reduction in specific 

volume following the unload-reload line (URL). The effective stress will either return to 

the initial value (e.g. point D) or potentially to a higher effective stress state if the 

consolidation phase involves a maintained load (e.g. point I).  

The components of the framework analysis as applied to the anchor are summarized 

below, with further details provided in Zhou et al. (2019a): 

• Excess pore pressure generation and effective stress. The excess pore pressure, 

ue(�̂�) (�̂� = x/Da), is generated at a rate linked to the shear strain, ε, at each soil 

element. The rate of excess pore pressure generation is highest at the initial stress 

state (v0 = 𝛾′z on the NCL for a normally consolidated soil) and close to zero as 

the vertical effective stress approaches the RSL (point A-B in Figure 6-12b) (Zhou 

et al. 2019a). The vertical effective stress on the RSL, v,RSL, can be expressed 

directly in terms of the initial specific volume as 

σv,RSL
′ (�̂�) =  (

𝑠u

σvo
′ )

NC

σvo
′

Φ𝑆t
exp {

Λ[ΓNCL−𝑣i(�̂�)−λ ln(σvo
′ )]

λ−κ
}                                          (6)                     

where (𝑠u/σv0
′ )NC is the normally consolidated undrained strength ratio; Λ is the 

plastic volumetric strain ratio; ΓNCL is the specific volume at σ′
v = 1 kPa on the 

NCL; vi is the initial specific volume; κ is the gradient of the unloading-reloading 

line (URL); λ is the gradient of the NCL; St is the soil sensitivity and Φ is a 

lumped strength parameter. 

           The excess pore pressure generation rate is: 

δ𝑢e(�̂�)

δε(�̂�)
=

χ

𝜀98
[

𝑢e,r(�̂�)

𝑢e,max(�̂�)
]

𝑝

                                                                                                (7)  

where  

χ =  
(1−0.011−𝑝)

1−𝑝
𝑢e,max(�̂�)                                                                                                   (8) 

and ε98 is the characteristic shear strain associated with a degree of remoulding 

equal to 98%; p is a constant power that affects the shape of the pore pressure 
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generation; χ is a characteristic pressure that varies with specific volume, v. The 

rate is proportional to ue,r/ue,max which varies from unity down to zero as pore 

pressure builds up. ue,max is the maximum pore pressure, given by the difference 

between the equilibrium stress, (v,eqm = vo + a) and v,RSL, while ue,r is the 

remaining potential excess pore pressure, (v-v,RSL) (distance B-C on Figure 

6-12b). The incremental (absolute) shear strain is calculated as the anchor moves 

horizontally with a given displacement, δ�̂�, and weighted by the strain influence 

function, μ(�̂�), with boundaries that extend a normalised distance β ahead and 

behind the anchor (Zhou et al. 2019a). Any maintained load on the anchor 

generates additional stress that is added to the vertical self-weight stress to 

enhance the equilibrium effective stress in the ground. This extra stress, at position 

 relative to the anchor, is a = Iσ𝐾𝑜qa where Iσ() is the influence factor describing 

the stress distribution away from the anchor following Boussinesq (1885) and 

Poulos & Davis (1974); Ko is a general earth pressure coefficient and qa is the 

maintained load. 

• Consolidation process. Dissipation of excess pore pressure during consolidation 

is described by a simple hyperbolic model (Chatterjee et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 

2019a), which is expressed in rate form as 

δ𝑢e(�̂�)

δ𝑡
= −

𝑢e,i(�̂�,𝑡)𝑐op
m 𝑡m−1(𝐷𝑎

2𝑇50)
m

𝑚

[(𝐷𝑎
2𝑇50)

m
+(𝑐v𝑡)m]

2                                                                              (9)                                                                                                                  

where t is the period of (consolidation) time, cop is the operative coefficient of 

consolidation, m is a constant that controls the shape of the dissipation response 

and T50 is the dimensionless time factor for 50% dissipation of the initial excess 

pore pressure.  

• Soil strength response. The current undrained shear strength at each soil element 

is calculated from the vertical effective stress,  σv
′ (�̂�) , via a lumped strength 

parameter, Φ: 

𝑠u(�̂�) = Φσv
′ (�̂�)                                                                                                                   (10) 

An average undrained shear strength mobilised by the anchor, su,av, is obtained by 

integrating the undrained shear strength within an influence zone (described by 

vs(�̂�)) with a triangular weighting function extending a distance, α, behind and in 

front of the anchor:  
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𝑠u,av = ∫ 𝑠u(�̂�)𝑣s(�̂�)𝑑𝑥
𝑥m̂+α

𝑥m̂−α
                                                                                                     (11) 

Prior to failure, a proportion of the strength, su,mob, is progressively mobilised with 

a changing tangent stiffness, expressed as 

δ (
𝑠u,mob

𝑠u,av
) = δ(�̂�)𝐾                                                                                                    (12)                                                                                    

where 

K = (1 − (
Δ(

𝑠u,mob
𝑠u,av

)

Δ(
𝑠u,max

𝑠u,av
)
)



)Kmax                                                                                                      (13)                                                                   

in which  is the power law parameter to account for the nonlinear change in 

tangent stiffness; (
𝑠u,max

𝑠u,av
) is the potential change after any reversal; the effective 

tangent stiffness, K, varies nonlinearly from a maximum stiffness, Kmax to 0 at 

su,mob/su,av = 1 (see Zhou et al. 2019a for further details). 

6.4.2 Selection of framework parameters 

The model parameters used in the simulations are summarised in Table 6-3. Many 

parameters are directly defined in the experiments, e.g. the anchor diameter, effective soil 

unit weight, over-consolidation ratio and soil sensitivity. The critical state soil parameters 

(κ, λ and ΓNCL) are established from oedometer tests (Table 6-1) and the normally 

consolidated undrained shear strength ratio (su/σ'v0)NC from the initial penetration of a T-

bar test.  

The excess pore generation parameters (ε99, p and β) were obtained by fitting to the cyclic 

T-bar results shown in Figure 6-3. Excess pore pressure dissipation parameters, T50 and 

m were taken from previously back-analyses of a circular plate at a normalised depth, 

z/Da = 3.5 in the same soil (Zhou et al. 2019b). This requires selection of an ‘operative’ 

coefficient of consolidation, cop, as T50 = t50cop/Da
2 (where t50 is actual, rather than 

dimensionless time). Figure 6-7 indicates cop = 4 m2/year (Figure 6-7) for this soil and 

anchor geometry.  For field applications, cop may be selected as an average of cv from 

Rowe-cell (or oedometer) tests and ch from a piezocone or piezoball test. 

The final group of parameters in Table 6-3 control the strength and stiffness mobilization 

response. The lumped strength parameter was taken as Φ = 1.62, selected by scaling 

(su/𝜎v0
′ )NC by the ratio of the drained to undrained T-bar penetration resistance (4.2 for 
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this soil, from Chow et al. (2019)). The extent of the strength influence zone was taken 

as α = 0.5Da, consistent with the size of the failure mechanism for a deeply buried plate 

(e.g. Yu et al. 2011, Wang and O’Loughlin, 2014), and equal to the value in previous 

analyses of spudcan penetration (Zhou et al. 2019a). For the simulation of the episodic T-

bar test, a value of α = 1 was selected meaning that the operative strength was calculated 

over a zone that extended by one bar diameter away from the centerline, matching the 

size of numerically-observed failure mechanisms (Einav & Randolph, 2005; Zhou et al. 

2019a). 

The maximum stiffness, Kmax and its decay parameter, ζ, were taken as 210 and 4.55 

respectively, based on a best fit to the cyclic phase of Test 2. These final two parameters 

were the only ones fitted directly to the anchor test results. All other parameters have been 

sourced from the T-bar results, theoretical considerations, or other previously-published 

tests.  

6.4.3 Results of T-bar test simulations 

The framework performance is first demonstrated via simulations of an episodic T-bar 

test that was performed in the same sample as the anchor tests following the protocol set 

out by Hodder et al. (2008). This type of test involves undrained penetration (at v = 3 

mm/s) to a depth, z = 75 mm, followed by three episodes of 20 displacement-controlled 

cycles over z = 30 to 75 mm after which the T-bar was maintained at the base of the cycles 

for a period of one hour. 

The simulation used the parameters set out in Table 6-3 and the full procedures are 

described in Zhou et al. (2019a), who report equivalent tests and simulations in kaolin 

clay.  

The simulated and measured profiles of penetration resistance are compared in Figure 

6-13a, with the mid-cycles values of su/su,i highlighted in Figure 6-13b. The degradation 

and recovery of strength are both well captured and the strength at the start of the third 

episode has nearly recovered to the initial value.  

6.4.4 Results of anchor test simulations 

The anchor capacity is the product of a bearing factor and an average undrained strength 

around the anchor. Specific bearing factors were taken for each test (Nc,a = 11.5, 10.9, 

11.6 and 11 for Tests 1, 2, 3 and 4) based on the initial monotonic loading stage (Table 

6-2). These values were used in the simulations of each test to separate out these minor 

test-to-test variations in anchor capacity from the changes in capacity within each test.  
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The framework, using the parameters listed in Table 6-4, was then employed to calculate 

the operative soil strength and therefore the anchor resistance throughout each test. 

6.4.4.1 Changes in anchor capacity 

Figure 6-14 compares the simulated and measured evolution of anchor capacity for each 

test. Overall the simulations provide good agreement with the measurements with the 

peak resistance predicted to within 7% on average (Table 6-2). There is a tendency to 

underestimate the post-peak resistance, which is perhaps because the model does not 

capture the strengthened soil being moved forward with the anchor. 

An additional simulation was undertaken to illustrate the limiting peak anchor capacity 

by extending Test 4 to 200 episodes of cyclic loading and reconsolidation. By the end of 

this simulation, the capacity reached qa,ccu = 2070 kPa, which is >4 times more than the 

initial qa,uu. This example illustrates the potential for even greater gains in anchor capacity 

than were observed in the relatively short term centrifuge model tests. 

This additional simulation illustrates the potential for the model to be used to maintain an 

updated value of the anchor capacity, in response to the whole life loading it has 

experienced. The movements of a floating facility are commonly monitored and used to 

estimate loading and fatigue within the facility and its mooring system (e.g. Renzi et al. 

2017). Similarly, the motions or mooring loads could be fed into this anchor model, in 

order to maintain a continuously updated estimate of the changing capacity. The model 

then becomes a digital twin of the anchor, to support integrity management, design 

condition updating and life extensions. 

6.4.4.2 Variation in effective stress and specific volume 

Figure 6-15 shows the variation in effective stress and specific volume calculated by the 

framework for soil elements at various locations relative to the anchor, which are 

indicated in Figure 6-14 for each test. Observations from these stress paths include: 

• Test 1 (Figure 6-15a). Effective stress paths are provided for soil elements at two 

locations; x/Da = 0, in front of the plate at the end of the initial monotonic stage, 

and x/Da = 0.26, which is at the plate as the peak anchor capacity is mobilised 

during the post-consolidation monotonic stage. During the initial monotonic 

loading phase, excess pore pressure develops, reducing σv
′  from point A' to point 

B' (at x/Da = 0) and point B (at x/Da = 0.26). The vertical effective stress at point 

B is higher than at point B' as this soil element is initially further from the anchor. 

During the consolidation phase the effective stress path follows the URL (B-C or 
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B'-C') and then the NCL to point D or D'.  

The final monotonic stage causes excess pore pressures to redevelop, such that 

σv
′  reduces to points E' and E for x/Da = 0 and x/Da = 0.26 respectively. Points B' 

(at x/Da = 0) and E (at x/Da = 0.26) represent the difference in stress state between 

the initial and final monotonic stages. As the effective stress at point E is higher 

than at point B', the soil strength, and hence the anchor capacity is higher.  

• Test 2 (Figure 6-15b). Three soil elements are shown for this test, due to the high 

horizontal displacement: x/Da = 0, 0.45 and 1.2. The response at x/Da = 0 matches 

Test 1 (Figure 6-15a), with σv
′  reducing from A'' to B''. The effective stress at x/Da 

= 0.45 reduces very slightly from A' to B', being at the edge of the strain influence 

zone. The stress at x/Da = 1.2 is unaffected, being outside the strain influence zone 

during this stage.  

During cyclic loading the soil elements respond according to their location 

relative to that of the plate. The effective stress initially reduces at x/Da = 0, but 

then begins to increase (at N = 35) as excess pore pressure dissipation outweighs 

the continuing generation. After 170 cycles x/Da = 0 is outside the strain influence 

zone, so only dissipation occurs thereafter, following the URL to point C''. At x/Da 

= 0.45 the modest pore pressure from the initial monotonic stage (point B') is 

followed by significant additional pore pressure generation during the initial 

cycles. However after N = 180 σv
′  starts to increase with the dissipation process 

outweighing the generation. By N = 1080, x/Da = 0.45 is almost outside the strain 

influence zone, so the stress path is dominated by dissipation towards C'. The soil 

element at x/Da = 1.2 only enters the strain influence zone at N = 270, and σv
′  

initially reduces until N = 430. Thereafter, the stress increases to point C following 

a path that is approximately parallel to the NCL and RSL.  

During the final monotonic stage the soil elements at z/Da = 0 and 0.45 do not 

respond as they are not within the strain influence zone, whereas at z/Da = 1.2 σv
′  

reduces to point D, at a higher vertical effective stress than at point B and 

consequently a higher soil strength. 

• Test 3 (Figure 6-15c). Effective stress paths at x/Da = 0 and 0.26 are shown, 

consistent with Test 1. The responses at x/Da = 0 and 0.26 for the initial monotonic 

stage and the maintained load stage (to D' and D) match Test 1. As in Test 2, 

cyclic loading causes an initial reduction and then increase in effective stress, with 
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both soil elements responding to the cycle-by-cycle change in pore pressure over 

the complete 1080 cycles. The plate movement in this test is significantly reduced 

relative to Test 2 because of the consolidation during the initial maintained load 

stage. The magnitude of pore pressure at each soil element depends on their 

location relative to the plate. The effective stress path for the final maintained load 

stage of the test follows the URL along E'-F' (x/Da = 0) and E-F (x/Da = 0.26), 

reaching slightly different limiting effective stresses (F' and F) due to the different 

(horizontal) position of each element relative to the anchor, and therefore different 

values of v,eqm.  

The final monotonic stage of the test causes a reduction in σv
′  to point G' or G 

which are higher than at point B', yielding a gain in anchor capacity.  

• Test 4 (Figure 6-15d and Figure 6-15e - extended). As for Test 3, soil elements at 

x/Da = 0 and 0.26 are shown. The initial response matches Test 3, and then 

continues by repeating the episodes of cyclic loading and maintained load. 

Progressively less excess pore pressure is generated, such that the eventual 

effective stress state (point H for x/Da = 0.26) is at a high effective stress and hence 

soil strength. An extended simulation of the same test involving 200 episodes of 

cyclic and maintained load (Figure 6-15e) illustrates the progressive decay in 

excess pore pressure generation as ue,max reduces from ~179 kPa in the first 

episode to 19 kPa in the final episode. The limiting soil strength is at σv,eqm
′  on 

the RSL, which corresponds to a soil strength that is 6.9 times the initial undrained 

soil strength (point B). This ratio exceeds the ratio of drained to undrained 

penetration resistance for this soil (Φ/(su/σ'v)NC = 4.2) due to the additional 

effective stress created by the maintained load (σv,eqm
′ − σv0

′ ). 

Overall, the stress paths show that the framework can capture a range of effects that lie 

behind the observed changes in soil strength and anchor capacity. For example, the level 

of pore pressure generation depends on the current pore pressure and the loading 

amplitude, which varies due to the level of anchor load as well as the position relative to 

the anchor. Also, the progressive consolidation, both during cycles and under maintained 

load, is illustrated, alongside the resulting changes in anchor capacity.  
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6.5 Conclusion 

Plate anchors offer an efficient solution for mooring floating facilities. This paper 

describes a set of centrifuge experiments that illustrate how the capacity of a plate anchor 

in soft clay increases due to combinations of maintained and cyclic load. The tests show 

a 50% gain in capacity after full consolidation under a maintained load of 50% of the 

monotonic undrained capacity. Also, 1080 cycles of one-way undrained cyclic loading 

over a much shorter period give a similar gain. Combinations of maintained and cyclic 

loading lead to even higher capacity increases, to 2.5 times the initial value.  

These results are replicated by simulations using the Zhou et al. (2019a) effective stress 

framework. This approach calculates changes in soil strength due to undrained shearing 

and consolidation and provides insights into the underlying stress paths within the loaded 

soil. Many of the framework parameters are derived from full-flow penetrometer tests, so 

there is the potential to bridge from in situ tests to plate anchor design calculations. The 

prediction approach outlined here is an effective means of establishing the magnitude and 

time scale of the capacity changes for particular combinations of anchor geometry, 

loading and seabed properties.  

In summary, this paper indicates that a less conservative basis for plate anchor design 

may be warranted, particularly if loading events are predictable – which is the case, for 

example, with offloading events for a taut moored floater. Further evidence for more 

general loading conditions (including an inclined plate and inclined loading) would 

provide wider validation in this regard. The model shown in this paper can be used to 

determine how gains in strength raise the reliability of the system, allowing resistance 

factors to be adjusted accordingly. 

The model can also be a ‘digital twin’ of an anchor, since it can capture the changing 

capacity in response to any arbitrary loading sequence that the anchor is subjected to. In 

this way, the model could form part of an asset management system to monitor the 

integrity of the anchor and the ability to sustain additional loads as a result of revised 

design conditions or life extension requirements. 
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6.7 Notation 

b      peak strength parameter, 𝑘Φ(�̂�) = OCR(�̂�)b 

cv      coefficient of consolidation 

ch      coefficient of horizontal consolidation 

cop      operative coefficient of consolidation  

d      diameter of T-bar penetrometer 

Da      diameter of circular plate anchor 

Da      diameter of piezofoundation 

Ir      rigidity index 

G      elastic shear modulus 

Ir      rigity index 

Iσ      Boussinesq influence factor 

k      soil strength gradient 

K      tangent stiffness 

Ko      general earth pressure coefficient 

Kmax      maximum tangent stiffness adopted since the last reversal in  

      penetration or extraction 

m      parameter for dissipation rate 

Nc,a      anchor dimensionless factor 

p      parameter for pore pressure generation rate 

P'      mean effective stress 

qa      anchor resistance 

qapp      applied consolidation loading 

qa,uu      undrained unconsolidated anchor resistance 

qa,cu      consolidated undrained anchor resistance 

qa,ccu     cyclic (or cyclic consolidated) undrained anchor resistance 

su      undrained shear strength 

su,i      in-situ undrained shear strength 

su,av      average undrained shear strength 
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su,c      consolidated soil strength 

su,cyc      cyclic undrained  shear strength 

su,mob      mobilised soil strength 

𝑆t      soil sensitivity 

(
𝑠u

σ′
v0

)
NC

 
     normally consolidated undrained strength ratio 

t      time 

ta      thickness of plate anchor 

tc      reconsolidation period 

T      dimensionless time  

T*      Dimensionless time for piezocone test 

T50      dimensionless time required for 50% dissipation of the initial excess 

     pore pressure 

ue      excess pore pressure  

ue,r      remaining potential excess pore pressure  

ue,max      maximum excess pore pressure  

vs      strength influence function 

v      specific volume 

vd      velocity of penetrometer or plate anchor 

vi      initial specific volume 

x      horizontal displacement 

z      soil depth  

�̂�      normalised soil depth, z/D 

zm      depth of center of plate anchor below soil surface 

�̂�m      normalised depth, zm/D 

α      strength influence zone extent 

β      strain influence zone extent 

λ      gradient of the normal consolidation line (NCL) 

κ      gradient of the unload-reload line (URL) 
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Φ      lumped strength parameter 

Φsteady      steady value of lumped strength parameter 

σ'v      vertical effective stress 

σ'v,eqm      equilibrium vertical effective stress 

σ'v,NCL      vertical effective stress at NCL 

σ'v,RSL      vertical effective stress at RSL 

σ'v0      in situ geostatic effective stress 

ε      cumulative (absolute) shear strain 

ε98      cumulative (absolute) shear strain required for a degree of remoulding  

     equal to 98% 

μ      strain influence distribution function 

ΓNCL      specific volume, v, σ'v  = 1 kPa on the NCL 

      nonlinear tangent stiffness parameter  

γ'      soil effective unit weight 
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Figure 6-1  Model anchor 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 6-2  Experimental arrangement at different stages: (a) cutting a slot for the 

anchor loading line; (b) before anchor installation; (c) after anchor installation; (d) 

in preparation for loading 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6-3  T-bar test data: (a) undrained shear strength profiles; (b) soil strength 

variation factor during cyclic remoulding (z = 75 mm) 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6-4  Undrained shear strength profiles in T-bar tests with load-controlled 

cycles: (a) TB_03 with 1080 cycles between 0.25 and 0.75su,i; (b) TB_04 with 1080 

cycles between 0 and 0.75su,i 
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Figure 6-5  Excess pore pressure response in piezocone dissipation tests 

 

 

 

Figure 6-6  Excess pore pressure response in piezofoundation dissipation tests 
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Figure 6-7  Coefficients of consolidation from piezocone and piezofoundation tests 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 

Figure 6-8  Loading sequence for anchor tests: (a) Test 1; (b) Test 2; (c) Test 3; (4) 

Test 4 
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Figure 6-9  Anchor capacity response during the initial monotonic loading stage 

 

 

 

Figure 6-10  Increase in anchor resistance due to consolidation during (and following) 

maintained and cyclic loading 
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(d) 

Figure 6-11  Maintained and cyclic loading sequence and the corresponding anchor 

displacement response: (a) Test 1; (b) Test 2; (c) Test 3; (4) Test 4 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 6-12  Effective stress framework: (a) one-dimension horizontal row of soil 

elements for this study; (b) effective stress paths due to remoulding, cyclic loading, 

reconsolidation and maintained load 
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(b) 

Figure 6-13  Comparison of experimental and simulated episodic cyclic T-bar: (a) 

depth profiles of undrained shear strength; (b) evolution of normalised soil strength, 

su/su,i, during and after cycles at the mid-depth of the cycles 
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(e) 

Figure 6-14  Experimental and simulated anchor capacities: (a) Test 1; (b) Test 2; 

(c) Test 3; (d) Test 4; (e) Test 4 extended to 200 episodes 
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(e) 

Figure 6-15  Effective stress paths: (a) at z/Da = 0 and 0.26 for Test 1; (b) at z/Da = 0, 

0.46 and 1.2 for Test 2; (c) at z/Da = 0 and 0.26 for Test 3; (d) at z/Da = 0 and 0.26 

for Test 4; (e) at z/Da = 0.26 for an extended simulation of Test 4 (involving 200 

episodes) 
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Table 6-1 Properties of calcareous silt (from Chow et al. 2019) 

Property Value 

Liquid limit, LL (%) 67 

Plastic limit, PL (%) 39 

Specific gravity, Gs 2.71 

Slope of normal consolidation line, λ 0.287 

Slope of swelling line, κ 0.036 

Specific volume, v, at σ'v = 1 kPa on NCL, ΓNCL 4 

Carbonate content, CaCO3 (%) 73.29 
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Table 6-2 Summary of anchor tests: loading sequences, test results and simulation results 

Test  

Episodic loading regime 

Number 

of 

episodes 

Test results 

Simulated 

peak anchor 

capacity (kPa) 

Ratio of simulated to 

measured capacity 
Maintained 

load 

One-way  

cyclic loading 

Maintained 

load 

Initial 

anchor 

capacity, 

qa,uu (kPa)  

Anchor 

capacity 

factor, Nc,a 

Final anchor 

capacity 

(kPa) 

Anchor 

capacity 

increase 

1 
tc = 3 hrs 

at 0.5qa,uu 
- - 1 516 11.5 qa,cu = 780 

qa,cu/qa,uu = 

1.51 
qa,cu = 810 1.04 

2 - 

N = 1080 cycles 

qa = 0.25qa,uu  - 

0.75qa,uu 

- 1 489 10.9 qa,ccu = 737 
qa,ccu/qa,uu = 

1.50 
qa,ccu = 821 1.11 

3 
tc = 3 hrs 

at 0.5qa,uu 

N = 1080 cycles 

qa = 0.25qa,uu  - 

0.75qa,uu 

tc = 3 hrs 

at 0.5qa,uu 
1 521 11.6 qa,ccu = 990 

qa,ccu /qa,uu = 

1.90 
qa,ccu = 1063 1.07 

4 
tc = 3 hrs 

at 0.5qa,uu 

N = 1080 cycles 

qa = 0.25qa,uu  - 

0.75qa,uu 

tc = 3 hrs 

at 0.5qa,uu 
5 492 11.0 qa,ccu = 1230 

qa,ccu /qa,uu = 

2.50 
qa,ccu = 1304 1.06 

         Average 1.07 
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Table 6-3 Summary of framework parameters used in the simulation of the episodic cyclic T-bar test 

Framework component Parameter Description Value 

Geometry D Diameter of the anchor  0.75 m (prototype scale) 

Soil characteristics 

γ' Effective unit weight 5.2 kN/m3 

OCR Over-consolidation ratio 1 

St,cyc Soil sensitivity 5 

 

Critical state mode 

λ Compression index 0.287 

κ Swelling index 0.036 

(su/σ'vo)NC Normally consolidated undrained strength ratio 0.385 

ΓNCL Specific volume, v, at σ'v = 1 kPa on NCL 4 

Excess pore pressure 

generation 

ε98 Cumulative shear strain parameter 100 

p Shear strain rate parameter 2.9 

β Strain influence zone extent 1D 

Consolidation process 
T50 Non-dimensional time for 50% consolidation 0.09 

m Embedment level parameter 1.05 

General soil strength and 

stiffness response 

Φ Lumped strength parameter 1.62 

α Strength influence zone extent 1D 

Kmax Maximum tangent stiffness 32.5 

 Power law parameter for strength mobilisation 0.32 
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Table 6-4 Summary of framework parameters used in the simulation of the anchor tests 

Framework 

component Parameter Description Value 

 

Remarks 

Geometry  D Anchor diameter (prototype scale) 5.25 m - 

Soil 

characteristics 

γ' Effective unit weight 5.2 kN/m3 - 

OCR Over-consolidation ratio 1 Normally consolidated soil sample for this study 

St,cyc Soil sensitivity 5 Measured by cyclic T-bar test  

 

Critical state 

mode 

λ Compression index 0.287 λ defines the gradient of NCL 

κ Swelling index 0.036 κ defines the gradient of URL 

(su/σ'vo)NC 
Normally consolidated undrained strength ratio 

0.385 

Based on an undrained shear strength gradient, k = 2 kPa/m and 

effective unit weight, γ' = 5.2 kN/m3 

ΓNCL Specific volume, v, at σ'v = 1 kPa on NCL 4 Measurements from Chow et al. (2019) and Zhou et al. (2019b) 

Excess pore 

pressure 

generation 

ε98  Cumulative shear strain parameter 100   

ε98 and p for excess pore pressure generation in Equation 7 
p  Shear strain rate parameter 2.9 

β Strain influence zone extent 0.5D 

Selected to define the shear strain influence zone, as informed by clay 

failure mechanisms (Yu et al., 2011). 

Consolidation 

process 

T50 Non-dimensional time for 50% consolidation 0.07 
T50  and m for excess pore pressure dissipation via Equation 8 

m Embedment level parameter 0.92 

General soil 

strength and 

stiffness 

response  

Φ Lumped strength parameter  1.62 
Used to calculate the undrained shear strength from the current vertical 

effective stress via Equation 9 

α Strength influence zone extent 0.5D 
Selected to define the strength influence zone, as informed by clay 

failure mechanisms (Yu et al., 2011). 

Kmax Maximum tangent stiffness 210 Used to calculate effective tangent stiffness during soil strength 

mobilisation via Equation 11 
 Power law parameter for strength mobilisation 4.55 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED 

RESEARCH DIRECTION  

7.1 Summary  

This research project has systematically studied the changing strength of soft soils via 

physical and numerical modelling. The main contributions of the study, in response to the 

three aims of the research project proposed in Chapter 1, include: 

Contribution 1. Experimental observations of changing soil strength investigated 

via novel penetrometer and foundation tests (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). 

Contribution 2. A new effective stress framework to predict the changes in soil 

strength considering effects of maintained load, remoulding and reconsolidation 

(Chapter 4). 

Contribution 3. Application of the framework for predicting whole-life response of 

(1) SCR at touch down zone and (2) deep-embedded plate anchor, and providing a 

potential link between the advanced in situ tests and foundation design practice 

(Chapter 5, Chapter 6). 

The outcomes of the project presented in this thesis explore (and potentially provide a 

basis for unlocking) the changing soil strength due to dissipation of excess pore pressures 

induced by undrained monotonic or cyclic shearing. This provide a means to bank the 

benefit of the changing soil strength for geotechnical design practice. The details of each 

contribution are summarised in the following subsections. 
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7.2 Contributions  

7.2.1 Experimental observations of changing soil strength investigated via novel 

penetrometer and foundation tests 

The changing strength of soft soil when subjected to cyclic/episodic loading and 

consolidation was explored and investigated via physical modelling observations in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.    

Chapter 2 presented results from T-bar penetrometer tests involving episodes of large and 

small amplitude cyclic loading with intervening consolidation periods, highlighting the 

beneficial effect of consolidation on soil strength. Large amplitude cyclic loading 

remoulds the soil to a minimum value, although the regain in strength due to consolidation 

is significant – in some instances surpassing the loss in strength during remoulding – and 

higher in soils with higher sensitivities. Low amplitude one-way cyclic loading, 

mobilising a peak resistance equivalent to 75% of the initial monotonic strength, did not 

result in a discernible reduction in strength, but led to very significant increase in soil 

strength, to almost 250% of the initial monotonic strength, due to the consolidation that 

took place both during and after cycling.  

Such high increases were apparent in these T-bar penetrometer tests over practical test 

durations as dissipation of the excess pore pressures induced by the movement of the 

penetrometer could occur relatively quickly. This supports the possible application of new 

test protocols such as those employed here in T-bar or ball penetrometer tests to measure 

the change in soil strength due to small or large amplitude cyclic loads.  

The experimental evidence in Chapter 2 provide impetus to challenge the conventional 

design paradigm of discounting undrained shear strength to allow for cyclic loading. 

Although a consolidation period is necessary for the observed strength gains to 

accumulate, they can be created by relatively low level cyclic loading and offer 

potentially significant benefits in available bearing capacity. 
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Additionally, Chapter 3 described a centrifuge study using novel penetrometers (T-bar 

and piezoball) and model foundation tests to explore the changes in soil strength and 

foundation capacity. The test procedures included monotonic and cyclic loads, as well as 

episodic loads that involve intervals of pore pressure dissipation. These loads and the 

associated remoulding and reconsolidation cause significant changes in the soil strength 

and foundation capacity. Soil strength changed from penetrometer tests differed by a 

factor of 15 from the fully remoulded strength to a limiting upper value after long-term 

cyclic loading and reconsolidation. For the model foundation tests, the foundation 

capacity of a surface foundation and a deep embedded plate were studied. The soil 

strength interpreted from the measured foundation capacity varied by a factor of up to 

three due to episodes of loading and consolidation, with an associated order of magnitude 

increase in the coefficient of consolidation. The results show a remarkable rise in soil 

strength over the loading events, and provide a potential link between changes in soil 

strength observed in penetrometer tests and the capacity of foundations, allowing the 

effects of cyclic loading and consolidation to be predicted. 

7.2.2 A new effective stress framework to predict the changes in soil strength 

considering effects of maintained load, remoulding and reconsolidation 

A new effective stress framework was developed in Chapter 4. The framework is 

designed as the simplest basis on which to capture spatially varying changes in strength 

due to maintained and cyclic loads, and the associated remoulding and reconsolidation 

processes.  

The framework can be used to interpret cyclic penetrometer tests (presented in Chapter 

2) as well as foundation behaviour. This provides a basis for the approach to be used in 

design, by scaling directly from penetrometer tests to foundation behaviour.  
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A benchmarking analysis against a T-bar test with three cyclic penetration episodes was 

performed. The framework prediction is in good agreement with experimental data for 

each cyclic episode. The framework reproduces the soil degradation during the cyclic 

penetration, along with the regain in soil strength owing to reconsolidation. This 

benchmarking analysis, therefore validates that the analytical components in the 

framework can capture the changing soil strength due to cyclic remoulding and 

reconsolidation. 

In the second benchmarking analysis, the framework simulates a set of spudcan footing 

penetration tests with a series of consolidation periods. The simulations reproduce well 

the enhanced penetration resistance due to increasing soil strength and the improved zone 

following the subsequent penetration process. This analysis reveals that the framework 

can provide a simple means to assess soil-structure interaction considering maintained 

load, remoulding and consolidation. 

The framework provides accurate assessments for soil-structure interaction problems 

involving maintained load, remoulding and reconsolidation. It is a useful method to 

simulate the cyclic penetrometer tests and practical field operations considering a ‘whole-

life’ loading history.  

7.2.3 Application of the framework for predicting whole-life response of (1) SCR 

at touch down zone and (2) deep-embedded plate anchor, and providing a 

potential link between the advanced in situ tests and foundation design 

practice 

Chapter 5 presents a new SCR-seabed interaction model based on the framework 

described in Chapter 4. The model was used for predicting the evolution of SCR-seabed 

stiffness and SCR penetration resistance accounting for consolidation. Compared with 

current published models and design practice, in which SCR-seabed interaction is analysed 
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using a total stress approach ignoring any influence of drainage of pore water pressure, the 

analysis proposed in Chapter 5 shows a significant improvement. Three important 

contributions are made: (1) the new method uses an effective stress framework, and is defined 

with sufficient generality to allow realistic simulation of ‘whole-life’ cyclic loading histories. 

This unlocks the ‘hidden’ effect of consolidation on soil strength and stiffness, rather than 

using a predefined empirical factor applied to the intact soil strength and resistance, as is 

current practice; (2) it proposes a sound theory that captures the experimental observations, 

allowing reliable prediction of changes in penetration resistance and stiffness through 

remoulding and reconsolidation – including extrapolation from centrifuge tests to arbitrary 

field conditions; (3) many of the model parameters are derived from full-flow penetrometer 

test data, so it provides the potential to bridge between in situ tests and SCR design 

predictions.  

A series of simulations were presented to illustrate a range of typical field scenarios, and 

show the progressive rise in stiffness during continuous cycling motion, due to consolidation. 

It was shown that current design practice may underestimate the seabed stiffness 

significantly, but the new approach allows rapid checking of this for particular combinations 

of SCR and soil conditions. 

Chapter 6 describes a set of centrifuge experiments that provide evidence for plate anchor 

capacity increases due to combinations of maintained/cyclic load and consolidation. 

These data are consistent with an emerging dataset (for different examples of seabed-

structure interaction) that consistently show consolidation-induced soil strength increases 

(e.g. Bienen and Cassidy 2013; Fu et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2019a). The 

anchor test results show that anchor capacity increases by 50% due to (essentially) full 

consolidation (T = 1.12) under a maintained load of 50% of the monotonic undrained 

capacity, with 1080 cycles of one-way undrained cyclic loading (between 25 and 75% of 

the monotonic undrained capacity) over a much shorter period (T = 0.28) giving similar 
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capacity gains. Combinations of maintained and cyclic loading lead to even higher 

capacity increases, of up to 2.5 times the initial value. These results can be replicated in, 

and explained by, simulations using the effective stress framework (developed in Chapter 

4) that calculates changes in soil strength due to undrained shearing and consolidation. 

As many of the framework parameters are derived from full-flow penetrometer test data, 

there is the potential to bridge between in situ tests and plate anchor design calculations. 

Consideration needs to be given to the time scales over which capacity gains may be 

expected, as these occur faster in the centrifuge than in the field. The effective stress 

framework is an effective means of establishing the magnitude and time scale of the 

capacity changes for particular combinations of anchor geometry and seabed properties.  

7.3 Recommended research direction 

The work presented in this thesis has provided a primary database of experimental 

evidence for changing soil strength due to complex loading, and an effective stress 

framework that can capture such changes. Further research to complement the findings 

set out in this thesis might include: (i) extension of the load-controlled cyclic T-bar test 

to  include both one-way and two-way cyclic loading to form a basis for constructing S-

N curves for different soil types; (ii) demonstrating the experimental observations from 

the foundation and anchor tests at field scale, giving consideration to strategies for 

quickening the consolidation process (e.g. reducing drainage path lengths) at the higher 

length scales, and finally; (iii) extension of the effective stress framework to two 

dimensions, such that it could be used for a wider range of boundary values problems,  

e.g. an embedded mooring chain; (iv) consolidation of the effects of the cyclic loading 

and reconsolidation on dynamic responses of soil-structure interaction. 
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In conclusion, the work presented in this thesis represents an opportunity for optimising 

the geotechnical design of a range of offshore infrastructure; extending this work as 

described above would be of value in advancing offshore geotechnical design practice.  
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